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This military technical training course has been selected and adapted by
The Center fOr VocatiOnal Education for "Trial Implementation of a Model System
to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and TeChnical
Education," a project sponsored by the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education,
U.S. bepartment of Health, Education, and Welfare.



!CLIME& CURRICULUM MATERIAIS

The military-develmedcurriculmmateriaLs in this course
papkage were selected by the National Center for Research in
VOcational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem
ination to the six regianal Curriculurn Coordination Centers amd
other instructional materials.agencles. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make currioalmmaterials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The murse materials were aoguired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military *

uere deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These cours6 packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum develognent.



The National Center'
Mission Statement

-Pt

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluatin0 individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vpcational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 4321O -
Telephone: 6141486-3655 or Toil Free 800/

843-4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Technical Education
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-Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . 8

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

:This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Crirps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
U tending" between the U.S. Office of
Educatio Lid the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

1-7The National Center for Research in__
Vocational Education is the U.S. Officevf

.Education's designated representitive to
----'11cquire the materials and condtict the project

activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
ational Center Clearinghouse

qhirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
ProjeiA Director

What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and, technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
DFafting
Elei.,tronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
techniéal education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). TIA,f
will respond to your request directly or .r
you to an instructional materials agen
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION UN TEES

EASt CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwatei, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia. WA, 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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Cauree Cloteriptien

This section is Me second of a fosiopert courve covering general trIniCks nvicrianics. Th e entire course coven inspectino, servicing. testing, adjusting.,
trOub4iert00Eng. and repairing autOmOtivIt general purpose vehicles; geeoline engine turwup and repair: Manual and automatic tranwnission replacement
and adjustrnent; lubrication system servicing and septic cooling system uniting: power train repetr; front eqd and tteerine system adissitments and
repair: brake System adiustment and repair; warning end lighting %Mho raotir: hydraulic control ramie: air conditionine system servicing; corrosion
cents*: end preparation of vehicles for climatic conditions and shipment. This section of the course contains one *loch of instruction covering S
hOure.

Stock III Auto &iterate/ Units contains the following five lessons:

Fundementais of Automotive Electricity', Batteries, and Basic Electrical Circuits (15 hours)
Battery ind Magneto ignition System (30 hours)
Cranking Mottos and Starting System 18 noursl
DC Cherging System (3 hours1
AC Charging System (17.5 hours)

This section contains botn teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include lesson plans outliningMe teaching steps end a plan of
instruction detailing unit% of inStructiOn, criterion obiectives. duration of the lessons. anr support materiels needed. Student materiels includeOne study
Nide containing obiecnves, text material and review questions. two tworltbOoks containing shoo tatOCaCtures; andtini0 prograrnmvi texts on fundamentals
of automotive electricity and magneto construction, operation, and nspection and maintenance. Another rafivence on battery arid magneto .gnition systons
oxis deleted because it was Copyrightect.

Several military manuals and Commemally produced tests are referenced, but not provided. Auchovisuals Suggested for ine with the entire course nct ude
53 transparencies. 10 iir-is 3nd 205 slides. This section Lised n conlunCtiOn with the tither three sections oroyides comorenensiya ;oyerage ol
inspection, malitendrcia, and eosir. Some documents can be used individually as sub-units. remedial or individuals/ad nudy. trie entire course can or
used in 3 ;113141 nst-uctionls setting or adapted for indondual knit.
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PLAN IP INSTRUCTION
COURSE HT L L

General Purpose Vehicle 4epalreau...7 Part I

BLOCK TITLE

Auto Electrical Units

uNI TS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
IHOUVM

4

. Fundamentals of Automotive Electricity,
Batteries, and Basic Electrical Circuits

a. Without references, identify basic
facto and terms relatIng to Ohm's Law, and
principles of electricity and magnetism, to
determtne types of circuits and effects of
voltage, amperage, and resistance in auto-
motive electrical cfrcuits, with 70Z accuracy.

b. Without references, identify basic
facts relative to the conetruction, operating
principles, and servicing of automotive
hatterlea with 702 accuracy.

c. Given TO, cools, equipmeut, storage
battery, and observing personnel and equipment
shop safety procedures, perform visual inspec-
tion and use teat equipment to determine
battery condition following the procedures,
specifications, and recommendations in the TO.

16

(12/4)
Day 16, 1/

PT AN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A8R47330

ATC ""*" 337
MAR 73

.011101.

Poleviuus EQITION oasoLST C..
uro lila- Ili

(6)

(1)

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Column 1 Retereace
la

lb

lc

STS Reference
16a

12a

3, 4d, 9, I2c

instructional Materials

IABR47130-S4-1111, Fundamentals of Automotive Electricity, Batteries, sand
Basic Electrical Circuits

lAiiR47330-W11-101, Fundamentals of Automotive Electricity, Batteries, and
basic Electrical Circuits

14,111Z47310-PT-301B, Fundamentals of Automotive Electricity
TO 1306-3-4-1, DDT

Au4io Visual Aids

Dch:o-Pi4wy 1:hart, Section A, Fundamentals of Electricity
helco-Remy Chart SecL1OU B, Batteriee

CF1-S1-i4A, Automotive Electricity for Mililary Vehicles
TF1-4144-DF, iialc Electrical Circuits

Transparencies, Butteries

TreiningLEquipment
Trainer:

60-2597, Basic Authmotive Electrical iluald (10),
60-2573, Mignetic Field ncisonstrator with tiageets (5)

Mechanic's Common ilandtools (1)
Special Tools (1)
Batteries (1)
Battery Hydrometers (1)
Battery-Statter Testets (2)

Troinfm Methods
DiAcussion7ffemouetration (6 hrs)
Selt-intaruction (2 hrs)

DAIF 2 Jaeoary 1915 , etoc.k U0 11 i 1- PAGt NO. 13
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PLAN OF IHSTRUCTION (Cesaines.

P
UNITS or IMSTRJCTION ASO CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION
'HOURS)

2

SUPPORT PA I E PIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

..

. Battery and Magneto Ignition Systems

a. Without references, identify basic
facts and terms related to the principles of
operation and the function and relationship
of battery and magneto ignition systen and
components with 70; accuracy.

b. Provided with technical publications
bench items, tools, and.equipment, and follow-
ing all safety precautions, repair or service
ignition systen compopents IAW technical.
publications.

.,.

c. Supplied with engine trainer, tools,
equipment, and technical pablicationi,
practicing personnel AmW!egeipment ahoy wifely,
use visual, auditory, operational means, and P
test equipment'to check ignition systsms IAW
env:Weal publications.

30
(24/6)

ilay 18,19

& 20,21

(12)

-

(4)

,( )

Performance (4
Outside Assignment

Instructional Envirunment/DesignM sr-soom(rirs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)

Instructional Guidance

hrs)
(4 hr.)

Use PT, review, and demonstrations as required to teach electrical
fundamentals and battery operation, ssintenanco, and testing. Complete
training objectives using'workbook and study references. Point out and
correct errors on the spot. Stress energy and material couservstion.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
2. 14a
2b 17-4d, 9, 14b .

2c 3, 4d, 9, 14c
-

Instructional Materials
3A1147330 -SG-302, Battery and Magneto Ignition Systems
34BR47330-Wil -302, lattery and Magneto Ignition Systems
3A1R47330 -SG/WB -302A, Battery and Magneto Ignition Systems
1k1R47330 -PT -3021, Magneto Construction, Operation, Inspection, and
Maintenance

TO 3306-3-4-1

Audio Visual Aids .

Delcn-Remp Chart, SactionID, Ignition Sysiessi
- Battery and Ignition Systoms

Films:
TV 1 -4720,,Principles of Automotive Magnetos
TF 1-4676, Ignition Spate* Spark Plege
TVL 47-14, Automotive Ignition Systems

Transparencies, Ignition Systems
,.- ,4' i_' / f' ''. / 1 ,t !. ,

ATraining kuioneni 4 I

Trainers: .

60-2527, Well Angle (10)

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO. 345147310 DAIS 2 'January 1975 KLOCK Nu III PAG( NO. 14
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.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cattiest/441

.
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

DURATION
(HOURS)

2
'.uPPOR T MATIERIALS AND GUIDANLL

.

,

.

../

,

,

,

,

-----..----,
60-2710, Engine, Ford, 6 Cyl (2)

60-2759, Engine Assembly, tHC 6 Cyl (2)
60-2761m, Engine, GMC 6 Cyl (2)
61-2800, Engine, Valiant 6 Cyl (2)
92902 Engine, Briggs 6 Stratton (2)

Mechanic's Common Handtools (1)
Special Toole (1)
Bench Items: Ignition t;ystem Components (I)
Universal Diagnosis Tester (2)
Tath- Due 11 Tester (2)
Volt-Amp Tester (2)
*I% lag Light (2)

Oscilloac:ope (2)
Upack Ping Cleaner (5)
Spring Ynibiee Gauge (5)
Trainer: 59-2427, Mag Prin (10)

Trainin1 Methods

testing, and trouble,-
objectives using

and afety precautions.
-

.

. ---

Discuss1O7OZTOnstration (12 hrs)
Performance (12 hrs)

Outside Assignment (6 hre)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (12 bre)
Laboratory (12 bre)

instructional Guidance
.

Discuna principIes..operatios, service, repair,
shooting of ignition Systems. Complete traiaing
workbook, study references, test equipment,
liais PT for outside Assigament.

-

.
r

,
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PLAN OF MSTRUtTION (Ceetieso4

UNITS Of INSTRUCTION AND CRI TOMO, 0111JECTIYES DURATION
IHOURSI

2

'SUPPORT MATERIALS AIM GUIDANCE

. Cranking Motors and Starting System

a. Without references identify basic
facts and terms related to t4e principles of
operation, tunction, and relationship of
starting system components with 702 accuracy.

b. Supplied with TO, bench items, tcols,
and equipment, and practicing all safety
precautions, repair or service; system components
IAN technical publicatiom.

c. Provided with engine trainer. tools.,
equipment, amd To., and practicing all safety
precautions, use visual, auditory, operational
amens, and test eqoipmmnt to check starting
systemm IAN TO.

,

'

.-:.

8
(6/2)

Day 22

Column I Reference STS Reference

.

System

.

witches, drives and
using workbook,

,

3a he
36 1T-9, 12b
3c 3, 44, 9, 12c

Instructional Materials

3ABR47330-SG-303, Cranking Motors and Starting'Systen
IABR47330-61B -303, Cranking Motors and Starting
TO 3306-3-4-1

Audio Visual Aids

Delco-Remy Chert, Section C, Cranking Motors
Trausparenciea, Starting Systems

Trainiqa Equipment
Trainers:

60-2710, Engine, Ford, 6 Cyl (2)
60-2759, Engine Assembly, TUC 6 Cyl (2)
60-2761, Engine, GMC 6 Cyl (2)
61-2800, Engine, Valiant o Cyl (2)

Mechanic's Common Uandtoole (17
Special Tools (1)
Beach Item: Siarter Assemblies (1)
Atmature Teeters (5)
Battery-Starter Teeter (2)

Traininn Methods ,

DiocuseimmfDemmestration (3.5 hre)
Performance (2.5 Ars)
Outside Assignment (2 hre)

Inetrmctional linvironment/Desie
Classroom (S.5 Ira)
Laboratory (2.5 hre)

Instructional Guidance

Discuss cranking motors, solenoids, magnetic
starting circuits. Complete training objectives
teat equipment, dad study references.

PLAN OP INSTRUCTION NO. 3A0R47 330 DATE 2 January.1975 &LOCK NO. 1/ I PAGE NO. 16
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Clammy***

UNITS 0'5 INSTRUCTION AND C RI TERION OBJECTiVES UURAHON
IHOL/1751

. DC Charging System

a. Without references, identify basic
facts and terms related to the principles of
operation, function, and relationship of DC
charging system components with 702 accuracy.

b. Supplied with bench items, tools,
equipnwnt, and TO, and using all safety
precautions, check DC charging system component
LAW TO.

PLAN Of INS-TRUCTION 14°' 3AISIt4/130

. 4444
("N 4

Co ATC "" 337A
AI A TA

.001 1.
l'946.,4,1 .1S I VI t KASS Pl11/)1 I 14

141.".. brr.) 1173 jia 1141:14111

1

1

Day 2 1

$uPPURT MA1 I 141ALS Am) GUIDAN(t

Coition 1 itele
4a
4b

1-NqFac.1_11'11.t0._
3Abk473i0-SO-

3A1111.473304/13-

FO

rence STS Reference
13a
3, 4d, 9, 13b

114121 a la
404 , DC Charging Sytitvms
404, DC Charging Systons

Audi_Visual Ai4r;
(3,;irt1 Sect itins E & F , i;e nerators

charts - Cut-Ana Relay A , ,

a o ;

TV Antooutiwt klectricity - Principles of Generators
ff 1 -5 AVI, !taliossAlye 41retAricity - Voltage Regulatora

'etenespierenetted

Eonillsossr_

frainerh;

60-2711), Engine, intd o Cyl (2)
66-2759, Engine Asseignly, IliC to .'11 6!)

ot1-2761, Engine, CNC 6 Cyl (2)
Auchanie's Coalman Handrools (I)
j PC4. La ruols (1)

L 111:4 :

_Vali V.! r 1.1.111 4.,:ner.itorli
Regulator (i)

Volt-App Tester (2)
fach-Dwrll Tester (2)
!amature Tetner (5)
44. it Tv Aida: Ira* Giangu (5)

Tra tct Het hodi
DiaeussionMeatoristration (4 hcb)

I lis teticl 4 oleal envI tiosntonu/l/e!ellin
s iTk.. 14 io)

UAU
.1.1i nary 19/S a:34 fal;

i i l'11,61:

IT.':1111441 4 11 . 04111,...1 es%

111.
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PIL.M4OFINSTRUCTION(Ceeneee4

owns OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OlIJECTIIIES

.---
owiatoom

(NOURS4
r

.... ...............---------..........

SUPPORT MAIER! ALS AND Gild/ANA. I
.

. AC Charging System

.

a. Without references, identify basic
facts and terms related to the principles of
operation, function, and nslationship of AC
charg'ag system components with 701 accuracy.

b. Supplied with bench items, tools,
equipment, mad workbook, and practicing all
safety precautions, repair or service AC
Charging system components IAW workbook.

c. Provided with ngine trainer, tools,
equipment, and workbook, and practicing
permommel and equipment shop safety, use visual
operational means, and tent equipmsot to check
DC and AC charging systems lAW workbook.

-

.

-

.

.

,---------:."---.......i---
rtemoreemituctemeo. 3A1147330

17.5
(13.5/4)

Day 23,241
25

(6,5)

(2)

(5)

.--_,..a..--......---
Instructional Guidaoce

Discuss principles, operation, service, repair, testing, end trouble-
shooting DC charging system components. Complete training objectives
using workbook, test equipment, study references, and following safety
procedures,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
5a
5b

I 5c

Instructional Materials

13a

1774d, 9, lib
3, 44, 9, 13c

IA111147330 -SC-305, AC Charging Syetem

3ARR47330-4 -305, AC Charging System
3AS547330-41R -305A, Alternator and Regulator Testing

.

Audio Visual Aldo
Delco-Remy Chart, Section K, Puodamentals of Delcotrons
Duleo-Itemy Chart, Section M, Delcotrons aad the Charging Circuit
Commercial Slides - Chrysler Alternator Principles
Mart - Rectifiers

.

TraluingRituipment
Trainers:

.

60-2759, Engine Assembly, Inc 6 Cyl (2)
61-2800, tinging Assembly, Valiant 6 Cyl (2) .

Mechanic's Common Wandtools (1)
Special Tools (1)
Bench items: , .

Alternator (1)
Regulator (1) .

Diodo Tester (10) .

Tadt-imell Tester (2)
Volt-Amp Tester (2)

,

Salt ,Insion Gauge (5)

DATE 2 Jaouary 1975 i SLOCANO. PAGI so. ig

Mo .11111.0 apimw-

ragvigus IDITlI OSSOL IL
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PLAIN OF INSTRUCTION (Centinee41

.4

UNITS Of NOT RUCTION MO CRITERION 011.1EC TIVE.S *
UURAI ION

MOW/ S)
2

MIPPOR I MAT t NI AL$ AND CANIht/oCE
I

.
-.

.

Related Training (identified in course chart).

6. Measurement Test and Test Critique

,

,

4

1.5

TraininA Methods

testing, and trouble -
'Complete the training
mad study references.

Discuesiou/Desonetration (6.5 hrs)
Performance (7 hrs)
Outside Assignment (4 nrs)

kletructional Environment/Deal 0
Classroom 6.5 hro
Laboratory (7 hre)

Instructional Guidance
Discuss principles operation e.ervice, repair,
'hooting AC charging sytems and components.
objectives using the workbook, test equipment,

1.- ----r-
Pi AN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3Am0330 DATE

,.....-- --
2 January 1175
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LISSOM PLAN ( Part l, Gestwei)
NOTRUCTON

COURSE Nuataan

3A81147330
IsitiCK NUMBER

LIMON TITLE

COURSE TITLE

General Purpose Vehicle Repairman. Part
LOCK TIT LC
Auto Electrical Units

Battery and 1.22ndLizaimustaslig
LESSON DURATION-

=""""/Laboratory
OLD 12 hrs/Perf 12 hrs

Itittleff/Complenentary
6 hrs

POI REFERENCE

TOTAL

:3,17 _hrt

PAGE NURSER

1

NUMBER

ST5473X0

PAGE DATE ,

7 -.1Z.e./e,/
STS/CTS REFERENCE

PARAGRAPH

2

I COATE

1 3 Seitember 1q74
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATUR( CATE SIGNATURE DATE

1

-

.....b.
PRECLASS PRE PARATION

E:I.J.PHENT LoCA1'1113
rs,1 LAEORATORY

EOUIPNIENT
-FROM SUPPLY

I GRAPHIC AIDS ANC
CLASSIFIEO MATERIAL UNCL &SSW= MATERIAL

4-

;I. UDT

12. T"ainer: 60-2527
13. Trainer: 60-2759
14. Trainer: 60-2761
15. Trainer: 61-2800
6. Trainer: 92902
17. Trainer: 60-2710.
8. Trainer: 59-2427

None None 1. 3A8R47330-SG-3^2'
2. 3A8R47330-WB-302 :

3. 3A8R47330-SG/WB-
302A

4. 3ABR47330-PT-3023
5. TO: 3306-3-4-i
6. Film: TFI-4676
7. Film: TFI-4720

tOVER) CRITERION GELIECT,IVES ANC) TEACHING STEPS (OVER)

. Without references, identify basic facts and terms related to the principles of
loperation and the function and relationship of battery and magneto ignition system and
components with 70% accuracy.

. Provided with technical publications, bench items, ools, and equipment, andb

.

following all safety precautions, repair or service ignitton system components IAW
technical publicationt.

. Supplied with engine trainer, tools, equipment, and technical publications, prac-
icing -personnel and equipment shop safety, use visual, auditory, operational means,
and test equipment to check ignition systems IAW technical publications.

.
.

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part II.

r

ATC lArtc:12 770
* GPM till 7714311/ VI
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4UIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MAT.

9. Mechanic's Common Hand 8. Film: TVL47-14
tools 9. Chart: Sec D

10. Special tools Delco Remy
11. Ignition System Components 10. CAFB74-121
12. Tach-Dwell Tester 11. CAFB64-416
13. Timing Light 12. CAFB64-417
14. Volt-Amp Tester 13. CAFB64-418
15. Oscilloscope 14. Transparencies:
16. Spark Plug Cleaner CT72-721 thru 726'
17. Spring Tension Gauge 15. CT72-7213 thru 729

16. CT72-731 thru 732,
17. CT72-734 thru 751



-IIIVIRODIP=Ort
1. Attention etnd oti e sure that the students are -ental1y

and physically alert and attentive by statinf-- that the iznition
systern is the most ccitic-Il encine. Stress
the irrorPante of the irrnition system. For performance and economy,
it mItst he properly adjusted to operate at all speeds and throttle
snttinf,r.

tnr 1.d.11 on 1,..tDmotive batteries, I-rade ant critique.
C: i tc :.:aworte 1-1i7nments, crrade -uld review. Review
f'qn.-In.nrtal!-; 1n4 lft-rie':; a app1icab1e c the ip.nition system.

3. ,-,-,;v1-,w2 Expialn tod-Tyn 1gccon and what ic expected of each
r!f'r't. -'11-'1 will learn Ihout the corçonents, constriction and

princiric!c of the igniricn system and the inspection,
rrirair, repince-ent anri/or adjustment of components.

"' -77ot.

1. .-ara A,

tf .ition Sy'ztern

(1) 7--%'31ivr nrk of :7;ffic1et
1nten:dt:: to 1;-'nite the air/
f';e1 .7:iture in the combus-
tIn chamber at !,he right

3f elr?ctrical energy

(]) :attory (chemical)

(enerator (mechanical)

c. Circuits in ignition system

(1) Fri ary (low voltaze)

) Secondary (hi0 voltaze)

Co.lnonents of primary circuit

(1) Igniti'on switch

(a) anually opcnS and
closes the primary
circuit.

23 'irs' .in

En1-a.i. of A.itoy)tive
e 13c trici ty.

CT72-777 thr= 1.:nition system
(Resistcx ty-rtype)

C772-729 1-::.nit1on syste
operation.

Fundamentals of autor.otive
electricity

Use charts to snow battery
ignition syste7n,.narre com-
ponents of each circuit.

Delco Charts, section "D"



4

)

2 /

0.1

(a) Purpose lo to protect
the primary coil wind-
in:,s and it:rnition
points from hi:01 current

(b) rallast resistor-heat
sensitive, by-passed

crAnking-C-
Ford Chrj&ler

(d)

Non ballast reTistor-
not heat zlensitive, not
bY-rsssed dnrin,,7 crank-
insr-Chryslcr, pee 1966

Resistor wire-use in
rlace of ilallast re-
Fistor

1:5nition Coil

(a) Furro:7e i o cre7tte
h1Yi-1 throlh
electronetic induction.

ReTlireri volta,e

2 Available voltaife

(o) Conbtruction

Two set:: of coil wind-
in;75. (primary and se-
condary)

Larinated soft iron
core

Filled with oil to dis-
sipate heat and keep
out Toisture

(4) Conden'or 41.

(2)

lay or may not be by-passed

ar may not be by-passed

Eeat increases resistance

Sur=arize nere

C272-7:$6 Co:ripariFon cf
available anl reqed se-
condary voitaYe
Whvt nPeiThri to fir:0 plug
What the coil can produce

NOTE: Use trainer coild

CT72-721 I::nition coil
construction
Do not connec coil back-
ward:7. Will lose up to 40A
of coil efficiency

Cr72-722 Coil p61arity
show chart CAFE 64-418

NO2E: Use trainer condensors



(5)

AR7

4Purpose

1 RedlIces arcitv of the
pdints

2 Ails in the collapse of
magnetic field

Connec*Ad Ln Faralelle with
thQ irmition

1::.nition points

rlcate :! in dis'tribliter

echanicolly makes and
1-reaks the primary circuit

7ind ccilnr;ses rraZ-
ntic fi,?11 in h-nition coil

:r7ni.-)d by lelonicr :77haft

1 rees uf or ca-71

rhe 71ount of
'71.7e the ln are

dwr?IL deTends
un :ize cf rirt zap

2

ca'l lobes
c,Drrczpon,!!3 uumber
of cylinders.

END CF DAY St.TLARY

1. IR-,:-;tate a)1 oovored in
let7on on c.-2ntruction and

op,?ratLon of' 1;he battery irnition

Zrrha:.ize th,1 i7)porti:nca
i-nition system for ,,i5od
perforance and operation .

of the
venicle

1"7242' -qqademawA=Tu--
-§truct on

,

Cr72-724 .:ondensor action

Summarize here

C 72-725 Capacity am' pittitv

Closed tv sprinI4 tension

Use trainr 60/2527, 1.r.liticr
defronstrator, ar4le

Use sprin,.77 tension,-auze

Adj'l!rit r!well before aijustir4.

SI-marize the pri-ary cir-
cuit operation

1. Rqstate objectives of the
lesson (covered in this .daY)

2. Enohacize the areas of
Aajor iTportance

). Cse oral quegtions to
determine areas to be re-
tauF,ht.



Use the followinr questionfi to
- salves- ter---tte-

taught.

a. What is Meant by cam angle?

b. What will be the resplt of oil
or dirt on the face of the con
tact points?

Mow are the points and condensor
connected?

Explain how volta7e IT induced
into the secondary cireuit.

e. How and when.is i:-nition point
spring tension measured?

f. What ir the purpose of the
ignition resistor?

g. How (10 nrerare terrt equipment
before u:1i.na- it?

h. Ex,)lrlin w.nat rq-,:irn,-3 Voltage
and a7ailir!,701t71,? are?

ASSI3N;E:;:l C7T i.CJI :ars 21-:art 2

(1) R-1 57t1.1ent
3A2R47330-3C2, Ee prpared to
an7,.wer questions on the initian
system.tomorrow.

(2 ) XXXXX :a::e a c1osin7 statement
to tie lesson with assip7nment for
next days lesson.

Ask questions orally

Hrs

1. Identify study materials

Give reasons for student
to study assignment

.(3) ReTind stAentc to set a pattern-
of study and then stick to it. 3. ::ention met:Iod Qf study

INTROIICTION TO NEW DAYS 'WORK

Arouse student!; inteeeat by making a startling statement or asking
a thetoricll question pertaining to basic ignition system components.
Emphasize the Amportance of widerstandiqg the ignition fflystem.

2. '.Review the main pobnts of yesterdays lesson_pertaining to'the
components of the tiattery, and the ignition system. Collect

(4')



_ students CTT homework, srade and review. Reteich AS needed.

th4"bbTiCtive fo'r you today is to learn the components and
operation of the secondary 0.rcuit. You will learn testinz pro .
cedores for the ignition system and alSo the purpose, conttruction,
servicinrc:, And testing of spark plugs.

PRESENTATION'

1. Refernce iara A, Part 2

a. Comronent:7 of sPcondary circuit

(1) Zeconfiary coil wind1ngs

(Z; Distributor cap

(a) ConstrIctel of bake-
lite. or hard plastic

) W.,7rks with rotar tol
hiLli voltage to,

rropPr spark plugs

(c) Ther!k. for crlckz,, carbon
trn.ok!7; lnd corrosion of
tqcrinalo

(7) R)tor

RPc?i7,..!2 -1-"rk from coil
and dictributes to each

(h) Check for cracks, carbon
tracks'and corrosion.

(4) H1E:h tension wires

(a) Heavy insul3tion because
of hiFh voltage

( ) Steel filled wires

c) darbon of resistor wires,

1 TIM ureri to re,luce

nutxxxximill

(5)

Use section " Delco charts

7,172-726 *Dintributor cap
and rotor construction



4

radio and television

2 Reduces spark plug
electrode corrosion

b. Distributer advance units

(1) Centrifugal or mechanical
advance

.Summarize the secondary
circuit operation.

Show film =47-14
Auto electrical ignition
systems

(a) Advances timing to com- CT72-731D Distributer Assy.
pensate for engine speed. Centrifugal type medhanism.

(b) :oyes distributor cam in
the direction of dis-
tributor shaft rotation.

(2) iacuum advancl CT72-732 Vacuum advance
mechanism

(a) Advances timin7 to com-
pensate for speed of
combustion

(b) -ove pi:Jinn; onposite
,11:3tritutor shaft rotation

(c) oFt effective at part
throttle

(d) Arount of advance de- Connected to carb or intake
pends on! manifold

1 Thrott,le position-

2 Resultant vacuum

) Used for economy purposes Summarize advance mechanisms"

2. Reference Para 2, Fart 2

a. Ignition resistor

(1) 'Voltage dEop

(2) Connections

Ignition coil

(1) Coil hoat

(2) Secondary continuity

(3) Capacity
(6)

Use volts amp tester

4



I,

'

c. Distributor

(1)

(2) Rotor

(3)

(4) Condensor

(5) Distrib'ltor shaft

() Advance. mectrInisl

1-T1:-aryqeari

and hih tencin wires

Vivzal in pection

Cap

, ,
rolnt b

(-)

d. .Low

41

ZAcondary r?fficiency

;art iarn, 2

1.

rc4si5t3rs,
wIrinr and

cor-on qnd spocial
: stwient

1-erfor., taskl re-
i7!.!.7d to he 1.7nitAln ustem.
S';',Ident-, will p(Irfc,rrr the
11P! wrtttr,n az...2irment in the
-tldent workbook with help from
t'o.e in:ltructor, and will
r1-:complirh tsk IAW Tanufactur-
nr7 rrocifications and technical
orrters.

2. StIldent!I will lraw a schematic of
iy7!ttry irmition system using

71Tbo1 rand.anrie each item,:and be
able to exnlain its purpose without

a
Irror.

CCIIIINMXxxinzintaxtyi

(7)

Use taah-dwell testtr.

.

Sk.y.e of the arpli-
cat;cr. i5 'nteronrse,d
thro,:t the rresentation

Use 3A7R4733..7)-W9-302
330-3.,14=.1

Hand tool
Special toOls
Sun U.D.T.,
Sprinz tenSion gauge



References Para C, Part 2
n

-Adju-st- iTerft-tion- p6r-rvitts-
(G-6, Ford and., Chrysler

(1) Remove distributer cap

(2) Move rotor

(3) Ylace point rubbing block on
high point of cam lobe

( ) LeoFen hold-down lcrew

(5) Adjul-....t gap - Use feeler gauge

((;) 'rlold-down screw

(7) Clleck with dwell nieter

1TretiMe-Distritator Aft.
Une enzine trainers:
60-2527, 60-2759
60-2761- 61-2300
SG 302

Battery and magneto

Ignition systems

b. AjjlAst izniticn oint3.(a! 6 cyl) Use tach dwell

(1). Open winlow in riistributor Show how to use meter

(

Insnrt allIn wrench 7,0. 3306-3-4-1

:urn wrench to adjst :.)oints

(L-') CI-serve setti: wLth dwell
"r?.tar

C. :asic Derionstrat tach
dwell and ti:ning light.

(1) Rellove nl:rrber 1 spark plug

(2) Place nimber 1 piston on T.D.C.
of compression stroke Valve overlap or "thumb

method"
(3) Install distributor in

ourrect position as per man-
ufacturer.

(4) :osition rotor in proper
direction.

(5) Find lirection of rotor
rotation

(a) Turn rotor by hand

(b) Check manufacturers
specs.

(8)



4-0 I osition distributer Itat tirtirtErpoints arecahout to open

(7) Install distributer cap

{3) Replace secondary wiring

(a) Place nurther 1 where
rotor ir; pointinc

reainir:' wires
17..c;r1i!,:- to rotor

lnd engine
firing order.

(2) Cileck wi h timing li.ght

Referencrn Para Co Part 2

a. im.rpc"? Or -r1 K rlu-

( )

( )

.r).,11071 --in air to
,t-c_itc 7T=IrR

- 4 '1.44 44t '

ro'rI electriidA

Shell (rorcelain)

01:7ket at

mixtuee in

c. p1.u,.:3 (heat ranaes)

(1)

C)1d

(J) ...tmer tip

d. 21.1:7 reach

,

Uso timing light
Demonstrate

SunTarize procedures for ad-
junting points and timing
engine

(Spark plu)

Show ci:art 2.1.F:' 44-417

CT72-775 3pir p11.1a-s

(resistor tyre)

Show chart CAF

CT72-734 Spark p],ug heat
range
Show chart CA77? 64-415
extended electrodes

Vsungoomomumr



(1) 1Dizta co from L:asket seat
to e a of threads

e. Thread siz

I

(1) Dia,nti er or threads mear
7,urod in millimeters:

I

(2) ':osticommont 10, 14, 18 and
24 rvn

f. r11,1r7 :3ervicinf.r

(1) Vi:wal inspection

(2) Clean

(3) Sand blast (3 seconds only) Use spark plug cleaning
machine

(.;) Srpare off electrodes Shcw Cilm Here

A-1'1,-- 'mat) Show film TFI-4676
,

. .
Ignition system (spark plug)
Sum7.arize plui-:s here.

AFFLICATI

,
..

. a , 2tr ..

ED CF DAYS S

SU!. AK

1. Restate all (,'D:'ectivt?-: sev.ered in
toda:,--1 1-27-on which nre construction
ard overlA.,g1 of the secondary cir-
cuit tectin- rrccedure for the basic
i7nition ro"7.SM and tile purpose,
construction, servicinu, and testing
of srark

'Emphasize the importance of under-
standin;,; the icnition system. The

(10)

7.e. 3306-3"-'
:TEe Sore of the applica-
tion in.inter:7rerr:ed throuah-
out the presentation

tach-dwell teoter
U7e tolts ar7 te,,ter

Restate ob:ect!ve of the
lesson (covered in this day)

Emphasize the areas of
major importance



importancp.Qf a. properly timed.
-filuilawArerWri*T-srumit---Ptugt
in gorA condition.

t'se th. followin.T questions (oral)
to determine areas to 1,e, retaught.

a. What is the purrose of the
condennor?

1,7 the? riirrn.:7e of Ole
rrin,:7ry windin.77?

WrInt

d, -flch
r.!,7,r 1 'Hal?

i 4- s'It'.1I

e. Wh7t z ure> joirt
tPrwin?

d) y o th,1
cf r:or117act rHnts?

2. ;:.1' ' col 1-
r ?

r 1 !

the! rl-
'n r r r fr

rk r- 1.,

.o

1, li,7-re-ti

3A:'WV77 eriecions at
the and -f !.he charter ind ,rive the page
lnd prIrl-raph whmra the an3wers were
fonni. RInci 4ui y .11terial on
on 01Potrric i.-nition systems.

a :-Hterrent ro thft
tim in witn ar:zit:71mnnt for the
next days 1on.

Fanf'in.thn SQ3R :-etbcd
9nd t tl2ey at thq

each cil," to furrn better

t)17 rturty-

a. 1 time
idy habits,

Use oral questions to deter-
mine areas to be retaught.

Alk questions orally

Identi stud

2 :irs

raterial

7.ive reasuns for 'Itudent to
,to 'study assignment

: ention nethod ot study
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ro N3.1 DA'Z's WZ;ag

aiin the t!idents attention by telliN7 theni the iportance of
understandinw the electronic Ornition system. Asc%tre that the
students are mentally and physically alert. 'otivate the stldents
toward viccess1:l cplmtion of today's lesson .1%7 appealin: to
his neer! to know.

2. Review iteTs of ,lajor irlportance in tzovious dWrs. lesson. Collect,
review CI": ho.flework acsi-n.ents. Reteach qs n?eded. :die a brief,
review of the iffnition system as it pertains to todays lesson.

State toda.ys otjective by telling stydents how they are to learn
construction, operatinc priniiples, testing and analyzing of th4
electronic 1,-7nit1on system.

PRESENTATIONI Refer

1. Reference iara A, :-art 3

a. 1-urpooe )1* electronic iznition

(1) S'Ine as conventional ir:ni-
tipn syste. :elivers A
7r.ar of :,.frioeint intensit.y
to ijnit -. tlie lir fuel r.ixture in
tle cl)rtu:,.t:on chlv:er at the ri:.;
ti-e.

-!sa 1co Charto

(2) Eli ,in3te the iE;nition points

(a) Eliodnate r! iwell variance
d.;e to contact, point
wear.

(b) Elininates timin5 variance

(c) Insures more efficeint
enjine operation and less
maintenance.

b. Electronic Ignition system com-
. ponents

(1) Components which are the
same as conventional igni-
tion components.

(a) Distributor housing

(b) Advance mechanism

(12)

Use bench items here!

Distributor control unit
wiring

II



itaint="1".
7:4 1

=

14) 171-tittior tAP

(e) Ignition coil (some)

(f) Spark plugs
#

2) New Components:

(a) Dilal ballast resistor

(!-) Pick-up unit

(c) Reluctor

(1) Control unit

(e) C:ndmnsor no longer
requirod,

(:) Constrmction ind operation
cf electronic i'nitions

(a) Reluctor and pick-up Use tranarancies CTL
phyrlically. ReplaceVinitm pbints and dist.

Ai,FLICATION

(1) El,ct-ronar-netic lin-
iniuction.

(2) rr:I.Ace,.1 tri,-.F;er

Zlectronic_control unit

(1) Pick-up signal
triggers control unit

(2) Control unit interupts
primary current flow.

(3) Control unit elet-
tronically letermines
dwell (cap not be
changed)

1. Fara B, Part 3 Use W53022 here
Electronic ignition

(13)

MImmlwa
`N.



7sing engine trainers (slant 6)
multimeter, common hand tools,
T.O.'s and Commareial tlanuals_

NOTE;I Some application
interspersed through4ut
this lasis44- -

Engine Trainers,-efe- 6-st 111-.ues, t-et cdri-
brate and set up engines rer
instructions on 3A3R4.7330-WS-3026

END-OF DAY SUM,-.ARY

1. Restato all objectives covered in
todays lessen which are corstruction,
operatin principles, tenting and
analyzinc: electronic iznition systems.

2. Emphasize the importnnce of under-
standinv: tha difference between
electronic i:Tnition and conventional
ignition systems.

3. Use the following questins as an oral
quiz to establish areas to be reviewed,
or retau_ht%

a. What are the 7,dx (4$) ite:rs that are
co:7.mon to botl-L Inition systems;

arc, the fi'ic newitems that48

are re:c,Illar eltronic ini
tion systell only?

c. Ilst the ci.nificlt adtrAntaes
of the electronic 1.;.-:nitin system.

d. io a reluctor?

e. Why do we use a non-metallic feeler.
gauge for adjustment?

INTRCDUCTION TO NEW DAY'S VORK

L. Gain the st)dento attention by tellinE tner how liseful ani
oscilloscore can be, if used properly. Ascertain thot they are
mentally and phy:Fically alert and attentive. :otivate Lhe students
toward successful coroletion of todays lesson by appealin:' to his
aeed to know how to correctly use and interpret the wave forms of
an oscilloscope.

Review itefls of major importance in previous days lesson. Collect
;Intillw review CTT homeworF'as7imments. Retaach as needed

( la)



Give Ist brier o

3. State todays objective by telling students how they are to learn
the testing and analyzing of the ignition system usingban oscillo-
scope. Also covered in todays lebson is the construction, and
operation of the ciagneto Ignition System.

PRESENTATICNs References Para C, Part 1

1. Farticipat ,. in discussion on the
basic operiticn, n.nd techniques fortetin- tho battr)ry ignit;ion system
usin.; the, Osci11scope. Students will
be able tc answer questions with at
least 70:; accliracy.

a. Furpose

(1) Diorlay erraohlike pic-
t'Irr3 of the voltr3 in an
i:zniti)(1 .7,sts-, compared
to tile

(rt) ;ical line is voltage

Use Sun :scope

(v)) H.,rizontol line is time

'n ri.1jHn ijniti)n
,ilfunntiDns

b. 37.L:re? (wrIveform ) CT72-7 9 773asic Pattern Sec-
tion

(1) irilary waveform CT72-751 Frirlary Waveform ,

Interpreatton
(.1) Firinr section have students develop a

typical waveform as pattern
1 Period that the is discussed

actual firing of the
spark plu;_ takes place Displays primary circuit

CT72-741 Test Indications
2 Dir.inil:hing oscilla- 745 & 746 Test Indications

tions represent the re-
peated charging and CT72-748 Test Indication
dischargina of the con-
denser while the plpg
is firing

411,

(t) Intermeliate section

Gradually 4iminishing
oscillatidAs that re-
present the energy re-
miinin7 in the coil

(15)
4.;

CT72-740 Test Indication



.M

2

after the spark is
extinguished

Dwell section

1 '',ev.ins when points
clbse

-1

411,

au&

Shows trne points
remain closed

Zht;ws !Are current
_flow,;. in prirrary
circuit

Secondary avefurm

a) Firing section

ZITZA3A4 Firing

CT72-747 Test Indications
0T72-749 Test Indications-imawrA-1960WaOkt

Test

Summarize hire

Have students develop a typica
waveform as the,pattern'ii
discussed
CT72-743 Test Indication

line .CT72-744 'rest ILdications

7ertIc91 lire indi-
cat,c voltale re-

to fire snarX.

--. _1"e

a.. '7ioriznntal lire
indicates time pli47
firing

(b) Intermediate section

1 DiminishinE oscillations

Represent energy
remaining in coil

L., Result of coil
and condenser ad..
tion

(c) Dwell section

1 Feriud of time points
are closed

(16)

Scope 64-)135
Auto A.C. D.C. Sy,stems

GT72-742 Test Indications

Summarizo here



c. (111ihri%lon nrocelilre

sourc

) Turn power -witcn to "ON"

(a) Pilot li;rht ghould be on

Fre5-s reset hufton'if not

lrn tn htness cu)ntrol.

AljitFtt (2,1rn3e and ,xpand knohr!
tD alir-hn with ,e1Qt.o, -

711rn rwitch. to cor-
respond t,),eine pOlarity

:Otati? vertical p...;7,iti;n
knoh until dot across
zer-) line

r
r%10:1

anl
snirr '.1ot

Intll dot
vc.rtical line

- ine

-wavof ttern

.RAd pat':-!rn
t',7 coil high ten-

7.in lead

(o) rlack rattsrn pick-up
le.al to Frround

Trier pick-up lead to
rl :Tark

sot ri'l'7!rity switch.,
opry):-ite,vehicles 1at-
tr?r7

Start eru'ink and adjust
illA sidee(1

17)

Use Sun scope and C772-738
(A) .Sun Scope Connections

Suillnrize here.

zdlln

For pri,lary wavefor connect
pick..tp to distributor side
of coil



Adjust lire height
to ltne
pRtfern helc:ht control knob

A4juit rigger trigger
stability knob if waveform is
unstable

(2) superimposed waveform

(a) Connect rigger trig-zee
pick-up lead to center of
coil h.i.gh tension wire

(b) Leave everything else as
above

Reference, 'rara A, iart 1

The stIldents will rarticipate in a
discus;;Lon on the ba:-Iic operation
nnd construcion, procedures and
techniques for servicina: and test-
inz tne a!,neto icnition syste- by
Ur3in,7: brich it rieto, coils,

condensers, r;parlt. plu:7, common and
7,pecial '.-111,1 tool-, t?st equir-
r,ent, Iractice s7f-.ty at all times
and will bl 1:-.7wer rr;e.3tiens,
writtq:, or or-11, witil at le'Ist

accuracy

a. .-,rpose of -agneto

(1) To create electridty
anri to volta:e %)f
:,0.1fficient intensity to ignite
the-air/fuel r-1-1:ture in the
comcustionG chawber at the
right time.

Components

(1) i,rinary coil

(2) Secondary coil

(3) Contact .points

(4) Condenser 4

(5) Distributor cap

c.

(18)

-4;-.

Summarize here.

Use Trainer, Yagneto prin-
ciple 59/2427

En4r,ine Trainers 92902
Engine 3ri!'zs Stratton for
demonstratipn

IT 3023 :ag:-:eto Construction
Operation, Inspection and
;"aintenance
59-2427 :Agneto Trainer



croate a strong
mitnetle fiell

1round cvt orimary tp
,ztop

4 Alvint,

(1)
-1 '1

i

!*.

lenend14;!

in 11! I 7pace

Di!7:1Avantages

(

7 :

I

1-av''.; at cram:in:

Suzr7arlze here

Impllf7c.cuurlAr

1-472L
rrin c: oneratLcn of-su

1-er 7n,net;

1. .arl 7, .,rt

rrecial
a,11

Sttir..?nt calibrlta
lnd connect -n ,-)cilloscme to a
1170 perfqr.1!

' Z3/;'L C2A, Ilr,ing all
rictprl zu1d-.

uic rrorr th inntructor.t1

Ilra C, rt

W r 2Z-2!

En ine Train-
ers 43-275?, 6C-2741, (0-2800,

IHC Y1iart
60-2710-Ford

0TE1 So're of t1.1,- ilItir
is interrTersed throughout
thl nresentation

U17,2 hanA tools and 7.geclal
toolr



Use bench items, such ast :agnetus
aParli-P1145;,- ';.11n/loft at14.1VI4711-1iJ14;04-:

17%Cr.''S'An4'cOnlmerc1a1 manuals
and:test equipment, students will dis-
assemble ma4netos.and inspect and-ai-
adjust components. Corplete student
workbook 3AiR47330-302, using all
sa.fety fdctors with little guidance
from the instructor.

EVALUATIC:.

1. What .1_1 the purposo of occill)scope?

2. How iz ti e displa.yed on the ncope?

3. How i volta-e displayed?

4. What nre the three ,:ectLons of the
prirn,ry waveform pattern?

5, Wvlat loe the :park line of the second-

Workbook 3023
tisALAINPOLIM44er.4 9294
Sniine Bri.Egs ttratton

T.O. 33D6-3-4-1 Commercial
Tanuals

tittlrn zhow?

6,

7.

:<rlo

' ''6.l.11,7

iit t.10 dil tin snoas?

'7"

8. e av'.vntag:.7 of a mal.7neto?

9. What tho ii vanta:c1 of a flato:neto?

l. DescrLiie the operation of the magneto.

r"trwrAn.,' A"?'
ATI C::

OCLUSICN 2.0 :in

1. Review all .lin ..oilts of todays lesson on using the oscilioscope
ani )n tng -azneto i_zniti.)n system.

2 Rerotiv,te the students on knowing tho proper nrocedqres to use
when an oscinoscope and when repairinc; a matmeto.

ASSIG;:-ENT AND CLCSURE CTT CI 1-ara 2Q

1. Review Stulent Study Guide 3A7R47330-302 and 3A2R4733030273.
Complete pro7rammed instructional package on magnetos.

(20)



,

77.7.

2. irepare for a viz tomorrow on battery and magneta ignition systems =

and the oscilloscope. Read SG-303, Cranking i4otors and !Also books

3. WRAFn-1 This concludes the subject but the information learned
here will be applied as the student continues in the course.
Review of this Study Guide and information is recommended, through
out the course.

(21)
4
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4. Trainer: 61-2800
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of

70% accuracy.

safety pre-

all safety
to check

.

.

4

a. Without references identify basic facts and terms related to the principles
operation, function, and relationship of starting system components with

b. Supplied with TO, bench items, tools, and equipment, and practicing all
cautions, repair or service systme components LAW technical publications.

C. Provided with engine trainer, tools, equipment, and TO, and practicing
precautions, use visual, auditory, operational means, and test equipment
starting systems IAW TO.

,

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part II.
4

r
I. M.

diamowirmww 4 iamb,

ATC "*", ITOAtN) 7
Gimh se7117710-3114/44



EQUIPMENT LOCATED
GRAPHIC AIDS AND

IN LABORATORY
UNCLASSIFIED MAT.

8. Armature Testers.
8. Trans CT 72-797

9. Battery-Starter
9. u n

" 796Tester
10.

u 0
" 795

11.
NI n

" 798
12.

u 0 0 784

13.
II 0 Si 785

14.
u 0 II 786

15.
0 0 II

787



-iimvuerzet -0-

1, Attention and Motivations Gain the students' attention by asking ,

them what it would be like to hand crank an engine to start it, such
as was done in the days of the "Iftliel "T" Ford". Z4otivate the
students by asking them why we need a cranking motor? Explain the
importance of the starting system.

2. Reviews Give the quiz on ignition systems, grade and critique.
Rev!ew fundamentals of electricity as applicable to today's lesson.
Ask questions to be sure the students understand these basic principle:3

3, Overviews and TIE-IN1 In today's lesson, we are going to learn
the operating principles, construction, repairing and.testing of
cranking motors and starting systems.

BODY ?iris And.

PRESENTATION,

1. Reference Para a, Part 1
Students will participate in a Use Student Study Guide SG303
discussiOn and determine the palmaxia
purpose of the starter system.

411 a. ::urpose of the cranking motor CT72-780
The Starting Circuit

(1) Provide power for crank-
ing internal combustion
engines

(2) Converts electrical
energy into mechanical
energy

b. Caution

(1) Starter undersize for Will be damaged if cranked to
capacity long

(a) Maximum safe oper-
ating time is 30
seconds

(b) Walt 2 minutes be-
fore restarting

2. Refecogice Para a, Fart 1
Students will participate in a
discussion on the operating
principlea of the DC cranking
motor. .

Use Beach Items, Craniting 0,otors
& Armatures
Battery-Starter Tester



ii-g---4414=0044171WLADJWaitie-ar-tbs--
. cranking motor

(1) Current carrying con-
ductar'

(2) Magnetic field

(3) Result (motion)

(4) Direction of (motion)
rotation

(5) Commutator

(a) Switches polarity
of conductors

3. Reference Para b, Part 1,
Participate in a discussion on
cranking motors

a. Components of cranking motor

(1) Armature (current
carrying conductor)

(2) Field coil and pole
pietes

(3) Housing or case

(4) Commutator and end frame

(5) Drive end housing and
drive unit

(6) Brushes

(7) Thru bolts

4, Reference Para f, Part 1

a. Cranking motor circuits

(1) Two coil four pole

(2) Four coll. four pole

(3) Staight series winding

(2)

Armature
Field windings & pole -ieces

Summarize he.-e.

Use Bench Items:
Starters
Armature Testers

CT72-793 Starting ;:otor Dis-
assembled. Have students dis- Alk
assemble bench item starting
motor
Use Delco Remy charts
Section "C"

Aids magnetic circuit

Replace when half worn away

Use Bench Items:
Starters
Armature Tester ,

Battery Starter
Tester



(a) Purpose of shunt is
to control overms
speeding of armature

5. Reference Para f, Part 1

a. Identify electrical mal-
functions which can occur
starting motors

Open "circuit

Short circuit

Unwanted ground

Excessive resistance

Summarize here

in When soldering electrical
connections, use Rosin Care
Solder

b. Testing electrical components

(1) Armature

Opens

Shorts

Unwanted grounds

(2) Field windings

(a) 'Opens

(b) Unwanted grounds

6. ReferenCe Para ft Part 1

Students will participate in a
discussion and demonstration of the
purpose and different types of
starter drives.

a. Purpose of starter drives

_(1) 'Transmits, the cranking
torque to the engine fly-
wheel

(2) Disconnects the cranking
motor from the engine fly-
wheel when fingine starts.

(3) ,

0,)

Use armature tester (gTowler)



Types of start"' drives

(1) Overrunning clutch

(a) Operated manually
by a solenoid

(b) Positive action
clutch('

(2) Bendix drive

(a) Inertia operated

(b) Drive spring acts as
a shock absorber

0T72.794 s Waiting Notor Drive
7DilowskANimmillibmriumFAWRIMMOO4
Show students pne of each type
of starter drive

Or Must haVe a shift lever
Most common

7. Reference Para f, Part 1
The students will participate in a
discussion on the operating
principles of cranking motor
solenoid circuits.

a. Cranking motor principles of
circuits

(3) Foot operated control

(g)

Pedal shift or mamual
control

Solenoid shift unit

(a) Two sets of wind-
ings

1 Pull...in

2 Hold-in

Connected in
parallel

(b)

(c) Need a shifting
lever

(d) Used with over-
running clutch

(4).

"Automatic"

Weak'part of unit

Summarize here

CT72-797 Relay and gear shifting
Solenoid Switch Circuit",

Bench Itemi
Starter Assembly

CT72-795 Solenoids

Large dia. windings

Small dia. windings

CT724"798 Cranking Motor (En-
closed Shift Lever Type

4



(4) XaStuttio switch 0112-796gainttLeSwitmh\

(a) Makes ude of shorter Less Resistance used in Fords
Battery cables

.

(b) Used with Bendix. Ilse .Bench Itsmsi
Drive

Reference Para f, Part 1
Students will participate in a
discussion and demonstration on
procedures for proper periodic
cranking motor maintenance.

Starter Assy.

Use Bench Itemss
Starter Assy.

Armature Tester.
Battery-Starter fester

a. Cranking motor maintenance

(1) Every 5,000 Miles check Use workbook 3ABR47330-W3.303
all cables and connectionsr
should be tight and clean

(2) To prevent overheating, do
not operate motor longer
than 30 seconds

(3) Check for thrown solder

9. Reference Para c, part 1
Students will participate in a
discus:don and demonstration on
the established procedures,
using test ecNipment to test
cranking motors. Students widll
have a basic under3tanding of
these tests.

a. Besting cranking motors

(1) Resistance Tests

(2) Amperage draw test

APPLICATIONI

1. Reference Para c, Part 1

(7,
(5)).)

Summarize here

Engine Trainerss 60-2710 Ford 6.,
60-2759 IHC 6 Cyl,
60-2761 a.0 6 Cyl,
and 61-2800 Valiant 6 Cyl.
C172-784 Starter :.:otor

Amyierage Draw Test
CT72-785 Free Running Amperage

Draw Test
CT72-786 Starter Insulated Cir-

cuit test
CT72-787 Starter Ground Circuit

Test
Use battery-starter tester

. (Sun Y-20)

Use inaisurg Bench Itemss
Starter Assemblies
ArmatureF

.r

NOTEI Some of the application
is interspersed throughout the
the presentation.



Reference Para C, Part 1
Using required test equipment and
emsine trainers, student will
perform a check of the vehicle
starting system. This will be done
under the rupervision of the in-
,otructor.

EVALUATION.

1. What is the purpose of the start-
inF: motor?

2, The cranking motor must never be
uted for more than how many seconds
at any time?

US. Train.), Entinss*
44=2,104-AllimmUAV1WL
60-2759 IHC 6 Cyl
60-2761 GMC 6 Cyl
61-2800 Valiant 6 Cyl
Hand Tools and Special Tools
Battery-Starter Tester

Uses T.O. 33D6-3-4-1
Commercial ,:ianuals
Workbook 303

Use mechanics common hand tools

4

3. What tests are performed on the arma-
ture using,the growler?

4. What is the main difference bitween
the bendix and overrunning clutch
type starter drives?

5. The two windings of a solenoid are
connected to operate in?

6. Explain the purpose of the pull-in
and hold-in windings in a solenoid?

CONCLUSION 20 :4;in

SWW.ARY AND REMOTIVATIONs

1. Review the main points of today's lesson on the construction and
operation of starting motors, starter drive units, solenoids end
magnetic switches and testing the electrical components.

Remotivate the students about knowing how to service the cranking
motor and the starting system.

(6)

wir



ASSIGNMENT AND(CLOSURE-1-

'7

. tend- StudentSliady Guile 1A2R47330-30. Answer questions on this
assignment and give the page and paragraph where the answer was
'found. Read Delco,booklet - Regulation and the charging Orrouit.

L. Study methods, Using SQ3R method study and answer questions at
the end of the chapter.

WRAP-UP: 'This concludes the subject, but the information learned
here will be applied as the student continues in the course. Review
of this material'and information is recommended throughout the
course.

(7)
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.
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7. Regulator
8. Volt-Amp Tester
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UNCLASSIFIED MAT.
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INTRODUCTICti 0 Krs la Min

1. Attention and W,otivationo Ascertain that the students are both
physically and mentally Alert, Ask students how long'a battery would
last it it was not for the vehicle's charging system. Stress the
importance of the charging system. Have the students relate some
of their personal experiences they may have had on charging systems
work.

2, Reviewi Give students-the quiz on starting motors, grade and critique.
.Collect the written homework asmignments, grade and review. Also
review the principles of electromagnetic induction as they apply to
today's lesson.

OverViews Today we are going to discuss the operation of the
generator and generator regulator; the proper procedures for adjust-
ment, repair and/or replacement of components, and the use of tools
and equipment and safety procedures to be used when working on the
D.C. chargine cystem.

BODY 2 Hrs 22 Min

RESENTATI ON

1. Reference Para a, part 1

Students will participate in a
discussion of the units cf the D.C.
charging system and the "A" and
"3" circuit generators and 4..4-
,rulators

./

a. Purpose of generator

(1) To convert mechanical
action into electrical
energy

(2 ) To recharge the battery
and to supply current to
the automotive electrical
systems

b. How generator develops voltage

(1) Closed conductor
(armature)

(2) Magnetic field

(3) Relative motion

6'1

411,

Charts,
Use Section "E" of Delco Remy

CT72 -754
Generator Function

Demonstrate using a magnetic
field, closed conductor, and
motion

Electromagnetic Induction



c. The simple generator

11 AMMIWAOURNMOt

(2) Charging -or load circuit

de Construction of the D.C.
generator

(1) Armature

(2) Commutator and brushes

(a) Mechanical recti-
, fier Replace bru3hes when half worn

away
(b) Changes A.C. to P.C.

(3) Field windings and pole
pieces

(a) Produce magnetic
field

(b) Residual magnetlsm

Have students disassemble bench
item generators

CT72-756 High Speed Generator

CT72-757 Air Cooling of Generators

Summarize the construction of ttok
generator. Compare to the starts',
ing motor

(4) Iron frame housing

e. Two brush generator (shunt type)
Use chalkboard

(l) "A" circmit (standard duty)CT72-763 Generator Circuits

(a) Snunted in the gen.
erator

(b) Grounded at the re-
gulator (externally)

(c). Ylost commonly used

(2) "B" circuit (heavy duty) Ford uses "B" circuit
.

0=-763 Generatar Circuit "B"
Cirduit

(a) Shunted in the re-
gulator, .

(b) Grounded in the gen- Show film TF 1-5174B
erator (internally).



Reference Fara A, Part 1

ttudenti Will particiOate in a
discussion on the D.C. charging,
systems (generator).

a. Basic electriCal malfunctions

(1) Shorts (increase current
flow)

(2) Opens (no current flow)

(3) High resistance (decreased
current flow)

(4) Unwanted grounds

b. resting generator cormonents

(1) Armature

(a) Opens

(b) Shorts

(c) Unwanted grounds

Field zoils

(a) High resiitance

(b) Unwanted grounds

(c) Open circuits

(d) Short circuits
(field current draw)

Principles of operation of the
immumiNmr-4Wmat-tipe.

Give students demOnstration with
use of gtowler (armature tester)
CT72-764 Tester Connections
CT72-765 Tester Connections

,CT72-755 Testing Generator

Give students demonstration
with use of battery and an
ammeter
CT72-761
Charging System Resistarice Tests

(3) Brushes and brush holders

(a) All output passes
through insulated brush

(b)- Replace when i worn
away

(c) Opens and unwanted
grounds

Wotoring the generator

(3)

Use test light
Summarize bench testing



Reference Para At Part 1

Itudiiii-iiirjiiiIdipate Ina
discussion on the purpose foi
ploarizing and testing generator o
output.

a. Polarization of the Generafor

(1) "A" circuit

(a)

(2)

C172-770 Generator Polarity
CAUTIONI Generator of the
wrong polarity will burn cut-
out relay points

Disconnect field CT72-768
wire at regulator and
tonnect to ground

(b) Jumper wire from A to
B terminal at regu-
lator CT72-769B

(a)

Circuit

Generator Polarity

Generator Polarity

Disconnect field wire-Done for testing purposes only
at regulator and jump
to battery terminal
of regulator

b. Testing generator output by-
passing regulator

(1) By-passing cutout relay
("A" and "B" circuits)

(a) Jumper wire between
battery and armature
terminals

.(b) Engine must be run-
ning-above idle

(2 ) Bk-passing voltage and
current regulators

(a) "A" circuit

1 Remove field wire
at regulator and
ground it

(b) "B" circuit

1 Jumper wire from
armature to lield
terminal Summarize here



4. Reference Para A, Part 1

-SW&ittis-AWVWV11144440sW-MkAt-
discussion an how to locate and
identiry units of the generator
Regulator

1 Purpose of generator re-
gulator

(1) Prevents excessive cur-
rent and voltue

(2) Protects the battery and
accessories

Charier

1HNIAMmv=i4P*- 114qmastpimr

(3) Protects the generator

h. Operating principles of the "A"
and "B" circuit generator re-
sulator

Pass around bench item regulators
to all students

(1) Three circuits of generator CT72-758 Circuit Breaker
regulator Action

CT72-760 Current Regulator kction
CT72-766 Charging circuit with
double constant voltage reg.

(a) Charging

(b) Field

(c) Operating

(2) Cutout relay

; (a) Pull to close elec-
tromagnetic switch
which opens and closes
the circuit between
the battery and gen-
erator thus preventing
the battery from dis-
charging through the
generator

Show Charts COB

14

(b ).. Closed by generator If stuck closed battery will
voltage discharge during low or stopped

speeds
,

(5) -



(c) Alpened by reverse
--allittlIMVOUraterk-and-
spring tension

(3) Current regulator

(a) A pull to open
electromagnetic
switch which pro-
tects the generator
from excessive out.
put

(b) All generator output
passes thruthe current
regulator windings

ShoW Charts CAPS
Current Regulator

(4) Voltage regulator CELF vibrating type 50 to 200
times per second

(a) A pull to open elec-
tromagnetic switch
which prevents over-
charging of the bat- Summarize purpose and operation
tery and protects the of the regulator
accessories from high Show Chart CAFB
voltage Voltage Regulator

c. Limitation of vibrating points

Points will arc when open-
ing

Six volt system has 2-amp
flow in the field circuit,
twelve volt system has 1.5
amp flow in field circuit

Regulator of wrong polarity
will burn current and voltage
regulator points

5. Reference Para A, Part 1

Students will participate in a
discussion of generator regula..
,tors

(6)

Show film rF l-53C5

Principles of Operation of the
Generator Regulator



a. Visual inspectioh

(-1) Point alignment an
oxidation

(2) Opens and grounded air-
cuits

(3) Prayed or loose con-
. nections

(4) Corrosion on terminals

b-.---Electrical adjustments of
-regulators

(1) Done on vehicle

(2) To Inc se output,
'increase ing tension;
to decrease tput, de-
crease spring tesion

(3) Final reading ma \Ith
cover in place

k:PLICATICNI

1. Reference Para 12, Part 1

Students will disassemble, in-
spect, test, service and repair
components of new or recondi-
tioned bench items (generators
and regulators) IAW work pro-
cedures outlined in student
workbook 3ABR47330-304. Using
common hand tools and necessary
test equipment: this work will
by done under close supervision
of the instructor in the classroom.
Students will gain a bissic uner-
standing of these procedures, and
complete projects in workbook.

2. Reference Fara B, Fart 1

Students will reassemble bench
item generator under the superel
Vision of the insUuctor, stress-
ing safety at all times.. The
students will perform a generator
motoring test.

(7)

Use volts Amp tester (CH-12)

CT72-767 Standard Regulator

NOTE1 Some of the application
is interspersed throughout the
presentation.
Sngine Trainers
60-2710 Ford 6 Cyl
60-2759 1HC 6 Cyl
60-2761 GMC 6 Cyl



ElikLUATION
A

is It mkessary to polarize a gen-'
Ask questions orally.,erator?

2. How is an "A" circuit generator
polarized?

3. How is the voltage and current
regulators by-passed on and "A"
and "B" circuit system?

4. A4liowis a "B" circuit generator
polarized?

5. When should generator brushes be
replaced?

6. What is used to clean a commutator?

7. Why do we motorize a generator?

3. What is the purpose of the gen-
Nal erator output test?

9. What tests are performed on the
growler?

10. What operates the three units in
the zenerator regulator?

11. What is the purpose of thes

(1) Cutout relay?

(2) Voltage regulator?

(3) Current regulator?

12. How do you change the output set-
ting on the regulator?

13. How is initial generator output
started?

14. .4hat4is.the purpose of the D.C.
charging system?

CONCLUSION

(8)

10 Ian
9



SUIP.ARY AND REXOTIVATION: k

n ight the main points on the purpose, construction andoperation of the D.C. generator and the generat9r regulator.
2. Impress upon the students the importance of properly' checking outthe D.C. generator and charging.system and the consequences forfailing to do so.

ASSIGIaENT AND CLOSURE:

1. Read Student Study Guisle 3A3R47330-304. Write out the answers tothe questions at the end ofthe chapter and give the Daze andparagraph where the answer was found. Read Delco Booklet titled -0elcotron.

2, Study Methodsi Using SOR Method study and answer questions at theend of the chapter.

3. Be prepared for a daily quiz on the D.C. charging system tomorrowmorning.

4 WRAP-UPI This concludes the subject, but information learned herewill be applied as the student continues in the course. Review ofthis rraterial an0 information is recommended throughout the course.

(9)
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a. Without references, identify basic facts and terms related to the principles of
operation, function and relationship of AC charging systems components with 70%
accuracy,

.

p. Supplied with bench items, tools, equipment, and workbook, and practicing all
safety precautions, repair or service AC charging system components IAW workbook.

c. Provided with engine trainer, tools, equipment, and workbook, and practicing
personnel and equipment shop safety, use visual, operational means, and test equip-
ment to check DC and AC charging systems IAW workbook.

Teaching Steps are Listed in Part II.

,

a.
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EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

8. Tach-Dwell Tester
9. Volt-Amp Tester
10. Belt Tension Gauges

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MAT.

7. Commercial Slide



Attention and Notivations Ascertain that the 'students are
physically and mentally alert. Ask them if they have any experiences
working on A.C. charging systems. Motivate them towards success-
ful accomplishment of objectives by appealing to their need to
know the diagnosing, testing, and repairing of A.C. charging
circuits.

Review: Give a daily quiz on D.C. charging systems, grad and
critique. Also review fandamentals of electricity. Impress upon
the students the need to have an underdtanding of the fundamentals
of electricity to understand alternators.

3. Overview: Give the students an overview of what will be covered,
how it will be covered and what the student will be expected to
learn about the construction, operation and testing of alternators
and rectifiers.

BODY 12 Hrs 11

PRESENTATICNI

I. Reference Para a, Part 1

Participate in a discussion per-
taining to alternators and recti-
fiers and will use applicable Air
Force publications to locate de-
sired infrxmation, Posseses and
understands the basic principles
and procedures related to nom-
enclature, lacts, inspection,
testing and repairing A.C. charg-
ing system units

a. Output comparison (D.C. and
A.C. generators)

(1) Alternators produce
sufficient current to
carry normal load de-
mands at idle speed

(2) D.C. generator must
reach cut-in speed be-
fore providing current
to the load

(3) Standard production al-
ternator is designed to
replace the standard pro-
duction generatOr

Charts

Use Section "K" Delco
Remy
NOTE; Some of the application
is intimmumnixtimaigima
interspersed throuthout tne
presentation

Advantage



b. Alternator charging system

-WIltbreit-maditrianUa
(a) Alternator

(b) Rectifier (diodes)

(c) Regulator (voltage)

c. Alternator main components

(1) Two end frames

(a) Die cast aluminum

(b) Air vents

(c) Bolted together with
stator esandwiched"
between them

(2) Stator assembly

(a) Stationary

(b) Laminated
to reduce
rents

(c) Three phase winding
wound into slots

conductor

Alternator Charging Systn,

litew-uM=Vivaint-Thitne to -show-.
students
Bench Items

Alternators and regulators

Disassemble alternator-ani
;point out each component

Bench Item
Alternator

steel frame
eddy cur- Eddy currents produce heat

(4,1---"Wye" connection
(all three conductors
joined at one end)

(e) Manper in which-the The overlapping of the stator
stator is wound and windings eliminates the need
connected provides for a current regulator
a self-limiting con-
trol of current

1 "Inductive re-
actance"

2 Limits maximum cur-
rent output

(2)



(a) Rotating magnetic
field

I Induced alter-
nating current
into the stator
windings

2 Externally ez-
cited by the
vehicle's battery

Strength of the
magnetic field de-
pends on-amount of
current flow
through the field
coil

Pole pieces

No residual mag-
netism

Energized when ignition switch
is turned on

2 One pole is always
north and the other
is always south

Ends of field coils
are connected to slip
rings

Brushes
rings

ride oa slip Provide connection between rotor
and battery - Show bench item
for comparison

Field coil.. pole
pieces and slip rings
are all pressed on
s,haft

(f) Fans provide for
tooling

d. Factors affecting alternator
output

(3)

Summarize here fou

Same as a D.C. ginerator



(l)' Speed of rotation of the rotor

Ntuelmofcmmsthvi-tors in the
stator

Str gth of the Magnetic
fiel

e. Rectifica ion (internal or
external

(1) .Changes A.C. To,D.O.

(2) Accomplished through the
use of diodes

(a)

-0

A diode is a one-
way check valve for
the flow of electri-
city

(b) Takes place of cut-
mit out relay

f. The rectification circuit

(1) Diodes are connected be-
tween the stator windings
and the battery

(2 ) Three diodes are pressed-
into the heat sink (in-
sulated)

(3) Three diodes are pressed Demonstrate methods of checking
into the end frame (ground- diodes
ed)

In a D.C. generator A.C. was
converted to D.C. through
the brushes and commUtator

Demonstrate the working.effects
of a diode.

Chanute Chart - Rectifiers

(4) Internal rectification Use diode tester ,

(g) Full wave rectification
through the use of diodes
one + and one - for each
stator winding.

Reveised battery p
produces

(1) Direct short through
diodes

y will Emphasize importance of correct
battery polarity

(2) mum Burned out diodes

(4)



h. Effects ot an open diode Demonetrate use of_dlode
testm

j

(1) No current flow

(2) Loss of current con-
trol at high rotor speeds

(3) Slightly less than nor-
mal output at low speed

Effects of a shorted diode

;1) Current flows both ways
through a shorted diode

(2) Approximately 50% loss of
output

Diodes prevent reverse current
flow from the battery No need for a cut-out relay

(1) Alternator battery wire is
connected directly to the.
battery

(a) Always impressed with
battery voltage

(2) Diodes prevent battery from
discharging back through the
alternator

APPLICATION:

1. Reference Para b, Part 1

Using common hand tools, special
alternator tools and diode test-
er, disassemble the alternator,
make visual inspection, identify
components, trace alternator in-
ternal circuits,-testldiodes for
ipens and shorts, check stator
windings for opens and max
grounds apd reassemble-the al-
ternator, Perform all tasks with
some guidance from instructor

Summarize here

Use WB -305

NOTEs Some of the application
is interspersed throughout the
presentation
Bench Itemss A.C. regulators
and alternators
Diode tester



mainly on com licated steps
of the oporat an.

SUMMARY

END OFJOAY SUMMOY

1. Summarize the main points of
today's lesson on the construc-
tion, operation, and testing of
alternators and rectifiers
(diodes).

Restate objectives of the-
lesson (covered in this day).

Remotivatetthe students on the 2. Emphasize the area of major
importance of knowing how the
alternator operates, so that they
can properly chekk out the A.C.
charging system.

3. Use the following oral questions S.- Use oral questions to deter-
to determine areas to be re- mine,areas to be retaught.
taught.

a. What is the primary advantage Ask questions orally.
of the alternator over the D.C.
generator?

What ate some of the other
advantages?

c. What is the primary purpose of
the diodes?

d. How does the alternator provide
control for maximum current
output?

e. Why is a cutout relay not re.
quired on an alternator?

Why doesn't the rotor assembly
have residual magnetism?

g. What would happen if a battery
was installed with reversed pol-
arity in an A.C. system?

h. 'At low speeds?

i. Why does an open diode cause
loss of current control at high
alternator speed?

(6)



ASSIGNMENT'

1. Read Student Study Guide
3A3R47330-305. Answer the
questions at the end of the
chapter and xis give-the page
and paragraph where the answer
was found.

2. Prepare for a daily quiz upon
completion of tomorrow's lesson
on the A.C. charging system.

3. WRAP-UPI This concludes the
subject but the information
learned here will be applied as
the student continues in the course.
Review of this study guide and
information is recommended throuzh-
out the course.

1. Identify study materials.

2., Give reasons for student to
study assignment.

3. Yention method of study.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY2 WORK

1. mu Gain students' attention ..by asking them why it is necessary
to have voltage in the A.C. charging system. 'otivate tnem toward
successful accomplishment of today's objectives by appealing
to the need to know diagnoSing. testing, repairing, and isolating
A.C. charEing system and circults malfunctions.

2. Collect written homework assignment, grade and reyiew. Review the
operating principles of the A.C. charging system and have the stu-
dents discuss alternator controlling factors as learned in yester-
day's lesson.

Give an overview on the sequence of what will be covered in today's
lesson on the voltage regulator, diagnosing charging circuit mal-
functions, and testing the charging circuit.

BODY

PRESENTATION

1. Reference Fara C, Part 1

Participate in a discussion
pertaining to the alternator
regulator, the effects of

(7)

Bench Items:



battery CEMF in relation to
alternator voltage and use of
UmIrequipmenttt 'tomtit and
isolate A.C. charging system
malfUnctions. Students will
possess an understanding of
basic principles and procedures
relatect to nomenclature, facts,
inspection, testing and repair-

,

ing A.C. charging system units to
manufacturere's specifications.

a. Voltage regulator

(1) Limits maximum
voltage output from the
alternator

.c.

Accomplished by con-
trolling current flow ts
tne field coil

A.C. regulators

Have regulatar available to
show students
%Bench Itemss
Regulators

Regulator i2,connected in
series with the battsry and
field coil

Field circuit (field current

(1) Battery.

(2) Ammeter

(3) Ignition switch

(4) .Regulator

(5)

(6)

(7)

Controls strength of magnetic
field

flow)

Field terminal of alternator

Field coil

Ground back to battery

Regulator construction and cir-
cuits iFass

A.C.
(1) Ignitioft terminal,

(2) Upper contacts

(3) Lower contaCts

(8)

amf

out Bench Itemsi
Regulators

--111/1111



01 liomahla_armitimar,

(5)

(6)

(7)

Voltage coil

Resistors #1, 2 and 3

Field terMinal

(8) Fuse wires

d. Field current flow
upper contacts

(1) Aximum field
flow

(2) Heavy load, low speed

(a) Low resistance in the
circuit

e. Field current flow vibrating
off upper contacts

through

current

(1) Increase in resiatance in
the chargimg circuit

Limiting fiell current
flow to the field coil

(2)

(a) Field current flow is
through resistors 1
and 2 when moveable
contact is not touch-
ing upper or lower
contact point

f. Float position

(1) Alternator speed, load
demands and battery
demands are 'equal

(a) Field current flow
is through resistors
1 and 2

g. Lower contacts

(1) Low load demands, high
alternator speed

(9)

Position of movable contact
depends upon load demand6

4



(a ) Field current flow is
through resistors I
askt-i-titreugiv-Ussrc
contact to ground

Field current flow vibrating
off lower contact

(1) Controlling maximum alter-
nator output voltage

(a) Field currant flow
is through resistors
1 and 2 to field coil
and through lower ,

contact to ground

i. Diagnosing A.C. charging circuit
malfunctions

(1) Alternator output test

(a) Determine alternator
current output at _a
specified RPM

(2) Insulated circuit resistance
test

(a) ?:1easure isil*agm
voltage drop .in insult-
ed side of charging cir-
cuit

(3) Ground circuit resistance test

(a) Measure voltage drop in
ground side of charging
circuit

(4) Field circuit resistance test

(a) Measure voltage drop in
the field circuit

N,N

(5) Voltage regulator test

(a) Determine voltage re-
gulator setting

ictal

(10 )

Summarize here
Use Volt-Amp tester, also
belt tension gauge

Engine Trainer 61-2800
Valiant 6 cyl. engine-



(6) Voltawregulator adIustments

(a) Spring tension

APPtICATIONs

1. Reference Para C, Part 1

Using common hand tools, special
alternator tools, publications,
volts-amp tester, tach-dwell tester,
engine trainer 461-2600 to test,
isolate and adjust A.C. charging.
system malfunctions. Perform all
tasks with some guidance and super-
vision mainly on the complicated
steps of the operation. Also
use belt tension gauge. All the
above will be accomplished to man-
ufacturer's specifications.

EVALUATION,

1. Exrlain field current flcw start-
ing at the battery.

2. What is the purpose of the re-
gulator?

3. What causes the regulator moveable
contact to pull from the upper to
the lower contact?

4. The voltage coil of the regulator
is connected to the upper contact
fuse wire. What type of circuit
would this be?

What adjustment would be made if
the voltage regulator test on the
upper contacts was below manufacturer's
specifications?

To increase setting, in-
crease spring tension

WB-305A

NOTE$ Additional application
of the D.C. ..chArging system
will be used during the
application of the A.O.
charging system, using con-
current training 'concepts.
Use engine trdher 61-2800
Valiant engines.
ALSO, Some of the applies-
tion of the A.C. charging
system is interspersed
throughout the presentation.
Compare Valiant trainer 61-
2800 with IHC trainer 60-
2759.
show use of belt.tension
gauge

Ask questions orally.



_to If thit altornaitor currant outpu
specifications what could be
same of the causes?

7. Alternator output is at its maxi-
mum when the movable contact is in
what position?

8. What would be the rimults if there
was excessive resistance in the
insulated circuit?

9. Why is it necessary to control
voltage output while making the
alternator output test?

10. When making the voltage regulator test,
what must be taken into consideration
in conjunction with the operating. voltage?

CONCLUSION 11 Min

AND REMOTI7AtION 1

1. Summarize all the main points of today's lesson cc the A.C. voltagee
its regulator and A.C. charging system diagnosis and testing.

2. Remotivate the students on knowing the proper procedures to
follow when checking out the A.C. charging system not only for good' .

pperation of the system biat also to prevent damage to the diodes
or regulator...

ASSIGNMENT AND CLOSUREs

1. loday is meastirement: R3view Student Study Guide, workbooks
,and class notes. Be sure to use a #1 or #2 lead pencil for the
test.

2, WRAP-UPs This concludes the subject but the information learned
here will be applied as the student continues in the course. Re-
view of this Study Guide and information is recommended through-
out the course.

(12 )
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ELECTRICAL TERMINOLOGY, DEFINITION AND PURPOSE
OF ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS

you war read-and-hear many erectric tefis with Aidh-you

4-

may not be familiar. The following pages consist of eleCtrical
terms and their definitions. The definitions of these terms
should aid you in understanding the.subject being taught.

There are also term, and their definitions listed in' the
appropriate portion of the student study guide.

The definitions may differ somewhat from others which you
have encountered. They are not intended to be all inclusive but
have the purpose of serving as reminders so the student can
quidkly refresh his memory on electrical terms.

Electrical Terminofogy

Ammeter - An instrument used for the measurement of the rate of flow
of electricity.

Ampere - A unit of measurement of flow of electrical current.

Arc - The travel of electricity through air between two electrodes
which-produces a flash.

Armature - The movable part of the electromagnetic device.

IlatterY - A unit (usually composed of lead plates and'sulphuric acid
and water electrolyte) which stores electrical energy in a
chemical form.

Capacity or Capacitance - The property of a system of conductors and
dielectrics which permits storage of electrical charges. .

Coil - A circular arrangemmt of electrical-conductors so that many
conductors are placed side by side, to obtain the resultant
effect of their combined magnetic fields.

Commutator - That portion of an armature, consisting of a series of
copper segments which come in contact with the brushes.

Condenser An accumulator of electricil energy.

Conductor - A contipuous path along which electricity can flaw.

Core - A metallic portion of a coil around.which the conductors are
wound.

Current - The quantity of flow of electricity.

Cycle - A complete act of recurrent values.

1



Dielectric - An insulating medium which intervenes between two
conductors to prevent the flow of current from one conductor
to another. Usually air, rubber, mica, glass, fiber or wood.

1ffectrode - Ibt'posittve and negative terminal points of electricity,
from which the electricity must travel through air or other
substances.

EMF (Electromotive Force) - That force or pressure which causes
current movement in an electrical circuit.

Farad - When a change of one volt per second across a condenser
produces a current of one ampere, the condenser is said to
have a capacitancer of one "farad".

Field or Magnetic Field - That space which is affected by magnetic
lines of force.

Frequency - The number of cycles completed in ane second.

Generator -.An electromagnetic device used to convert mechanical
energy into electrical energy.

Ground or Grounded Circuit - A condition where the electrical circuit
is connected or contacted with intentionally or unintentionally
to the unit frame or framework.

Hydrometer - An instrument used for the measurement of the specific
gravity of a liquid.

Induction or Inductance - That force which produces voltage when a
conductor is passed through a magnetic field.

Magnet - That part which is known to possess magnetism.

Magnetism - That property Possessed by certain substances (especially
iron and steel) by virtue of which they can exert forces of
attraction or repulsion, according to fixed laws. (It is the
connecting link between electrical energy and mechanical energy).

Microfarad - Since the term farad is too large for any practical use,
the term microfarad (one-millionth of a farad) is used.

Mutual Inductance - That property which causes an induced voltage to be
set up in a second circuit, as the result of the change of current
in the first circuit. (Example: secondary winding in an ignition
coil or transformer.)

Ohm - A unit of measurement of resistance.

Ohmmeter - An instrument to meaSure resistance.

Ohm's Law - A law of electricity regarding.the relationship between
voltage, current and resistance. It takes a pressure of one volt
to force one ampere of currant through one itlof resistance:
Formula: Volts amperes X ohms (E I X R).

)
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Open Circuit - Any break or lack of contact in an electrical c
either intentional or unintentional.

oscuusg. * raptATilecryfortit movementi

rcuit,

Parallel Circuit - A circuit offering two or more paths for current
flow.

Permanent Magnet - A part which retains the magnetic forces, feen
though the force which produced the magnetism is discontiimed.

Resistance - That property of an electrical circuit which tends
to prevent or reduce the flow of current.

Short Circuit - Generally an unintentional cdEtact.between twd
'conductors, caused by faulty insulation Or lack of insulation.
This condition allows the current to bypass its normal c4rcuit.

Starting Motor - An electromagnetic device, which cell convert;
electrical energy into mechanical energy used for cranki4
the engine.

Volt - A unit of measurement of electrical pressure.

Voltage - That property of an electrical circuit causing current to
flow.

Voltmeter - An instrument used to measure electrical prbssure.

Watt - A unit of measurement of electrical power.
1 watt a 1 volt X 1 ampere. 1 kilowatt 1,000 watts.



Vehicle Maintenance aranch
Chanute An, Illinois

fUNDAMENTIUTIF AUTOMUTIVE ELECTRfCITY, BATTERIES,
AND BASIC ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

3A5R47330 -SG -301

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide end your classroom instruction,
you will understand the basic principles of electricity and the
construction, operation and servicing of automotive storage
batteries, and be able to correctly construct the different
types of electrical circuits and ieasure their voltage, amperage
and resistance.

INTRODUCTION

Due to the amount of material to be covered in this lesson,
this study guide will be separated into two sections. Section
will have the principles of electricity and magnetism, circuits,
and the care and use of DC meters. Section II will cover the
operation, construction and servicing of automotive storage
batteries.

INFORMATION

Section 1. PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRICITY

A good automotive electrician must thoroughly understand
the fundamentals of electricity. Because the electrician is
working with something he cannot always see, he must have a
gooe mental picture of the actions of electricity. With tais
ktcwledge, and a little common sense, the electrician will
have no trouble understanding any electrical equipment when
he finds it in the field. Figure 1 shows the complete automotive
'electrical system which,the electrician must understand.

Man has known the practical use of electricity for over
one hundred years. Rules about it have been learned during
this time. However, no ape knows just exactly what electricity
is. Scientists have developed meny theories about electricity.
A theory is a statement which cannct be completely proved as
true. These theorils, however, explain better than anything
else the behavior of electric current.

Electricity consists of the movement of electrons in a
conductor. In order to understand what an electron is and
how it behaves, let's look briefly at the composition .of matter.

Composition of Matter

Matter'is anything which has weight and Occupies space.
Therefore, matter is literally everything in the universe.
Matter may be in the form of a solid, a liquid or a gas. Ice,
water and steam are examples of =Met' in all three forms.

5



Ptigure 2. Solar System.

,ftimem MIAMI

Figure 3. A Hydrogen Atom.

Figure 4. Copper Atm
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=MTS. All matter is composed of building blocks called
elements. Nature has provided 103 elements which combine in
countless different combinations to form dm virus. Made

att4.1401let- --0117tha-litt&lbriallEAMIEWeoursit -awl-pWrata1
elements art hydrogen and oxygen. When these two elements
are chemically combined, the result is water.

ATOMS. The smallest particle into which an element can
be divided is the atom. An atom is so small that it cannot
be seen even with the most powerful of microscopes. Am atom
is constructed much like our solar system, figure 2, in which
the sun is the center or core and the planets revolve in orbits
about the sun. In the ammo the center or cora is composed
of particles called protons, and the "planets!' which revolve
around the core are called electrons. An atom may also contain
another particle called a neutron. If neutrons are present in
the atom, they will be located in the core of the atom with the
protons. To help us better undefstand the relationship between
atoms and electricity, let's look at two different atoms --
a hydrogen atom and a copper atom.

The Hydrogen Atom. A hydrogen atom is the simplest of
all atoms known. It consists of one proton which has a small
positive charge of electricity, and one electron which has
a small charge of negative electricity. The eleCtron moves
in its orbit around the proton, figure 3. Negative and-positive
electrical charges_attract each other. This attraction, however,
is opposed by the tendency of the electron to fly away from the
proton, a tendency resulting from its movement in a circular
path around the proton. This is the same balancing force you
get when a ball is attached to a rubber band and swung in a
circle. As you swing the ball, the rubber band stretches because
of the tendency of the ball to fly away from your hand. But
the rubber band (the attractive force) keeps the ball moving
in a circle around your hand.

The Copper Atom. A copper atom, figure 4, is much like
the hydrogen atom except Chat it has 29 protons in its core.
To keep the atom in electrical balance, an electron is added
for each additional proton in the core. Note that these 29
electrons are in four separate orbits. .The first orbit. has
two electrons, the next larger orbit has eight, the third eighteen,
and the outer orbit only one. This outer electron is not very
closely tied to the atom. A copper atom can lose this outer
electron rather easily if a force is applied to it.

Theory of Electricity

It is not uncommon for soie atoms to lose electrons When
.41 disturing force is applied. With some disturbing force, c,

there is a drift of electrons from one atom to another. When
one atom loses M. electron, it will pull another electron from
a second atom in.order to, keep in balance: This second atom
will give up its electron to the first atom, and at the same
time collect an electron from a third atom, figure 5. This drift

0., 7
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1CTION PLOW

Figure 5. lteotron Movement Through
A COnduotor.

.of electrons from atom to atom is referred to as "a flow of

current.(' The ability of atoms to do this is the theory of electric

power. This 4ontinuous flow of electrons in an electrical
circuit is called dynamic electricity, and leads us to this
gineral defihition: "Electricity is the flow of electrons from

atom to atom in a conductor."

Current Flow

The flow of electrons *through a cohductor is called current,

and is measured in amperes. When relatively few electrons
flow in an electric circuit, the amperage or amperes of\ current

is low. When many electrons flaw, the amperage is high. The

electric current is one ampere when 6.28 billion, billion electrons

pass a certain point in a conductor in one second. Thus, current

Is the rate of electron flow and is measured in amperes or

electrons per second.

FRANKLIN,ZHEOPY OF :URRENT FLCW. There are two means

of describing current flaw. The Franklin or Conventional Theory
arbitrarily chose the direction of current flow to be from

the positive terminal of a voltage source, through the external

circuit, and then back to the negative terminal. This is the

t'F'eory of current flow which we will use through this course,
that current flow is from positive.to negative.

ELECTRON THEORY OF CURRENT FLOW. The discovery of the

electron in 1897 led to the electron theory of current flow,

which is from the negative terminal, through the external circuit,

and then back to the positive terminal -- just the opposite

of the Franklin Theory!

WHAT IS DIRECT CURRENT? Direct current (DC) is electricity

flowing one way continuously. Electricity used in the automobile

for accessories and the ignition system is direct current.

AND ALTERNATING CURRENT? Alternating current, or AC for

short, is ourrent which reverses its direction of travel constantly.

You've heard of 60-cycle alternating house current before.
This is Current which reverses its direction of travel 60 times

per second.

Voltage

As said earlier, in order for electrons to flow from atom

to atomtfthere mast-be same disturbing force applied to them.

8 9
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This disturbing force which pushes electrons along a conductor
is called eleitromotive force.or voltage. Voltage is elictrical
proms** A unit of lielklur. far ol.erriost num. or voltage
to eolls, it-vefir. A Iftli-voresigo-ivititivirriTtirt-ilifferteirl-prirtiunr.
TWo sources of voltage in an automobile art the battery (a
chemical source) and the generator (a mechanical source).

Resistance

Resistance is the opposition to current flaw. Resistance
can _take many different forms or shapes and can be either wanted
or unwanted. The unit of 9wasurement for resistance is the
ohm. An ohm is defined as the resistance that will allow one
ampere to flaw when there is one volt of pressure. This is
an expression of Ohm's Law whidh will be discussed in a later
topic: The symbol for an ohm is the Greek letter omega, and
it looks like this: 0

VOLTAGE DROP. Resistance uses up voltage in a circuit./
All voltage must be used up. This is called voltage drop. /
Voltage drop .in a circuit, when current is flowing, is always
equal to the potential of the source. For example, a circuit
is using a 12-volt battery as a source of voltage. There should
be a 12-volt drop after passing through a light bulb.. If the
voltage drop is only 10-volts, the bulb will not burn as bright
as it should.

Note: This law is very important for all mechanics to
understand.

RESISTANCE PROPORTIONAL
TO LENGTH

Figure 6. Reeiatance Affected by
Length of Wire.

Figure 7. Reeietanos Affeoted by
Diameter of Wire.

9
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70. 170.

Figure 8. Resistance eftoted.
bysTemperature.

FACTORS OF RESISTANCE. There are many factois Which will
determine how effective resistance will be in a circuit. The

major factors are the length, diameter and the temperature of
the conductor or wire. If the length of the wire is doubled,
the resistance between the wire ends is also doubled, figure 6.
In other words, the longer the wire, the greater the resistance.
If the diameter of the wire is doubled, the resistance for
-any given wire length will be cut in half, or, the bigger the
wire in diameter, the less the resistance, figure 7. The other
important factor affecting resistance of a wire is temperature.
As the temperature increases, resistance increases, figure 8.
The effects of temperature are very important in the design of
electrical equipment. Excessive resistance from temperature
increases can be very harmful to the performance of the equipment.

Conductors and Insulators

In order to put electricity to use as desired, some means
must be provided for conveying electricity to its designated
place without it taking a shortcut. This is accomplished by

using conductors and insulators.

A CONDUCTOR GETS CURRENT THERE. Conductors are used as a
means of conveying the electr.ic current from one point to another.

A good conductor is a material which offers very little resistance

to current flow. Most metals are good conductOrs4 and the more
commonly used, in order of conductivity, are silver, copper and
aluminum. Copper is the most commonly used conductor in automotive
electrical circuit*. It is used in the form of different sizes
of wire. The size, or diameter, of a wire is called its gage.
Also, since currant must alway4 return to its Aource, in automotive
electricity one side Of the circuit is grounded. This means
that the body or frame of the vehicle is used to conduct the
current in place of the wire. This eliminates half of the electrical

wiring. Therefore, there is less of a chance for something
to go wrong.

-

INSULATORS RESIST THE FUN OF CURRENT. Whereas arconductor
offers Ifery, little resistance to current flow, an insulator is

-SO material.that resists thl flow of current. Examples of good

10



insulators are mica, rubber, bakelite, fiber, porcelain, insulating
varnish_, end plastic. It should be kept in mind that ,n electric

to its source by the shortest,distance available. Therefore,
in an electric circuit, it is very important that the conductor
be covered with some type of insulation so that the current,
must go to its source by following the path desired of it and
not have any appreciable amount of electrical loss.

Characteristics of Electricity

Electricity is not visible. It can and aoes make itself
known by one or more of the following effects'howeve:.

ELECTRICITY PRODUCES HEAT. When flowing through material
of high.resistance, current flow can produce heat. Many people
today now heat their homes with electricity.

ELECTRICITY PROVIDES LIGHT. Current flow may also produce
light when it flows through a material of high resistance. The

electrical light bulb is a good example of this and the above
also.

ELECTRICITY CAN SHOCK!. Electric current flowing through
a person's body produces this physical effect. To great of

a shock may kill a person. On the other hand, shock has been
used successfully by the medical profession for the treatment
zt" heart patients.and certain other ailments.

Note: Don't be afraid of electricity for fear of shock.
3ut treat it with respect. Generally its only the careless
person that gets shocked.

ELECTRICITY PRODUCES A MAGNETIC FIELD. Curre t flowing ihrough

a conductor produces a magnetic field. Current f owing through
a wire wound around an iron bar causes the bar to become.magnetized,

creating a North and South pole. The effects and importance of

magnetism will be studied in later paragraphs.

OHM'S LAW AND ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

The flow of curreut through an electrical circuit Conforms
to ivery definite rule known as Ohm's Law. Ohm's Law expresses
the relationship between current, voltage and resistance. Ohm's

Law is one of the few rules which you must understand. In order

to gain a workitg knowledge of how elec4ric current will flaw
through the various branches of an electrical circuit, studying
and solving problems using.Ohm's Law will help. However, before
studying Ohm's Law, it should be explained what a circuit is.
in previous paragraphs, the word "circuit" has been used. No

definition of this tern has been given so far.
-a

Electrical Circuits

As said before, the electrons in order to flow mut have

a path or circuit to move in. A circuit is a closed pat'l for

U.



tha flow of electricity. The starting point is the sourCe ofma
)- The Miromtt net-coopliits imtil.

where voltage begin. Automotive lectrical circuits may be
classed as series, parallel, or series-parallel.

a

Figure 9. Series Circuit.

Figure W. Parallel C'Lrt.
12



A SERIES CIRCUIT RAS ONLY bils PATN. A aerips circuit.is
a circuit that has only one path in which current can flow.
la -smtlets tircuU. not* itatiLiamzetial
-t-o=

-all. If any devi4e is turned off, then_ the circuit,is opened

- and no current flows at all.

A PARALLEL CIRCUIT HAS TWO OR MORE PATHS. A parallel circuit

is two or more paths for current to flow. In a parallel circuit,

figure 10, the various devices are connected.by parallel wires.

The current devices, past of it flowing into one device, part

into another: The same voltage is applied to each device, and
each can be turned on or off independently of the.otherd.

Figure 11. Series-Parallel
- Circuit.

AND A SERIES-PARALLEL CIRCUIT? Most automotive electrical circuits

are of this type. A series-parallel circuit, figure 11, is.

a combination of a series circuit and a parallel circuit. Current

will flaw through one or more electrical devices in series and

then divide itself, part of it flowing into OM device and part

into another.' If any of the device is series, marked with an

arrow iq figare 11, aretturned pff or fail to operate, the circuit

is opened and none of the other devices wip. operate either.

Ohm's Law

The above information gives us more of an itdea.what an electric

circuit is and should aid in the understanding of the rule known as



. A
one'ohm of resistance t may also_be stated in ymbpls,
EmIXR, where:

E a preisUra or voltage.
I 0 intensityOecurrent.
R resistance or ohms.

TEE RULES OF OHleS.W. Ohm's Law can be ekpressed in three
'Offferent ways, and can be applied td the entire circuit or to
any part of a circuit. Lat us,remember these three simple rules
which follow.

1. When voltage and amperage are known: volts + amperage
resistance (R E + R). V

2. When voltage and resistance are known: volts resistance
amperage (I E + R).

3. When resistance and amperage atIVAilOwnt resistance X amperage
voltage (E I X R).,

An easy way to rememberthese rUles is to refer to the drawing
in figure 12. By using the drawing, the formula for ftnding
the unknown will be given by simply covering the unknown and doing
the simple mathematical problem left showing.

E
(vOLTS)

I . X
(AMPERAGE) (RESISTANCE)

Figure 12. jormula for Finding the
Unknown Value When Two Yalueis

itre &aim.
14 ''
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Figure 23. Simple Series Circuit
for Using Ohm's Law.

APPLICATION OF 010'S LAW. Let us work a simple problem
to show how the above rules can be applied. A simple settee
circuit, figure 13, may consist of a three ohm (30) resistor
connected to a 12-,olt battery. The current flow can be determined
from Ohm's Law where I is E 4. R. or, 12 volts 4. 3 ohms 4 amps.
Current flow in this circuit then is 4 amps. Your instructor
witll give you some more problems to work using Ohm's Law.

MAGNETISM

Magnetism is 'a connecting link between mechanical energy
and electricity. Without the effects of magnetism there could
be no generators for charging batteries or motors for.cranking
enginei. was not un,i1 the year 1820-that che association.
between Alectricity and magnetism was discovAled. Before this
time it was generally believed that fhere was no relationship
at all between electricity and magnetism. .

Permanent Magnets

sO

Pigure 14. The. Lodes or i *reset.

The effects of gagnetim were first, discovered when fragments
of iron ore.called lodestone, fidhre 14, which is found in nature,

1S
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wore seen t attract other pieces of iron. It wearni;Ivered
that'a long.piecs of- iron ore, or an iron bar., hung _lat the sir

I A a

po i. Of the earth.'t-This ond-iif the iron bar was called
the North pole, or N pole. The other end was calledythe puth
pole or S pole. Such a piece of iron was called a bar megnet.
Today, most permanent magnetLars made of hard metals coiposed
of,alloys. SOme of the mire common alloys ore nickel-iron and
aluminum-nickel-cobalt, or "Alnico." Permanent magnets ate
found in many shapes, such as the well known horsesh.oe magnet.

The, Magnetic Fiel d

I
atfr

<, \\\\1 / - 4//e/
0.14,\I

%1 .1.........9116. N

/1,111"0 ,.F.., or.

/ /4111.*

Figure 16. Magnetic Fields of
a Bar and of a Horseshoe Magnet.

The space Aftected by a magnet is called the magnetic field.
The magnetic fitld of a bar and horseshoe magnet are shown in figure 15.
The magnetic f101d it described as "lines of force" which come out
0 the N polo and enter. the $ imla. There-are noattual lines around .

the magnett'however. TWO lines of fOrie are sn.easy way to show
the invisible magnetic field. A, good example of this is as follows:

Jakol'a bar magnet. Lay a piece of glass on .top if it. Then, sprinkle
iron filings on the glass. The filings become arranged im curved
lines, figure 16. , The curved lines of- forgs.ostend fro* Um rwo
poles of the Magnet ind follow tho.magnetic lines surrounding the
'magnet. The extent-of the,field force ildetermined by'the strength
of the magnet. If the magnet is weak, thar, are relatively few lines
of force. If the magnet is strong, there-are many lines of force.

16
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Figure 18. Magnetic Lines of
Forct of a Bar Magnet'as Shown by

lt Iron Filings.

CHABACTERISTICS OF LIIBS OF IrRar. To us, lines of force are
invisible, unfelt, and imaginary. However, they a4 assumed to exist
because they, permit an easy explanation of the ef cts of magnetism.
There are certain rules for these lines of force which may .be summed
up as follows.

1. Lines of force outside the magnet pass from the north pole
to the south pole.

2. Lines of force act as rubber binds and try tc shorten
to a minimum ltegth.

3. Lines of force repel each other along their entire length.

4; Lines of force never cross each other.

4.4

figure 17. Unlike Page Attract.

17
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Figure 18. Like Poles Repel:

EFFECTS BETWEEN MAGNETIC POLES. When two unlike magnetic
pcles are brought together, they attract, figure 17. tin the othar
hand, if the magnets are placed so that their like poles are together,
they are found to repel each other, figure l8. From the above
statemenr, Las impartant fact about magnets can be stated: l'Unlike

magnetic poles attract each Other and like magnetic poles repel."

MAGNETIC INSULATORS, ARE THERE ANY? Actually, there is no
insulator for magnetism or lines of force. Magnetic lines'of forci
seem to penetrate, or go through, all slbatances. They are deflec$d
only by another magnetic field or magnetic material. The only
"escape" or "insulator" from a magnetic fiela is distanCe or space.

Electromagnetism

1ft A4ke 4,A. 4,k it..

.41 I

0

SIVOI,)1
tr.

Figure 19. Magnetic Pled
Around a Wire Carrying 1. 0:;

currint.
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The Ow-oven that as electric current always roducee a sign/tic

field-censed.most.of the devildOpont of modern alectrAcia -equipssint.
7 W

or electrons in a Cond:-.4or,11"!--Int-tualirg%ove, the magnetic

the vire at

lines of force do not move or floi around the vire. instead,
they merely have direction as indicated in flgurs 190 Fever electAns
in motion mows a weaker magnetie field around tho conductor..
Therefore, the greater the currant flow, the stronger the magnetic
field. .

.- Figure 20. Determg
Direction of Linea of Force - Right

Hand RuLes.

4FINDZ1G Tar DIREcr:aw oF THr LINES OF FORCE. In order to
fincethe direction oi the linea, of forcd around a conductor, there
is a simple rule to follow. When using the Franklin theory of
current flow (positive to negative), a sfmple rule known as the.
righ-hand rule is used. Simply grasp the conductor with the
right hand io that the thumb extends in the direction of the current
flow, figure 20. The fingers will then point in tha direction
in which the lines of force.surround the conductor.

0..114 0 I
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Figure 21. . Magnetic
FieZd in roop of Mire-

Carrying Current.
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Figure 22. Magnetic Field Produced by Current clowing in an
EZectromagnet (Loops of Wire Formed into a Coil).

WROUGHli IRON CORE

COIL

Figure 23. (,:oil;gth Wrought 'Iron Core Instead of Air Gap.

THE MAGNETIC FIELD IN LOOPS OFIMIRE. On a straight wire conductor,
the number of lidgs of force are greatest at the surface of 10
conductor and spread,out into space 'as they expand away frodr
the conductor. However, if a loop was formed into the wire,
all of the lines of force around theYconductor must pass through,
the inside of the loop, figure 21. the lines on the Outside
spread:into specs as they did on a straight cOnOncroT! The
line, on the inside of the loop are contained. May increase
the density of the,number of lines.of force in that area. -If

manyloops of mire are formed, agora 22,A.t produces whit
is called a coil. The linet of force of.all loops combine
into a pattern that greatly riesombles the magnetic field surrounding

a bar-magnet. This creates a much greater magnetic field-with
the same amount of current flow. It has alio been found that

more lines of force can be created by.using a better conductor

for lines of force than the original air gap in figur 22. \It.
has been. found that by placing an iron. cora into a coil, the

20
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.strengt.h.of an electromagnertan be greetly inciessed, figure 2
sae the lives of force tow travel through the iron bar rether
them through the iar-gav

1 Strength of Electromagnets.

100

1000 01401122114014

Figure 24. AmpeeS-Turn
Comparison.

.

Electramignets are constructed in various ways. Some ard
consxructed to use large amounts of amperage (current). Starter
fields and starter armatures are xamples of this. Other applications
are in relays, voltage regulators, etc., and are constructed
to operate on very little amperage. The strength of an electromagnet
is measured in "amper.-turns." Ampere-turns is the number of turns
in the coil of wire,times the amperage (current flaw) through
the windings. For example, 1 amp times 1,000 turns of wire equals
1,000 ampere-turns, as shown in figure 24. And 10 amps times
100 turns also equals 1,000 ampere-turns, shown in figure 24 also.

*Comparing the two electromagnets as shown,,, they have the same
magnetic strength. The above facts-must be kept in mind when
working on electrical applications where electromagnets are
used.

Electromagnetic Induction

In the year.1831, a very important discovery was made in
the field of electricity when it"was observed that a conductor
moving across a magnetic field would have voltage or electromotive
force (E)ff) induced into tt. This principle is called electromagnetic

induction.

To illustrate this principle, consider a straight wire conductor
that is moving across the-vignette fisl4. of a horoeohoo magnet
ea 1.2 figure 25. If a sensitive voltmeter were comets& to die

ends of the.wire, the voltmeter would indicati a small voltage
when Ols wire is moved across the sallatic field. This induced

4oltage will be dependint ad three factors. These factors can

be listed as follows:

1. The strength of the magnetic field.,

2. The speed at vhick the lines of force-are cutting acros
the conductors.

21
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vomase
maim?

Figure 25. neotromagneti.o
Induction.

3. The number of conductors that are cutting'across the
lines of force.

Remember that magnetism is a connecting link between mechanicia
aneigy and electricity. Without4the ffects of magnetism there
could be no generators, alternators or motors for charging batteries,
cranking engines, etc. The principle of electromagnetic induction

-must be thoroughly understood.

ELECTRICAL MALFUNCliONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

.Electrical systeis on vehicles are well constructed. However,
there are times when troubles will develop in electrical circuits.
?4hen this occurs, the mechanic must be able to trace any circuit
by the use of schematics and test equipment.

Electrical Malfunctions

1
When something goes wrong in an automotive electrical circuit,.

it will usually rfall into one of four types of malfunctions. These
types of electrical malfunctions 'can be caissified as open circuits,
short circuits, unwanted grounds, and excessive resistance.

OPEN CIRCUIT. An open circuit consists of a break in the '

circuit. An'example of an Oen circuit is a wire thgt has come
Idoie or a slip connection that is not making contact. If-a circuit
is open, no current will flow through the circuit and-an ammeter
would ;how 0 =Ps.

SHORT CIRCUIT. A short circuit occurs when copper touches
copper, such as when two bare wires touch each Ithar. Current
is given a shorter path to travel through and SOWS of the resistance
in the circuit is bypassed. A short circuit always results
in a higher.than normal current flow throuth all =part of tha
circuit that is shorted. k

MMVOrtD CROWD. An unwlinted ground occurs whenever any
part of the wiring touches the vchiile.frams before-it is supposed
to. Wukwanted Around lavolveraccidental ar vaintemtiommal
contact between copper and the iron frame of thavehicla.

nassrm Rmszermar, TAF movauww. Jmoessive resistance
can be caused:by meny difforent things. Excessive reeiatane
is generally the mast difficult malfunctioottqr,the mechanic to find.

2i.
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it aan be caused by-dirty or loose coitnectinnit, frayed..wirint,
corrosion, a wire too lont, And many other things. A good voltmeter.

C azoarifWfiFit

DC Meters

Diagnosing ttoublas in the electrical. system is one of
V.

I'M more important duties of the automotive electrician. To do

this correctly it is important that the proper instruments are
connected in the circuit in the right manner. Many of the meters

you will use in the field may have tore than one scale on them.
You MUST know how to correctly read your test meteri. If the

instruments are cared for and ubed properly, the at.tomotivep
electrician can decidt whether changes or adjugtmentl are-needed.

can decide whether a unit or part needs replacemerit or repair.

He can decide whether the system is performing satisfigtorily...

Each unit or an electrical system is built to a specifiaation.

To find whethir it is opertting to its efficiency, periodic

teats ire necessary. In making tests, use the equipment tichnical-'

.order. to .find the specifications.

LOW

RESISTANCE

r

HORSESHOE
SHAPED MAGNET'

AMMETER VOLTMETER
CjmulT

Vure 28. Moving-Coil Type Meter. -
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gure 27. Connecting Volt:me and Ammeter in a, Circuit.

THE VOLTMETER. Most voltmeters- are of the moving-coil type.
They consist of a permanent horseshoe magnet and, a movable coil,
figure 26. Current flowing through this movable coil reacts
with the magnetic field.of the horseshoe magnet (like polei
repel), causing the coil to turn agaidet a slight spring tension.
A pointer is attached.to the coil and moves across a scale to
show the correct voltage of-the circUit being tested. A voltmeter
is always hooked across a circuit or parallel with the circuit,
figure 27.. This is a very important point to remember. The
voltmeter uses very little current from the circuit and will
not disturb the circuit. Therefore, the voltage of a circuit
shouldAbe much the same after the voltemter is hooked up as
it was"before..

:HE A:AFTER. the ammeter is used'to measure the flow of
current through a circuit. The ammeter, like the voltmeter,
is usually cif the moving coil type, figure 26. The ammeter has
very low'resistance between the two terminals of the meter'. This
lets the meter show very accurately the amount of current flowing
in the Circuit. Unlike the voltmeter, the ammeter must,be connected
in series with the circuit being tested. Figure 27 ahows the
correct way to connect an ammeter into a circuit.

4-vp-

Caution: Since the ammeter has a very low resistance, it
must NEVER be connected across the voltage source. If

connected across'a voltage source, such as the battery,
the meter may Winstantly damaged beyond repair.

THE OHMMETER.- Ycku will probably not use an ohmmeter too:
often, but you should know how to tile them just in case. The
ohmmeter is much like the voltmeter and ammeter% However, the
ohmmeter contains its own dry cell (flashlight) battery for a

sourPe of Power. Ohmmeters should never be connected to an external
'mace of power (voltage) or to a circuit that has current flowing
through it, as the meter may become daaged.

,CARE OF TWE DC.METERS. It is very important that the meters
be properly cared for. The accuracy of the readings will depend
upon how'the meter is taken care of. If pey'are not cared for

. 24
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properly, they cannot poseibly.give the user an accurate reeding.
For the care of the -meters, elways refer to the correct technical
Order for the type mater being used, The Auferent, amen will

'Electrical Symbols

Voltage

Current

Resistance

Positive Terminal

Negative Terminal

'Light Bulb

Fuse

E or V

I or A

c\i
Fixed Ftesistor eVV-v

V
Adjustable Resistor --/VvV
Conductor

Condense r or

a

Rheostat

Connection

Crossing

Single Pole Double

Throw .Switch

Battery

Voltmeter

Ammeter

or

, or

Ground

Diode

Transistor

Figure 28. EZectricaZ Symbols.

_

1#0

we have stated that automotive circuits.may be classified
as series, parallel, or series-parallel. In any circuit there
will be electrical devices installed, iuch as a battery, light

bulbs, resistors and 'witches. Many symbols are used in electrical

diagrams. In electrical work, symbols are used in diagrams to,
represent equipment, devices and canductora. Some of the symbols

are shown in figure 28. A diagram showing the connections using
symbols is called a wiring diagram. A typical wiring diagram

that will be found in automotive maintenance manuals or technical

orders is shown inligure 29. The symbols used throughout this

course ars common symbols. They should be well studied. Many

Other symbols will be found in wiring diagrams. They will be

explained whenever they appear in the course. Wiring harness
cable circuit identification had bien established by number

coding andior color coding. The prime purpose of wire identification
is to mike it easier to install a Adria, haymows eines only

the very ends of the many different.wires can be seem. If number

coding is used the code numbers and.the circuit will be listed,

in the vehicle's technical order. Color coding the insulation

is widely used. The color Code is usually given on the wiring

diagram applying to the circuit. leffembar, When in doubt, convult
the proper technical order for the /correct information.
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SUMARY

to the length of this part of the lesson a brief review

electrical fundamentals and knows how to use his test meters will
.soon find that hic job becomes much easier.

Questions

1. The exact nature of electricity is not known,-but

it can make itself evident by effects. What are four effects

of electricity?

2. There are several kinds of electrical conductors.
What are the three considered to be the best and in their proper

order?

3. iihat unit of measurement is used to measure a flow

. of current?

4. What unit of measurement is used to measure he forCe

of movement behind current?

5, What is voltage drop and how is it useful?

6. Whit-is the difference between a series circuit and

a parallel circuit?
.

7. Row can the magnetic lines of force in an electromagnet

be inCreased?.

8. Magnets have north and south poles. Which poles at!;ract

and which pOlea repel each other?

9. In Measurir;g the flow of current in a circuit, would

you connect the instrument in series or parallel?

10. What materials are "Usually used in permanent magnets?

11. Ohies Law can be summed up as the relationship between

resistance, current and voltage. State Ohm's Law.

12. What determines the strength of an electromagnet and

what term.is used to express this?

13e What are thrse.rules of Ohm's La0?

14. Whatis a circuit?

15. !low is wiring, harness circuit identification established?

27
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SECTION II
pnwants OF BATTERIES

The previous section of this lesson covers'the principles
of electricity and magnetism. We said that electricity is not

-vIstble but that it does make itself evident by one of four effects.
One of these effects is chemical electricity. Chemical electricity
is produced through a combination of chemicals and .various kinds
of metals. The reaction that takes place produces electricity,
such as in a storage battery. The following 'information concerns
the construction and operation of the type of storage battery
used in the automobile.

The lead-acid storage battery is an electrochemiCal device
for converting chemical action into electrical anew. tt is
not'a storage tank for electricity, as is often thought, but
instals& stores electrical energy in chemical form. The battery
performs three fupctions in the automobile. First,-it supplies
current to the cranking motor and the ignition system as the
engine is started. Second, it supplies cUirent for the lights,
radio, heater and other acceSsories when the electrical demead
of these devices exceeds the output of the generator or alternator.
Third, the battery acts as a voltage stabilizer in the electrical
system. Satisfactory operation of the vehicle is impossible
unless the battery performs eaah of these important functions.

Construction

OTECTED CELL CONNECTOR

MKROPOROUS CELL COVER
UBBER SEPARATOR

VENT PtUG.

VISUAL LEVEL
elIA

unNALPosT

_

MINSICAO

'itAti FAN
COPYRIGHTED BY'

loemnWriOTORDPOSHM4
Figure 30. Battery.

The construction of an automotive lead-acid storage battery,
figure 30, is sMeh thaca. highly reliable source of power is
provided. . Storage batteries have three or more cells depending

0
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on the voltage required. A battery-of three cells connected
ts series is called a 6-volt battery. A battery of ellx cells
connected in scrtee to. csLle4 -a- II...vat battery-.

Positive Plate
Group.

Fligure 31.

.

7

Negative Plate
Group.

Plate Groups.

4=1

1.11111M111
MI II1 OM MEM
IN MOM
nil MN II UM IMMO
Mil OEM 11111111118

111.111111111111111.1111/MO MIEN
EMI111111111111111Nuammisomwilitipuan

marsmum
Positive Plates Between

Negatiire Plates

Figure 32. Assembly of
Plats Groups.

THE BATTERY CELL. A battery cell is made up of two types
of plates, one called a poiitive plata and the other called
a negative plate. Actually& that* ate maul much Plates in a
battirt cell. The negative Aates cantata sponge lead CPb). The
positive plates contain lead-peroxide (Pb02). no call platis
are a grtd-like structure, figure 31.- Thlemakes the plate
more rigid aid provides more area to be exposed to the acid in
the cell. Several plates me join'd together by a plate strap
casting to form.what is celled a positive group and'a negative
-group, figure 32. The,plates, which are immersed in a sulphuric
acid solution (11004) (called electrolyte), are separated by
this sheets of porous insulating material called *operators.
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Figure 33. Con Construotion.



Separators are between the Wires to prevent them from touching and
causing a short circuit. Each cell of a leadacid battery will produce

vatic Ths- GaAs 41 iv
11buTteallmatelmum

of a typical call is shown in figure 33. Alnew type of battery called
an "Energiser" is now being used in many new automobiles as standard
equipment. The construction of the "Energizer" cell is basically
as described above although each part is called by a different name,
see figure 34.

THE CASE CONTAINS THE CELLS. After th. cell components are assembled,
they are placed in a battery case. The case is made of molded plastic
or hard rubber. This makes the case very strong and, in the case
-of plastic, lighter in weight In the bottom of the case-are sediment
chambers. Particles of lead which fall off of the plates are kept
safely out of the way in the sediment chamber where they will cause
no harm to the battery.

7ENT :APS ARE THERE FOR MORE THAN ONE REASON. A vent cap is
located in 'each cell cover and serves two purposes. First, it clOses
the opening in the cell cover through which electrolyte cat be checked
and water added. Secondly, it provides a means for the escape of
gases formed during charging of the battery. This prevents the
battery from possibly exploding!

iAANIFOLD AND VENT PWG

1

7-day

HOW DOWN not
Slot Itimutat

Ingure 35. Znerraser With Side Tirminele.

POSTS PROMS THE CONNECTIVES. Electrical'anoection to the
battery is made through the hittery posts. One post it worked positive

0



and-the other negative. If the'poste are not larked, the positive

_ tignWIC bigaterrillWANI.
the posts side-mounted, see figure 35. These batteries require
amiecial connectiag adapter when recharging the battery or ettakiting
tO °jump start" the vehicle.

Operation of he%lead-Acid Battery

-411ban a battery cell is fully charged, the negative plate is
spongy-load (Pb), tho positive plate is lead peroxide (rb02), and
the electrolyte contains a maximum of sulphuric acid,(H2SO4). Both
plates art poroui. They are reidily actAd upon by the acid. A
cell in thi2 condition can ymoduce electrical energy through the
reaction ofths chemical!.

DISCHARGING

Figure 46: nomi.oca kn.:or; -

of Discharging &au*.

DISCURGING THE BATTERY. If the terminals of the battery are
connected to a closed circuit, the cell discharges to supplyhrtric

Thcurrent. e chemical process that occurs during discharge ch gee
both the sponge lead of the negative plate and.tha lead peroxide
of the positive plate to lead Aulphate (PbSO4) and thvosulphuric
acid to water (H20), refer to figure 36. Thus the electrolyte becomes
weaker during discharge, since the water increases.and the sulphurid
acid decreases. As the discharge programs, the negative and positive
plates finally contain considerable lead sulphate. The discharge
should always be stopped before the plates have entirely changed
to lead sulphate. Sulphated plates may result in permanent damage
to the battery. To better understand this'chemical reaction, the
action that takes place can be ummed up as follows. The sulphuric
acid is absorbed by the plates to produce current. So when the
lectrolyte has been reduced to water, the battery is in colischafged
condition.

.11

Ammmummt, urn 'arm is fliT. To Charge gbe cells, en osteifial
source of direct current swat be cOnnected to the battery:Ukraine's.
The chemical action is Oen reversed and returni the posiiiveband
negative plates to their original condition., lawn all thie.silphats
on the plates bas been returned to the electrolyte tiform-iulphuric '
smid, the cell ham been fully. recharged. It is ready to ha seed

,for the next discharge. Chemical action for charging the battery
cell is shown in figure 37. ,
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Pigure 37. Illatterv Chareng.

Battery Capacity

The two most Common battery ratings are the 20-Hour Rate at

80.7 and the Cold Rating at 07. The 20-Hour Rating indicates the
lighting and accessory load capacity of the battery and the Cold

Rating indicates the cranking load capacity.

TES 20-ROUR RATING.. Tha_10174pur Rating in ampere-hours is .

determined by laboratory testing. The tAttery ia_fully charged.

With the battery temperature maintained at 80, the batterris discharged

at a constant rate for twenty hours. At the end of this time the

cell voltage must retain above 1.75 volts. A battery that can supply

5 imps under these canditions would be given a rating of 100 ampere-

hours. (5 amps X 20 hours se 100 ampere-hours).

THE COLD AA:ING. Tile Cold Rating is obtained by discharging

a fully 'charged bectery at O'F at a constant rate of 150 or 300

' amps, depending on the voltagi and ampere-hour rating of the battery.

Two ratings are given. One is the voltage obtained after 10 seconds
of discharge, the other is the ;Poe in minutes for a battery to

reach its end voltage. A battery having a 10-socond rating ot 7.6

volts at 300 amps will maintain a voltage of 7.6 volts or higher

for 10 seconds. A battery having a time rating of 2 minutes will
operate under the above conditions for 2 minutes before the.end

voltage is reached. The higher the 10 second voltage rating and
the higher the"time rating, the greater will be the cranking capacity

of the battery.

"ENERGIZERS" ARE RATED IN WATTS. "Energizers" are rated in

vette, which is a measure of the cranking ability vf this "Energtztr"

at cold temperatures. The wattage rating is determined by laboratbry
testing and is obtained by multiplying the voltage by the current.
The peak wattige is used in rating "Energizers" at the temperature

involved. Thus, by comparing wattage ratings, an immediate comparison
between "Energisers" of cranking abilities is obtained.

Factors Affecttog Isttoiy

Timm ars various factors which affectAhe lifs of * battery.
Of these, the more important include iverdischarging, rapid dharging

and rapid discharging. Overdischarging or allowing a battery to

remain im 4isekargsd- condition for e-long period. of tims_caussa

szness-sulphstion of the plates. Whoa this condition is reached,

it is almost impoissible to charts ths battery. Too rapid charging

.or diseharging causes overheating n4 warping of the gates. Excess

shedding of active plata saterial results. reducins battery capacity.
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battery cannot be overlooked as a possible source of trouble. Since

a visual inspection sad a fervelectrical checks will readily reveal

the condition of the battery, it is always advisable to start all
Ortult checks by checking rho battery first. Otherwise, a coeponent -

part of some circuit, failing to function prov4rly, may be unjustly

condemned. If the battery is proven defective, it .should be replacedew
;f it is found to be merely overcharged or zdercharged, further
checks may be necessary.

Battery Servicing

Most electridel troubles caused by battery failures can be
prevented by systematic.battory service. A large number of premature
battery failures can be eliminated if fay.): important points are

considered.

CORRECT APPLICATION IS A MUST. Long and trouble-free service
can be.expected only when the aeper-hour capacity is balanced with
the electrical.load. The use of an undersized battery will result
in poor perforiance or early failure. When a new battery is installed
in the vehicle, the replacement battery should be at least of equal
ampere-hour tating to the original battery.

PROPER ACTIVATION IS NECESSARY. Propei activation of dry charged
batterles is extremely important because improper activation always
results in poor performanc or early failure. The hydrometer test,
which will be discussed in the battery testing section later, will
determine if tha battery has been properly activated.

CORRECT INSTALLATION IS IMiORTANT. Correct installation of
-11-4ttery is also important since case or cover breakage may result
from tmproper handling and installation. The hold-down bolts should
be kept tight_enough to prevent the battery from shaking in its
holder, which Could damage the case. However, they should not be
tigHtened to the point where the battery case will be placed under 41''

a severe strain. The battery carrier should be clean and free from
corrosion before installino a battery. Corrosion.on the carrier
will increase tho rats of corrosion on the carrier and keep it level.
The'battery sh6uld be installed in its Carrier with the positive
and negative posts in the proper position. lteversing the battery
polarity can lead to generator regulator or ignition problems.

Cautious Allen itetalling batteries, the ground cable at the
battery terminal should Us disconnected first and reconnected
lest to avoid damage to the better, and-wiring by accidental

-grounds with tools.

PERSONC-STRVICT Ls AN ASSOINTS JORZWITY! at,bettery 'is a

perishable item which requires periodic servicing. Therefore a
good maintenance program for the battery will insure the longest
poesible battery life..
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Electrolyte et Proper Livid

INDICATOR

__

Pe-

mcmccasuvia
UWN

ElooNolyto ot Low Level

Figure 40. Checking Eiectrayte Lava Using Eys.

Check Electrolyte Level Frequently. The electrolyte level,
figure 38, should be checked every 2,000 miles or once a month. ie
la hot weatiler, particularly' during trip driving, checking houta
1,1e more frequent because of more tepid loss of water. If the electrolyte
level is found to be low, distilled voter or tap water should be
added to acti cell. Add vat!' to the split ting in the bottom of
the vent well, figure 39, or until the "eye" is dark, figure 40.
Do not Overfill the battery as this will cause loss of electrolyte.
Loss of ilectrolyte will result in poor battery performance and
also will cause corrosion.. Only voter-should be added to the battery,
nevii acid.

Mote: The water level in the cello should never be, allowed
.'to go below the top of the plates as permanent sulphation'
_will result.

External Condition Must Be Kept Clean. The external condition
of the battery should be cheCked periodically for damage such as ,a

36
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broken case or broken cell,covers, figure 38. The_top of the battery
.

should be kept clean. This is particularly impertant for 126volt -

1ly-Wbrn:11141*-sout Atm lorr_itamit_1..! . 3
- .

For best results when cleaning the top of batteries, wash first
with a solution ofliking eoda and water to neutrelise,any acid
present. The battery top Should:then be flushed off witirclean
water. .Care must be iaken to keep vent plugs tight, so that the
neutralizing solution does noi enter the cells.

Electrical Contact Should be Clean and Tight-. To insure good
electrical connections, the battery cables should be clean mud tight
on the battery post*, figure 38. If the battery posts and cable
terminals are corroded, the cablei phouId be, disconnected. The
terminals and clamps are then cleaned separately using.a battery.
'closiranctc01:or a solution of baking so4a,and water and a wire.
brush. .'After cleaning and reconnecting the'cables, apply,a.thin
coating of vasoline on the,posts and cable clamps to help reduce
corrosion. Some manufacturers also recommend that a .felt washer
be placed an the battery post underneath the cable clamp to help
reduce the corrosion of,the terminals.

Battery Testing

While taking proper care of the battery will insure a long
and Useful life under most conditions, the battery must be tested
occasionally tO check its state of charge and internal condition.

:HE BATTERY HYDROMETER TEST CHECKS TEE STATE OF CHARGE. The
state of charge-of a storage battery depends upon the active material

. on the plates'and the strength of the electrolyte. Other than charge
the battery, you can do nothing to increase the active plati'material.
However, you can check the electrolyte of the battery to find the
state of charge:- Use an instrument called a battery hydrometer.
You ar,, checking the specific gravity (weight of sulphuric acid
compared to water) of the eltctrolyte. The hydrometer is a small
glAss tube, weighted in.its lower end so it will float upright when
the electrolyte is drawn into the tube. part of the hydrometer
is shown in figure 41. The hydrometer is calibrated from 1.150
to 1.300. The number,1.300 is on the lower end of the float, figure 41.
The depth which the weighted glass tube sinks into the electrolyte
is determined by the density of the electrolyte. The more dense
the electrolyte, the higher the hydrometer will float. A fully
charged battery has a specific gravity reading of, or about 1.280
on the hydrometer (80" temperature), figure 42. An undercharged
battery wouldAhow as a specifiegravity reading of 1.225 or below,
figure 42.

4.
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During discharge, as acid Combines with
be* Plato Materials, Hydrometer sinks lower. No4.
changing position of black dots in illustrations.

Figura 42.

Note: Correct the specific gravity readings for electrolyte

temperature. When the electrolyte temperature'. is-above 80

digrees F., add 4 points (.004) to the hydrametor reading for

every 10 degrees above 80 degrees. When the electrolyte tempere-

turebis below 80 degrees, subtract 4 points for each 10 degrees

below 80 degrees.

Ca4tion: Mike sure the battery jAt fully charged because

hydroieter readiigs taken on partially-chargod,betteries

are\unreliable. Never make a hydrometer test immedletely

water has been added to a battery. It is important,

tha the eye be apprencimatelv At the liquid level when

the reading is taken. Readings taken at a sharp.anglii

usum41y are very inaccurate.
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words, it does' not lobo* how much setting material is still avellabl
to furnish current or if the separators erg still keeping the plates
from touclhing. TO chock the internal media's of the-tottery,
a battery capacity test is made. TWA seans.that'the battery mutt
bo tested by applying a specific load on it. Since test procedures
will differ depending upon the type of test equipmemt being used,
be sure to refer to the proper technical order or manual for tbe
tester being tised.

Battery Chariing

There are two method* of recharging an undercharged battery.
One is'the slow charge method. and tho other is the fast charge
mithod. As the names imply, ONO differ in the length of time the
battery Is charged and the amount of charging current supplied.

THE SLOW CHARGE IS BEST. ,The slow charge method supplies the
batterY with a low Charging rats for a long period of time. The
charging rate-should be about 5 amps. Charging periods of twenty-
four hours and more may be needed to bring the battery to full charge.
The battery is fully charged when there is.no change iL spe4fic
gravity.readings over a three hour period.

FAST CHARGING IS WICK. This method supplies the battery with
a high charging rate for a short period of time. Charging rates
of 40-_70 amperes are common, with charge peridas varying up to three
hours maximum. A battery cannot be fullyjecharged by the fast
charged method, although it can be "boosted." To completely recharge
the battery, the fast charge method should be followed with a slaw
charge for a fen/hours.

Caution: Never allow the electrolyte temperature to exceed
125°F when recharging a battery by either. method. Permanent
damage could result to the battery. Also, batteries that are
recharging give off a highly explosive gag:. Be sure the area
is well ventilated to prevent an Implosion.

-Connecting Batteries Together

1.
es/ IV

Figure 48. Connecting Halftries in Series.

Storage batteries say be connected in two .different ways to obtain
various voltages and amperages. The two ways of connectinkbetteries,

40
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FLgure 44. Connecting Batteries in Paranei.

are in series and in parallel. Connecting batteries in series
will increase voltage. For example, if a voltmeter was installed

in a circuit,with four 6-volt batteriea connected in mvies,
figure 43, the voltmeter will show 24 volts. However, connecting
the batteries in parallel, figure 44, will not increase voltage.

This will increase-the amperage rate. In other words, by connecting
6-volt batteries in parallel the 6 volts are maintained. The six

volts will last longer under use because the ampere-hours are
increased. In the series circuit the connections are from positive
to negative. In the parallel circuit they are from positive
to positive and negative to negative.

SUMMARY

Becoming thoroughly familiar with ,the contents of Sections I
and II of this lesson will not necessarily make an automotive

electrician. However, if the automotive electrician is throughly
familiar with the prindiples of electrtcity, magnetitm, circuits,
and storage batteries, he should be able to do a more precise
and quicker job of testing and servicing automotiv, electrical,

systems. To insure the subject is f miliar, a review of the
entire lesson should be made at this time by answering the summary

questions which follow.

QUESTIONS

1. RO3istAUCO is opposition to current flow. What is

the purPoso of resistance?

2. Electrical symbols'arovused in place of device* in a

schematic diagram. Draw eight basic symbols of a schematic diagram.

3. Whys connecting storage batteries together to increase

voltage, how are they connected?

% .4. How aris batteriek connected together to intrmaie amperage

rates?

41
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5'.* According to °bats Lavv, bovinely ampere. it'll be flowing
:-tkvough a eireuit4k00111, coseeetod to a Li&volt source If the

A

- . . - . . . .

_ . . . _

f. Row away Volta would have to be oomoseted
La order to produce a 4-ampere flow through a 6-o1e

7. What safety precautiOns would yOu observe
on automotive electrical circuits?

to a circuit
resistance7

while working

8. What effect dose temperature have on resistance of
the ;dere in a circuit?

9.. On a straight wire conductor where are.tia number of
lines of force the greatest?

10. What ira three methods of inducirnt current into a conductor?

11. Briefly explain how a storage battery works.

12. What separates the plates in an automotive battery?

13. What is the purpose of the specific gravity test of
an automotive battery?

14. Why is the frame of a vehicle included as one of the
components which make up the electrical circuit?

42
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DBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your Classroom.
instruction, you will be able to explain the operating
principles., function and construction of vehicle Ignition
systems. You will also be-able to perform maintenance,
tesi nd adjust the ignition system components and use
sOecial test-equipment.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most interesting sub:i....ces in the study

of automotive electricity is the ig J.on system. Having
the responsibility of providing a high voltage in the right
order at the right time, the ignition system can supply
300 high voltage surges every second at high engine-speeds...
Since ignition systems cause the majority of etgine troubles,
yoU must understand the operating principles, function,
and construction of the various units of these systems.

INFORMATION

Spark ignition systems may be divided into two classes.
These are battery and magneto. These two systems are much

the same. Both pystems furnish a spark to each cylinder
at a proper moment to fire compressed gasses to get the
maximum energy from the power stroke of the engine.



Figure 4$. ignition Circuit.

The battery,ignition system, figure 45, consists of a
battery, a series of wires and cables, ignition switch, ammeter
(not shown), ignition resistor, coil, distributor (Contains
points and condenser), spark plugs and cables. The system
has two-circuits, a primary and secondary. The ptimary circuit
has those units that carry only law voltage current. These
units are the battery, ignition switdh, ignition resistor
(used with-a 12-volt coil), primary winding in the coil, breaker
points and condenser. Tho secondary circuit carries the durrent
to the @paint plugs after it has been increased to high voltage.
ThWriveatt includes such units as the secondary windings of
.the coil (fine windings), rotor, distributor cap, spark plUgs,
and stark plug cables.

Battery

.

The battery (and gmnerator) furnish the sObrce of voltage
and current for the ignitiog system. Vehicles may be *quipped

with 6, 12, or 24-volt batteriis.' Twelve volt ignition systems
are the most common in use today.

Ammeter and Ignition Swjtch

The ammeterrif present, is connected between the battery
and the ignition twitch. Although it is not essential to the

I 3'i 45
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operation. The ignition rditch provides a means of-opening .

and clppiag the primary circuit. Besides the ON-011.position,
many ignition switches hove a START positio4 which energisee
the starting M6tor and* ACCESSORY ponition which allays current
to to to the scoessories, but not through the ignition System.

Ignition Resistor

In a 12-vole ignition circuit, a ballast resistor, figure 46,
or a resistor wire is connected in series with the coil primary

"windingA to control ignition primary current. The resistor
wire, as used on sone applications, is of a certain di= and
of a certain length to cause the correct amount of-resistancs.
The resistance in these systems changes very slightly with r.

'temperature. This prevents excessive primary current at low
temperatures. It reduces the tendency for tSe distributor
contact points to oxidize during cold weather. The ballast

resistor,""as used on other applications, is bypassed during
cranking. The ignition coil is than connected directly to the
battery. This allows for improved performance and easier

starting. The bypassing on some done by use of
"finger" within the starter solenoid.

Ignition Coil

The ignition coil is a device which steps up (transforms)
the low voltage of the battery or generator to a high voltage.

This voltage may-reach as much as 30,000 volts in some installations.

The extreme high voltage is to provide the electrical pressure

so that the electric current will junp the gap at the spark

plugs. This ignites the compressed gasses in the cylinders

of the engine. .The ignition coil contains three essential

parts. These ars primary windings, secondary windings, and
a soft iron zore.

4
PRIMARY WINDINGS. These windings, figure 47, consists

of a few hundred turns of relatively heavy.wire.

SECONDARY wilmrsas. These windings, figure 47, consists
of many thousands of turns of a very fine vire. It is &gambled
with the primary winding around the outside of it.

LAMINATSD IAON cORK. The cores figute 47, is soft iron
and,is distributed so that one portion serves as a core for

the s. The remainder is a Shell around the 'entire

ly.

. COWSTAVCTIONSF TEE COIL. These parts of the coil are

then placed in a case. The remaining space is filled with oil.

The coil cap is then installed and sealed. This. prevents the

entrance of moisture, which would cause coil fAilure. It also

helps in cooling the. cdii.. Although dun% are a variety of
ignition coils for various types of operation, figure 47 shows

typical ignition coil found on the vehicle. a

47'
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Figure 47. Cutaway View of
a Typical Ignition Coil.

TIE :OZ.: PRODUCES THE ZAP: The ignition coil operdtee.
on che.pr thbaciple of electromagnetic'induction. When e pr ry
circuit is closed, current from the battery or generator flaws

. through the primary windings of the coil. This builds up a
magnetic field around the-coil primary windings. When the ciicuit
breaks, the.magnetic field collapses rapidly. The rapid movement
of the collapsing lines of force induces a very high voltage
into the secondary windings of tbe coil. (The amount will
depend upon the construction of the coil, the number of turns
of wire in each winding, and the Amount of current flow through
the windlass.)

Ignition Distiibutor

The purpose of the distributoto-figure 4$* is to °pee
and close the primary circuit by.meens of contact points. The
distributor also.direcss the high voltage surge thtimeb tha
secondary circuit to the proper spark plug et the correct time.
Tbe distributor consists of a housing, shaft, breatitssembly,
condeimmtro distributor cap amd rotor, centrifugal es mechanism'
and/or a vacuum advance mechanism.

11.")
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A NO CONDENSER IN PRIMARY CIRCUIT

CONDENSER PROVIDES TEMPORARY

PLACE FOR_ PRIMARY CURRENT TO

GO, REDUCING ARCING AT CONTACTS.

B WITH CONDENSER IN PRIMARY CIRCUIT

Figure 52. Consenser Action.
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of the coil. The breaker points in the distributor provide
this means. The amiably consists of the breaker pieta, breaker
points,,contact support and coddenser, fteure 49, A breaker
cam is driven by thi engine. It is on the distributor shaft.
The cam haa lobes (the spme number as there are cylinders .

in the engine). Whop the cam rotates, each lobe passes under
the.breaker point rubbing block. This separates the contact
points. A high voltage surge is produced in the secondary
winding of the coil. With every cam revolution, one spark
will result, for each cylinder of the engltne. Remember thae ,

in a four-stroke cycle engine, each cylinder fires every other
revolution. Therefore, on this type of engine the distributor
shaft rotates at one-half the.engine speed.

CONDENSER. The condenser in the primary ignition circuit
o prevents arcing at the distributor breaker points when they
begin to open. This is because the condenser provides a place
for current to flow until the points are safely separated.
The action of the condenser requires special insulation between
two foil sheets, figure 50. These foil sheets store current
flow and bring ic to a quick controlled stop, figure 51. !Zithout

the condenser, or'if the condenser fails, no standard automotive
ignition system would operate properly. The reason is that
without some means of preventing arcing at the points, most
of the energy in the coil would convert into current. This
would flow across the points. This causes the points to burn
and prevents the coil secondary winding from producing the
high voltage surge required.

:HE HI,Z-7OLTAf.Z PORTION OF TRE DISTRIBUTOR. The cap,
rotor, and high tension leads carry the high voltage surges
from the coil to the spark plugs. This must be done in,the
correct sequence. This part of the distributor is part of the
secondary ignition system. The secondary circuit starts at
the secondary winding of the coil. A high tension lead from
the cog is connected to the center terminal of the distributor
cap. From this point it continues through the cap to the
rotor. The rotor is actually a revolving switch which rotates
with the distributor shaft. It delivers electricity to the
proper spark plug each time high voltage is induced into the
secondary winding of the coil.

CPTRZ1V44L'ADVILNCE MEMANIAN, FIORE U. In ordet for
the engine to fiiaction properly, the ignition spark must occur
at the proper cylinder at the exact time required. This is ,

engine timing. We know that the ignition.must be timed c9xrectly
when the engine islidling. When the engine is correctlytimed,
markings on either he.eneine flywheel or the crankshaft pulley
must align Fith a stationary pointer at the instant that the
plug in the number ono cylinder fire:, Correcting the timing
is dons by'loosaning 5nd turning the distributor in.its, mounting.

52
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Ho.wever, the correct instant for introduction (71f the spark
into the cylinder depends upon a number of different operating
conditions such as different engine speeds and loads. For
example, the spark must enter the cylinder earlier at high engine
speeds so that the mixture can ignite and ealiver its power
,to the piston. Therefore some type of device must be installed
to vary the spark timing for differe-lt engine operating conditions
There are different types of devices used to vary the spark
timing- The centrifugal advance rnfzchanism, figure 52, advances
the timing at high speeds. This type of.advance consists of
two weights that throw out against splAng tension as engine
speed increases. AA engine speed increses, the breaker cam
is caused to move ahead or rotate with rcspect to the distri-
butor-shaft. This causes the cam to open and,close the breaker
points earlier .1t high speeds. This type of advance operates
emtirely by engine speed. It will advance a certain amourit
at any speed above idle. The timing of the spark to the cAinder
varies from no advance at low speeds to full advance at high'
speeds.

:WON AANCE NECHANISM, FIGURE 53. Consider conditions
other than just engine speed to 4time the spark at the cylinder.
Although the centrifugal advance mechanism operates entirely
by engine speed, and will advance a certain amount at any
particular speed above idle, there are times when additional
spark advance is required which cannot be furriished by this
device. Fot example, many times a spark ,advance must be based
on the =One intaki manifold vacuum. .To provide for this,
a vacuum advance'mechanism, figure 53, is installed, There
are types which are installed to rotate the distributor housing
(in tHis type the housing must be fyes to rotate in its mounting).'
Other types rotate the breaker plate only with respect to the
remainder of the distributor. This type moves the breaker. point
against the direction of shaft rotation so that the rubbing
block meets the cam earlier in the cycle to provide advance
timing.
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Figure 53. Vacuum Advanoe Machanism.

The vacuum advance mechanism consists of a spring loaded
diaphragm connected by linkage to the distributor housing
or breaker plate. The spring loaded side of the diaphragm
is airtight. It is connected by a vacuum passage to an opening
in the carburetor. Because of tha position of.the opening ia
the carburetor, when the throttle is in the idle position
no vacuum is in the passage. However, when,the throttle is
moved to part throttle position, it swings past the opening
of the vacuum passage. Intake manifold vacuum cam then draw
air from the airtight chamber and cause the diaphragm to be
moved against the spring. When this occurs, the motion of
the diaphragm causes the distributor to rotate in its mounting
or the breaker plate to rotate (whichever the vacuum advance -

operates), and the contact'poincs are carried around the cam
to the advanced position. Spring tension will return the
mehcanism to no advance when the throttle ii returned to the
idle position.

**.The vacuum advancte is a device which increases fuel economy
at part throttle position only. It is very important that
both of tile advance mechanises operate within the correct
limits to insure the best engine operation under all candWons.
On soap later model engines, full vacuum advance at.idle

_accutb. This is to improve the operation of the angine.at
Mat', It L. dowkly takinglintake ms:geoild vacua' off below
the throttle plat: On this type of catiOn the vacuum

-line to the vacuole advance mechanism aust be disconnected-
When timing the ignition.

linttion Wiring'

Ignition wires used to connect the variousperts of the
illation Ones ors of two types. Thees am the Winery *ad
secondary leiring.

Sie 1 3.9



PRIMARY WIRING. The primary circuit is designed for
low resistance .combined with good mechanical strength. It

lens enOlictor And-bai al-ant abreelazseittant

SECONDARY Warw. The high tension wiring, such as,spark
plug Leads, can be a 'mailer conductor. It must have heavy
insulation to prevent lsakaie of high voltage. Tba wires must
be able to withstand heat, vibration, abrasion and oil. If

water or dust enters any crack in the Ansulation, an electrical
path is formed. This partially grounds the high tension voltage
and the spark at the plugs will ba weak.

:VRS Wiring. Automotive 'ignition systems during operation
produce certain high frequency electrical signals. These
signals can interfer with the cer radio and nearby television
reception. Practically all ignition systems, tti6refore,,incorporate
some form of resistance of suppression to eliminate this undesirable
interference. One of the most common methods of suppression
is the use ofesecondary ignition suppressor cable. It is
commonly called TVRS cable (television-radio suppression).
TVRS cable consists of a braided linen nylon core impregnated
with carbon to form a conductor. Wire pins are used to 'connect
the resistor cable core to the terminals. This type'cable requires

'good service procedures so as not to damage the cable.

Spark-P1 gs

The only purpose of the spark plug is to create a spark
to ignite the air-fuel mixture in the cylinder of the engine.

If mbe spark plug does not function as required, all other units
in the ignition system will have worked for no purpose. The

spark plug must be'able to functi3On properly under many various

conditions. The plug must also be able_to withstand repeated
terrific combustion pressures.

CONSTRUCTION OF :RE SPARK PLUG. The spark plug, figure 54
consists of the shell assembly, core insulator assembly, teiminal,
upper sealing gasket, lower sealing gasket, center electrode
and ground or the side electrode. It fits into the cylinder
head. The two electrodes, separated by an air gap, create a
spark between them for combustion.

SPARK PLUG NEAT RANGE. The term "heat rings° refers to
the classification of spark plugs according to their ability
to transfer heat from the firing and of the plug to the cooling

*Yates of the engine. Verying temperature. in the combustion
ghamberi of different engines makerePark PUS, of'different
heat ranges necessary. The rate Of heat transfer is controllea

mainly by the distance between the gasket seat and tha insu-
lator tip, figure 55. You-must select the.proper heat range
when replacing spark plugs in the vehiCle.

14 om-
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Figure 55. Heat Ranges of
Spark MO.,-

THREAD SIZE AND BEACH. Plugs are also designed in several threaa

sizes'and "reaches" figure 54. Thread readh is the distance
between-the gasket seat and "the and of the shell. Thread

'size is the diamter of the threads measured in millimeters.
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Figure 6. Power Tip ?7,4g In Combustion Chamber.

POWER TIP PLUGS. Power tip plbware'designed to deliver
peak performance and economy in high horsepower engines at

all speeds. They are original equipment in many leading makes

of automobiles. On this type of plug, the insulator tip protrudes

farther into the combust1i4 chamber, figure 56. At low $peeds,

the projecting tip is in the thick of combustion as shown

in A, figure 56. There it gets'hotter quicker, and Stays

hot to burn fouling deposits away clean. At high speeds the

projecting.tip is in the path of incoming air-fuel mixture,

as shown in B, figure 56. There it stays cooler to effectively

check any damaging preignition. This type of plug actually

serves as both a hot and a cold plug.

lZT445E AT SPARX 2LUG :EZIMALS, FMRE 57. The direction

of current flow through the coil has not been studied yet. It

trust be discussed briefly now. One of the major causes for

fhe engine to be hardstarting cr spark plugs to misfire under

a load is reversed current flow through the coil. This is

called reversed coil polarity. It results from hooking the

ignition coil lead wire of the distributer to the wrong side

of the coil. Voltage at the spark plug terminals should always

be negative, Whether it is or not depends on how the primary

leads are attached to the coil. If positive voltage is supplied

to the spark plug terminals, it would ttke more voltage to

make current jump the gap between tha electvedes arshown .

in A, figure 51. Remember that electric current is the flow

of lectrons from negative to positive. Electrons will move

from a hot center electrode to a cold* ground electrode at ei,
a lower voltage, as shown in B, figure 57. With incorrect

polarity, the bettor center electrode becomes positively. charged.

Therefore, electrons must now leewe the negetive.cMrged electrode,

the ground electrode, which is cooler, end move to the positi#e

charged electrode, tOe 40ardltr electrode.- This requires

higher voltage. The primary terminals of the coil should-

be connected,so that the polarity markings correspond to the

polarity of the battery, as shown in C, figure-17. for a

negative ground system, the + terminal of the coil is*connected

to the battery side of the ignition. *yetis and the - terminal

to the distributor side.
3112
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20 TO 40% MORE VIKTAGE IS REWIRED
WITH KAMM INANITY

REQUIRED
VOLTAGE

- WIVE
POLARITY

REWIRED
VOLTAGE

- NEGATIVE
POLARITy

ENGINE RPM

- VOLTAGE REQWRED AT SPARK PLUG

I I ME II 1 =M1M11=i

DISTRIBUTOR

CONTACTS

HOTTER

COLDER

ELECTRONS WILL MOVE

FROM A HOT OBJECT

TO A COLD OBJECT AT .

A LOWER VOLTAGE.

B. SPARK PLUG TIP

BATTERY

COIL

L.,

CORRECT (NEGATIVE)

SPARK PLUG POLARITY

WILL RESULT IF COIL IS
CONNECTED CORRECTLY.

SPARK PLUG

THE PRIMARY TERMINALS OF THE COIL SHOULD
JE CONNECTED SO THAT THE POtARITY MARKINGS
CORRESPOND TO THE POLARITY OF THE BATTERY.

C. CORRECT COIL CONNECTION$

Figiage 57. coi1 ?o142.44.
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generator furnishes the source of voltage and current for
the ignition system. Whau the contact points in the distributor
ars closed, the ignition coil primary-minding is connected to
the battery or generator. At this time a magnetic field builds'
up within the coil. As the,contact points open (they are opened
and closed by a,rotating cam on the distributor shaft), the
magnetic field collapses and sends a high voltage surge into
the secondary circuit. This surge must then be directed to
tha spark plug in the cylinder ready to fire. Thit is done
by the distributor cap and rotor. Other devices are installed
in the ignition system for proper operation. These are the
condenser, ignition resistor, ignition switch and immeter.
The ignition system would not function properly without a
condenser. The condenser is connedted across the contact
points to provide a place for current 5o flow until the contact
points are safely separated. This prevents arcing at the
contact points. An ignition resistor is installed in the ignition
system to improve ignition performance. The ignition switch
provides a means of manually opening and closing the primary
circuit. The ammeter measures the flow of ,current in the vehicle
electrical circuit. -

Note: Ignition systems may vary in design and construction
of the various components. The operating principle is the
same for all battery ignition systems.

SERiICING THE BATTERY SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The spark that ignites the fuel-air mixture in the cylinder
must do so at the exact time with just the right voltage.

:

This spark does not just

4

ppear. It occurs becapse electricity
goes to a coil which'con erts law voltage to high voltage. A
timing device (distributo ) then directs the spark to the right
spark plug at the exact instant required in the cylinder. Because
of the exacting nature of the ignition system, the system must
be inspected, tested and serviced regularly\to maintain this
near perfect action.

Inspections

Periodie iiapections must be mode to determine the extent
of wear or deterioration. Operating con4itimas will determine
the extent of weer or detOricoration. Operating conditions will
determine the time that-inspections will be made. Flir example,
dust and moisture may cause excessiveowear.* The best assurance
of obtaining the maximum service with the,minimui trouble
from *ignition systems is to follow a regular inspection and
estntenance procedure. 'Inspection of the contact points,
advance mechanisms, connections and cables, distributor cap
and rotor, is very essential. The contact points should be
examined for burned or oxidised aldepitted conditions. High

tension wiring should be checked for the condition of the.

59,



insulation and clanliness. The distributor_cap, rotors and

-toil high tension terminel_shouIebe examined for carbon paths,
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Distributor Lubrication

l

The distributor requires lubriontion at specific time
intervals. The distributor shaft-is lubricated by a variety
of methods. Always refer to the applicable publications for
lubricating procedures. The breaker cam is also lubricated
in a variety of ways and-the lubriCation procedurasoxed as
given by.the manufacturer.

Note: Avoid excessive lubrication. If too much oil is ussd,
the excess may get on the contact points and cause rapid
burning of points. This is ono of the most common causes of
contact point failure.

Reasons for Ignition System Failures

Ignition system failures can be grouped into three categories.
The three categories are as follows: loss of energy-in the
primary circuit, loss of energy in the secondary circuit,

and out of time.

5YSTE.V FAILURE. Thera are several conditions
which may cause this failure. It may be due to defective
leads, bad connections, burned contact points or switch, or

, an open coil pri-mary. Also, it may be caused by a discharged
battery; aefective generator; points improperly set; defective
condenser; or a grounded primary circuit in the coil, wiring,

or distributor.

SE:ONDARZ SYSTEM FAILURE. This category may also have

several conditions which may cause the failure. Fouled, broken.

or improperly adjusted spark plugs will cause secondary systel

failure. Also, high'tension leakage, caused by such items

as defective wiriag, coil head, distributor cap, rotor and

connections will cause secondary system failure.

TIMING. The timing,may bs affected by not being sat properly,
worn distributor shaft OT bearing, distributor shaft bent, defective

vatuum advance, defective centrifugal advance, plugs of the

wrong heat range or fouled plugs. While.the plugs have nothing

to do with timing, they may cause preignition.

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR TESTING IGNITIOK SYSTEM tOMPONENTS.

.
wawa oi the effect that en improper functioning ignition

sysam has on the operation of the engine and the exacting
nRture of the ignition system, test instruments should be used

when serviCing the ignition system. gym though ignition
system failures are" grouped into throe'categories, and certain

checks can be mede to isolata_the trouble withitut the use

of test equipment, certain ignitiOn sYstem units Should be checked
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Figuale 58. Typical Normal Operating
Ignition Syetem Cycle.

The oscilloscope biiically pictures on a viewing screen
the ignition system voltage compared tti time. Repetitive
cycles, as occur in the ignition system with each firing of
the,spark plug, ere traced on a screen in the form of a pattern.
If the'basic%pattera, figure 58, i* know, any deviition from .

this pattern can indicate malfunctions in the system. The oscilloscope,
therefore, is used as an extellent diagnostic tool to spot
troubles that are occurring withdon the ignition syitem. The
oscilloscope method of circuit choicking has proven to be
highly reliable method of determining ignition system prob ems
and their cause: Since many different models of Gscilloscopes,
are made, your instrucfor will give you another study guide/workbook
on the particular model that you will use in this block of
instruction.

Testing the Distributor

When looking for causes of trouble, the'disiiibutor is
the heart of the engine. It must have careful and minute.'
inspection. There are several fundamental tests whech must
be made on a distributor to find if it is proPerly performing
its job. The distributlr is removed from the engine for certain
tests. Some teste\can be made with the disttibutor installed
on the ensine. There are several different makes and models
of distributors. TbOeforo. VOID information concernins the
tests and"the smthody Of making the tests 'mat be very'seaeral
ta nature. When a distributor is being serviced, refer to the
factory procedures and sPscificattons for the spetific diitributcr.

ADM= AffalANISI. Althoush the aivemollmmdsimamme cam
be .checked for freeness by turning the breaker cam by hand
.in the direction of rotation\and then releasing, it, this only
checks for freeness. It does\not sive information on tho way
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la which it operates. To obtain:this ittormation, the distributer
met be tbilambt frmm the engine and -checked am thiAtiatributor

-lawikAteelOcuts,a-46eMiee4--maR4'1"1 -7-7:7:----

for testing the centrifugal advance, which reacts to speed only.
For testing the vacuum advance mechanism, the tester must
hove a vec,Uuft advance tstter where a source of vacuum can
be applied to the vacuum advance mechanism. These two advance
mechanisms are carefully chocked aeainst manufacturer's specifications
to find if the proper advance curve under all operating conditions
is obtained.

Note: For proper procedures used in testing, always refer
to the appacable publicationi.

1-0. ACTUAL POINT °POMO .021

)41..01 6 FEELER GAUGE

Figure 59. Inaccurate Gauging of Rough Points,

CONTACT POINT ADJUSTMENT. 'There are different methods of
checking point openings. New points can be checked with a wire
gage. Never use a flat feeler gauge, especially on old points.
Using a wire gags eliminates the possibiljsy of an incorreCt

.gap because of rough points, figure 59. Point openings', new
or old; can be checked with a dwell meter. These methods
ire used with the distributor Opthe vehicle. licwsver,-a
preferred method.of chocking point opening of used coutalt
_points'is by placing tha distributor in.the distributar,tester.
-With the distributor 1nsta1114 in the tester, attach itlhe dwell

meter correctly. Adjust theicontact ppints either by loosening
the lock screw and turning the eccentric screw, figure 60, or

Thy using a -Phexn type 'wrench to turn the idjusting screw,
tigure 61, to specified limits. The edvintage of:using-a
distributor tester is that it not only measures cam angle
or-dwell, but it also uncovers irrogularilei between cem
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Figure 80. Sorrini Point Opening.

VANCCAK
"HEX" TYPE

WRENCH

I..,

-41m1rpir
. -

A TINGE. -

SCREW.

Adlusting Dwell An!,

Figure EU. Adjusting DUeZZ AngZe.

lobes, point bounce, ualignment of rubbing block with cam,

alignment of contacts and breaker arm spring tension.

cum= war DWITZ. Will is tho period during whi
the.distributor points remain closed for each knition cycle.
Thi dwell meter electrically amasureis this period and regieters
the average for e.ch cylinder in term, of degrees of distributor

cam rotation. The total number of degrees for each ignition
cycle is 360 degrees divided by the number of cylinders.
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Eigure 624 Poiht Duet!
Six- cisZinder Shown.

'7

MUFFICIENT 171/11.1. EXCESSNE DWELL

Figure 63. Effiots of Point Cop On Wen.

Figure 62 shows 60 degrees (betweliu dotted lines) for eachcylinder of a six cylinder engine and 36 degrees (the shaded ,area) as the dwell. .Figure 63,shove that tit wider point sottintwill reault in laic dwell mad &clamor point 'gulag will increasedwell. If the, dean reading ts mos to specifications, the
trouble Could be incorrect point spacing, defective point1rubbipg block or breaker arm,, misaligned or- wdrn distributor
cam.
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DWELL VARTATZON. 'Dwell variation 'is determined by noting
any dwell change as the engine is o0erated at different speods.''
Excessive variation indicates a change in point opening that _

can result from shaft or bushing wear or looseness. Generally
&mil should not vat" am that Ores *won Umtata

_ urujnmffiffinyartmrimc_ vier

three degrees, the distributor should than be checked more
thoroughly on the distributor tester.

CONTACT AREA
CENTERED

CONTACT AREA
NOT CENTERED

MISALIONSAINT Of CINTUS

C.:INTACT AREA
NOT CENTERED

IMSAUGNAVOIT Of POOH ?AOC

Figure 64. Breaker Point AZignmen:.

1/101A,A11011111W1.42150.0
`1177

-}iir°11

Figure'85. Aligning Breaker Pointe,
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LEAD

1Figure 88. Contact Point
Material Transfer.

Figure it?, Distributor Lmzi
Arrangements.

pwt. AT MaNT AMOU WITS
TerrOf421$1 MAKER COM I ACTS

OC Checking Breaker
fOint Spring Tension.
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casrAcr Porn AZIGNIST AND IMACSMINT. The Contmt po,int
set is'replaced as a complete assembly. The service replacement
contact set has the breaker lever spring and point alignsint
Dieedjueted at the factory. Soreely, only the dwell eagle

suiffaces must meet squarely, figure 64. Use a point aligning
toOl to align the point contact suttees*, 'figure -LS, if mammary.
Correct alignment by'bending the fixed contact support only.
Never bend the breaker lever! Rough contacts which are greyisa
in tolor havers greater area of contact than soy contacts;
and will provide satisfactory.service until most of the tungsten
is worn off. Pitted or transferred contacts is a normal condition
and should not necessarily be replaced unless the transfer
of metal has exceeded .020 inches, figure 66.

Caution:. On some makes of distributors, be sure to observe
the location of condenser lead, primary lead, and the plate
ground lead, figure 67. Leade must be properly located to
eliminate lead interference between capi.weight base, and
breaker advance plata.

tem ?rem Aim.

IMINCEI POMO MOON WINO

Non nomON\

11si6A

Figure 69. Adjusting Breaker Piiint Spring Tension.

\
BREAM? Parlit SPEW Tams: The. cohtact point pressure

is checked with a spring gage, figure 68. iiccessive spring

pressure causes rapid rubbing block, cam, and'point wear.
ti;Too weak a spring will permit high speed point o co and cause

arcing and burning of the points. Note this condi on when
using the tester and observing the firing pattern at different
speeds. When making this check, the spring gage shouldNbe
hooked to the breaker moveable point. Exert the pull at Sn,

angle Of 90* with the point surface. Make the reading just
. sa Oa pOiatil separate:. Different types of breaker-points
mill require differsat Umeibmne. Always,refer to factory
specifications. li the tension ie not within .specifications,
loosen the-screw' that holds the end of the 'vying amd elide
the spring end in or out-as mammary, figure 69. Tighten

the screw and recheck spring tension.

Note: Always check the spring tension of.all new points
Oben installed.
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COPYRIGKED BY
PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION

Figure 70. Timing Marks amd Pointer.

INITION TIM:NG. In a previous lesson the timing of
in engine was discussed. The engine must be.timed so,that
a spaik reaches the cylinder that,is supposed to fire at the

exact time. For this the contact points must be timed to
open and close in proper relation to thi piston positions
in the cylinders. The previous lesson explained the different
timing procedures. For xample, many engines have a mark on
the flywheel or dynamic balancer which aligns with a stationary
pointer when number 1 cylinder is ready:to fire, figure 70.
At this instant, the contact points shonld separate. Various

methods of checking the position of the:points at this time
are used. A test lamp hooked across the points will indicate
this. Loosen the distributor in its mounting and rotate the
distributor until the points just open with engineimsitioned
properly. Another method is by using en ignition tieing light.
The power for the light is obtained from the engine battery
or A 110-volt source, depending upon the light being used. The

light fleshes are triggered by the number 1 spark plug. With

the engine running, the light flaithes make the flywheel or pulley
seem to be stationary. This allows for the timing to be observed.
anginas tieing tbe vacuum advance must hive the vacuum lime
disconnected when checking the timing. Comsat timing by
rotating the distributor in its mounting the sime as when the
light was used.

tgnition Coil Tests

Coil testers are svailable in most repair and testing shops.
Whenever coil periformence is suspected as the cause of trouble,
the coil should bb tested according to menufacturer's recommendation.
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A coil secondary continuity test is made to,cheek for opens,
shorts, or excessive resistance in the esce ary windings of
the coil.' A coil capacity test determines ther or not
the coil hes sufficient output.

To test the con44nsar, a good, candenser,tester must be'
used. A good condenser testet shovld be able to test the
conAinser for insulation breskdown, low insulation resistance,
high series rettistance and Capacity. These conditions Will
all affect ignition perfortance. The procedures lor making
these tests are covered in the applicable publications. 'Because
of the different types of test equipment, it is very important
to refer to the applicable factoty manuals for these procedures.

Spark Plug Cleaning and Testing

It has been mentioned previously just haw important the
proper plug and'its condition is for the efficient operation
of the engine. It will also be shown in a later lesson how
the plug condition will indicate different.tro.lbles.within
the engine. Therefore, remember that the inspection, cleaning,
and testing procedures are very important.

.7.=.7407101G SPARK PLUGS. In most cases,'the correct procedure
for removing the plugs is not thought,of too seriously. However,
being careless when removing the plugs may cause serious troubles.
After the ignition wiring has been removed, select the proper
size deep socket. Improper wrenches are often the cause of
spark plug insulator breakage. The plugs should each be loosened
two ccmilete turns. This action will loosen any dirt around
the base of the plug. Use a blast of compressed air to remove
this dirt to prevent it from falling into the combustion chamber
when the plug is removed.'

Note: Place each spark plug in a suitable holder in
the order of removal.

VISUAL INSPECTION OF SPARK PLUGS. The plugs should be
checked for cracked insulators, worn electrodes, etc. The
plug gasket should be checked. If it is not compressed, it
could mean that the plug was not properly\tightened when installed.
This could cause excessive burning of the 'electrodes and overheating
of the insulator tip. If the gasket is distorted, the plug
has been tightened too tightly. This may cause stTain on the
steel shall. The gasket should be approximately one-half
compressed and show a clean, even surface. The spark plug
whoa operated under normal condition* should have only a few
deposits which will be light tan or grey in color. The electrodes

not be burned. The gap thould not show a growth of more
than about 0.001" per 1,000 miles of operation. The spark
plus may have several appearances which are caused by different
troubles in the engine.
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Figure 71, Srark PZug Conditions.

3qp Brideng. Gap bridging, figure-71(A), may be traced

to flying deposits in the,com#ustion chamber. In a few cases,

fluffy deposits may accumulate on the Plugs during intown driving.

When the engine is duddenly put under load, this material can

melt and bridge the gap.

SCavenger Deposits. 4.1 scavenger deposits shown in figure 71(B)

may be white or yellow.in color. This may appear to be harmful,

but this is a normal-appearance with certain brand fuels. 'Such

materials aro designed to change the chemical nature of deposits

to lesson misfire tandem/es. liotice that accumulation on the

.ground electrode and shell aieas may be unusually heavy, but

the material is easily cleaned off. Such plugs aril normal

in condition and can be:Cleaned wfth standard procedures.

Chipped Insulator. This condition is shown in figure 71(C).

---44,-ueually results from bandjng the center electrode during

ramping of the plug. Under certain conditiems severe detonation

_can also,split the insulator firing end. The, plug'must be replaced.

Preignition Damage. Preignition damage, figure 71(D)

is caused by excessive temperatures. They produce melting of

'ihe center electrode end, somewhat latsr,---ths-ground electrode.

Insulators will appear relatively clean of deposits. Chock for

correct plus heat range, over-advauced ignition timing and similar

loas for overheeting.
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.7o14 Fozaing. Cold'fouling, or carbon fouling, figure 71(E),

shows dry, black appearance of one or two plugs in a,sett.

Check for sticking valves or,hed ignitioq(leads. Fouling of

the-Mare Mkt Caussid by a cloned air cleaners.a stickint
.1./0 - I; WO 4 !Pm. axe

- !

Overheating. Overheating, figure 71(F); is indicstird by -

rip dead white or grey iatulacor which appear! "blistered." Electrode

gap wear rate will be considerably in excess of 0.001" per 1,000

miles. This may suggest that a cooler heat range should bs

used. However, over-advanced ignition timing, detonation

and cooling system stoppages,can also overheat the correct spark

FauS.

:LEAVING THE SPARK PWO. RemOve the oldc gasket before

cleaning.. If the plug has an oily deposit on the firing end,

it should always be degreased, before cleaning with abrasive

in a plug cleaner. Degreaee the plug by using suitable solvent.

Then dry. When the plug is prepared for Cleaning, the pies

should be placed in the cleaner adapter of the correct size.

The abrasive blast should be applied. Wobble the top,of the

plug in a circle while applying the blast. This will properly

clean the insulator tip and electrode,. The extent of cleaning

time should be only that which is necessary to clean off the

deposits on the insulator nose. Use an air blast to remove

the abrasive remaining inside of the firing end. The threads

should be cleaned by means of a wire brush.

DRESSING TEE.PLUG. When,the plug has been cleaned and

before the gap is set, it is very impqrtant that the electrodes

by dressed down to'produce a flat, parallel surface on them.

This removes oxidation. Also, a flat, parallel surface resists

growth better, requiring less voltage to jump the plug gap.

The plug is dressed by filing the,411.ctrodes with a thin point

file or mail file, figure 72..

Figure 72. Piling Spark

4 3,'; Plug Electrodes.
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Figure 73. Setting Spark Flug Gdp.

SETTING THE PLUG 14p, FIGURE 73. Setting the gap an
the plug correctly is very important. When setting the gap,
the center electrode should(never be touched. Always bend
the grounded electrode, figure 73, either toward or away from
the center electrode. A wire feeler gage is used' to measure
the gap between the electrodes. Always refer to specifications
for correct gap setting. A slight drag should.be felt when
the feeler gage passes between the electrodes.

TEST:NG THE SPARK PLUG. When the plug has been cleaned,
inspected, and gapped, it is now rready for testing. However,
if any defects were found when inspecting the plug there is
no reason for tasting it. In other words, the plug hould
be thoroughly checked visually. If nddefects are found it
should then be tested. The tester should be used accordingly..

Note: Never assume that bench testing the plug simulates
the compression pressures that the plug will ba under during
engine Operation. Because of the variables, the bench test,
while useful, cannot be measured by any specific PSI readings.

Issmum PLUGS. The gasket seats in As cylinder head
must be cleem-to aseure proper sealing and heat transmisstOn.
Whenever possible, neurgeskete Should be used. The *perk
plug should be suited onto the gasket by hand. Them tighten
to the proper specifications. When the plugs have been 1.mstalled
correctly, connect the cable terminals.
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Note; Failure to install plugs properly will 'cause them to
operate it excessively high temperatures and result in reduced

operating life-m*4er miJ.d operation or complete dfltruction
under_severe operation where the intense heat cannot be

Although the above information is very brief in nature,
it should show that there are certain tests to be made on the

Agnition system to keep it in peekoperacing condition.-- The

methods for making the tests will vary on different units and

test equipment used. The student workbook will give step -

by -step procedures on cert4n units. The commercial manuals.

or technical order should always be referred to when possible.

MAGNETO IGNITION SYSTEMS

Pliessokorf

CiaLES ID WM

CONACT

SiCONally

ClICIAND GONTACT

Figure 74. A High Tension
Magneto.

The magneto mechanically generates electricity by electromagnetic

induction. The purpose of the uagneto is to take the place

of the battery ignition system. The magneto is used when space

is limited, weight is an important factor, and dependability

is the fizst consideration. It is a compact combination of

generator, ignition coil, end distributor, figura 74: ,Thi magneto

require. no battery. It cleas have its disadvantages. °Its

principal one is that it,turns ito slowly during the cranking

of the engine that a hot tpark is not produced. Therefore,

a supplesentery high voltage source mist' be had. /his can be a

boostir magneto or a high tension c9il to which primary current
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comes fron4e4battery. Also, some magnetos use sn impulse couple
This produces high armature speeds at cranking speeds to give
a hot spark.

Three things Are necessary to induce voltale--an lectrical
conductor, a magnetic field, and relative motion between the
field and thA conductor. In the magneto, a wire coil is the
conductor, a permanent magnet provides the nagnstie field,
and the engine provides theimachanical energy for motion between
the field and the conductor. The rest of the operation of this
ignition system is very similar to'the battery ignition system.
As most engines require very high voltage at the spark gap
in the cylinder, a device must be installed to raise the low
Voltage induced in the conductor (primary winding) to the required
high voltage. This is done in the same way that it is in
the battery ignition coil. To make this device work, a sat
of breaker points is found in the magneto. Cue end of the
primary winding is connected to ground. The other is connected
to the insulated breaker point. Lobes'on a cam actuate the
breaker points. The cam is mounted on either the armature
or rotating magnet. A condensor is placed in parallel with
the breaker points. When the breaker points are opened, the
current then flowing in the primary circuit, due to self-
induction, tends to arc across the points. This reduces the
speed with which the circuit is brok.n and the magnetic field
collapsed. This.action is controlled by inserting the condenser.
The device that directs the electrical impulses in proper order
to the spark plugs is called the distributor rotor. It is
usually driven through suitable gearing, at one-half crankshaft
speed. The magneto cover is much larger than those used in
the battery ignition distributors. It contains the contact
spring and electrode which serve the same purpose as the rotor
segment in the battery ignition distributor. In other words,
the electrode connects the high tension leads to the spark
plugs.

Types of Magnetos

Two types of magnetos are used--those in which the wound
armatur. rotates, and those in which the permanent magnets rotate.
sme latter is classified as an indicator type magneto.

THE ARMATURE MOUND MAGNETO. This type of magneto is
the same as an alternating current generator with permanent
horseshoe type field magnets. Every time the armature rotates
ocm-half.tura. one impulse of electricity is generated.

Tnr INDUCTOR TYPE MAGNETO. Thit is a variation of the
_armature wound type. In this magneto the induction coil is
held stationary around the armature shaft. Two *oft iron
induction pietas rotate on the armature shaft, thereby causing
the magnetic field to rotate around the coil.
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Low Tension and High Tension Type Magnetos

A
k lot, tension magneto is one which generates,* low voltage

electric current. The current ia usually

3park are performed by breakert point's and a distributor system
located on one end of the magneto. The high tension nagneto
is similar in construction to the low tension sagneto,'except
that it has the step-up coil built into the magneto itself.
The /oltage supplied directly to the spark plugs is about
6,000 volts.

Impulse Coupler

Since the average engine cannot be cranked fast enough
by hand to start if it has an ordinary magneto, an impulse coupler
is attached to the magneto: The impulse coupling; must keep
the magneto shaft from rotating for a short period duriag

. which the spring ta the impulse coupler is being compressed.
The spring is than suddenly released by a latch which is tripped
during rotation. The energy stored in the compressed spring
tension is enough io snap the magneto shaft over 112 turn to
a turning speed equal to SOO to 600 rpm. This will produce
the hot spark needed for starting the engine.

Note: On most of today's vehicles using the magnet6 ignition
system a battery energizes the cranking motor only. sThe engine
does not have to be cranked by hand.

Booster Coil

Some units may use'the booster coil to furnish the hot spark
necessary for starting the engine during cranking. An external source
of high tension current for starting is provided either by a booster
magneto or by a high tension coil. The primary current is supplied by
a battery. The coil method is most common. Current from the booster
coil is conducted to the booster electrode of the magneto. 'This connects
the booster coil with the magneto primary coil when the contacts open.
This causes a current surge through the primary which produces a rapid
change of magnetic field strength in the primary. This action induces
in the secondary a high voltage surge strong enough to fire the plugs.

Magneto Switches

The magneto cannot be turned off by disconnecting it from some
external source of energy as in,the battery ignition. This is because
the magneto is self-enenizing. The method used to prevent the magneto
from producing high voltegs surge. is to ground the primary circuit.
Since one odd Of the primary circuit is already &rounded, grounding the
other and will turn it off. The grounding switch may be located
according to,the vehicle.

Maintenance of the Magneto

When magneto failure occurs the two most frequent causes are
burning of the contact points or condenser failure. The magneto
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should be oiled periodically according to the manufacturer's
*emotions. It is very important not to overoil the bearings'.
TM& osnAlse be a sour.ce of mimeos failure.

1. The ignition system consists'Of aA)rimary aid setondary
circler. Why does the secoidary circuit iiiring have the heavier
iisurition?

2. What is the primary purpose of the ignition condenehr
in the ignition system?

3. When the ignition points are closed, what takes place
within the coil?

4. What are the units *Mich make up the primary circuit
of the battery ienition system?

5. What are the units which make up the secondary circuit
of the battery ignition system?

6., Why is the magneto used oi some applications?

7. What induces the high voltage into the secondary
winding of the ignition coil?

8. What device is used with the 12-volt ignition'coil
to control primary current flow?

9. What is the purpose of the centrifugal advance mechanism?

10. What operates the centrifugal advance?

11. 'why is the vacuum mechanism installed along with
the centrifugal advance mechanisk

12. When is the vacuum advance effective?

13.

points?
What is the preferred method of_checking the contact

14. How is the contact point pressure increased or decreased?

15.

polarity?
Why. should the spark plug be checked for reversed

16. What kind of voltage should the spark plug terminal
always have?

17. What is th maanini of tha tars %wet range" as
applied to spark plugs?

18. What id the difference between the power tip spark
plug land the standard spark plug?
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19. What is the reach of, the spark plug?

20. Raw ia the thrsed sise &surmised as a iiimrk plug?

I.

S.

*s.

a
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CRAKIA MOTORS ANC STARTING SYST

r,

'101JECTINES

Upon completion of this stmty as sod youi ammwools
instruction, you wilt be able to reilate the operating principles
,snd maintenance procedires of starting motors, sinter switches,
drives end circuits; use test equipmeet for testing.starters
and starter ciccuits; !vows, inspect, repair or replace,-install
and adjust starting motors and starting system.units and observe

. applicable safety precautions.

S.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 7i. The Starving Circuit.
1/4

The startingsystem gives poW,wr for cranking the internal
combustion engin*. This power is provided by the battery ,

through the Us. of the tarting,m6tor,'or starter. The'starting
syetem, figure 75, consist* of the-battery, starter switch,
and the starting motor. t one time cranking of the engine
was accomplished by hand eçth a simple crank. Now the electric
starter is used-op all automobiles and.most trucks, tractors,
and construction equipment using the internal cdlbustion engine.
The importance of maintaining the starter-syltem in good working
order canncirbe overemphasized'since A vehicle that will not
start is completely usieless.

-INFORMATION
1 .

STARTING MOTORS
-

The electric motor is device tOat converts siectriCal

'Meru inte.iechanical action. It mass Use of cprrent how
frin the battery to Vroduce mechanical movement. The tarting
motor is a special overload, direct current motdi .thet cin give

a high horsepower for short priods ortimeonly. If it is
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operated under a load for longer then *1 *scoop it mey overheat
and burn out. It is called a direct current motor ecause
current flows through it in only one direction. Remember

= 4 'I -!

Principles of Electric MOtors

Figure 76.
A Magnetic FieLd Is

Strongest at the Poles.

Remembec from a previous lesson that there is a magnetic
tield between the two poles of a magnet. This magnetic field
nsists of invisible lines of force moving from the north pole

to the -s.tith pole of the magnet. Also remember that a cUrrent
carrying conductor has a magnetic field around it. Figure 76
shows what happens when we place this current-carrying conductor

che magnetic field produced by two magnets. Notice how many
mord lines of force there are on the left side of di conductor,
and how few on the right.side. There is a strong field on
one side and a weak field oft the other. Thes4 lines of force
are like rubber bands. When they are bent,.they try to straighten
out. As they try to straighten out, the lines of force push
on the conductor, causing the conductor to move itt the direction
shown.

Instead of a straight wire a loop of wire will now be
placed in the magnetic field piOvided by the two magnets.
An electric current is passed through the loop tn the direction
shown in figure 77. The loop will now rotate in a clockwise
direction. Figure 78 shows why. At point A, the lines of
force are squeezed together below the wire loop. The lines

.94 force teed to posh this side of the Loop up. At point
the lines of force are *guessed together above the loop.

This tends tO push the right side of the loop down. When'
these two forces are combined, the loop will rotate in the
direction shown by the large arrows. This is basically how
the starting motor rotate,. Anytime a current-carrying conductorii p4sed, in a magnetic field, the result is movement, or motion.

(31
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Figure 771; Simple SingZe-Loop
Direct Current Motor.
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Mdgnstic Field Pattern
Starting Motor.

Construction of the Starting\Motor
I

i

The construction of the tarting motor ie similar to

.
u,the single loop motor shown in figure 77. Th starting motor

sed on automotive vehicles c eists of the p le pieces mad
field windings, the armature and commutator assembly, brushes,

and frame. Figure 79 shows a clitavay view cl a, typical starting

motor. 1

TEE POtZ rims. The magnetic
is supp1iS4 by two or sore pole p
around thnak., Tha poles of the

Tho wire wo4n4 around these pole s
When cur= is flowing through
shoes be strong electronagneti.

,

TIS ARMATURE AND COMMUTATOR AS AIRLY
motor there 0.15 more than one Ioop of
wire are col to fora the arra
through the ro it goes through

field ifl the starting motor

with loops of wire
ts ere s1led pole shoes.

are callsd field windings.
field ings, the polo

1

' -a)
111

Lm the starting
These loops of
a current is passed
of.the armature.
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This cau.las ::rmature to rotate. As socn as the armature rotates
a 1;_ttiz, :L7rea siAfts to a;lother loop. Tae armature then turns a
little Th13 is what causes the armature to turn. Each end of
the lcops :of wire is connectad tJ a s.lt ring. !For each loop of
wire there !J: a pair of these split ri.gs. These split rings are
called c=mutal;o: segments or commuta7or bals. ?utting these segments
together make up :he commutator.

:HE Zlectrical connection Is made with the
COMMULdt: t.:rough Lhe use of brushes. Brushes are blocks
of coppet which ride on the commutator. When the starting
motor is In operation, current flows from the battery to the
starting motor terminal. Current then flows through the field
windings. F-om there, current goes through one brush into the
commutator. "This brush is called the insulated brush. The
insulated brush does not touch ground. Current,then Mows
through the armature windings in the motor. After passing
through the armature, current is picked up by another brush.
This brush Is called the ground brush. Thc ground brush is
al;tached direc:ly to tha frame of the itarter. Current then

flows back to the battery.

WTOR PRINT. The startar'housing or frame provides a
place onto which the pole shoes and fteld windings can be assembled.
The frame alto provides a low re3istance path for tha magnetic
flux produced by the field coil windings. Remember that magnetic
linai _f fcrce will tralTel through iror ,,asier than air and
that they ...Alt f.m a complote cIrcult.
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Fre 30. :iff:71,ent

Wiri"zg Arrangvrents.

E:ELD WIRIN5. An inspection of the wiring diagrams shown

in figure 80 shows various combinations of series, series-

parallel, and parallel connections. The one selected for

any particular application is dependent on many factors, such

as engine speed and torque requirements, cable size, battery

capacity, and the current carrying capacity of motor brushes

'and switches. There are two types of field coils used in Cranking

series and shunt.

gum niiinfgaZaght Series2

Straight Series Winding. The field windings are connected

in series with the brushes and armature windings, so the current that

flows through the field windings also flaws through the armature

windings, figure 81. Series coils contain several heavy copper

=1.
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ribbon conductors. This permits an extremely large current
to flow, so that the motor develops high torque, or turning
-effort.

Figure 32. Series Shunt
Winding.

Series-Shunt Winding. Current going throUgh a starter
shunt caii bypasses the armature and flows directly back to
the battery. The shunt coil can be identified by its direct
connection to ground, figure 82. The shunt coil contains
many, many turns of smaller wire. The shunt coil is designed
to keep the magnetic field of the starter strong. By keeping
the field strong, the shunt coil prevents the motor from over-
speeding. Many times the starting motor will try to obtain
a maximum speed that is so high that the motor will tend to
tear itself apart.. The maximum speed of the starter is controlled
by the shunt coil. The remainder of the field coils, the series
coils, are the same as that described in the previous paragraph.

Variations in Starting Motor Constructions

The above description of ete construction of the starting
motor has been that of the typical starter. There are two variations
which you should be aware of however. These are the reduction

gear starting motor and the moveable pole shoe starting motor.

REDUCTION GEARS. This type of starting motor is usually
found only in Chrysler products. Figure 83 shows a reduction
gear motor. The purpose.of the reduction gears is to produce
more torque or turning power aC the drive'pinion., These gears

also cause the pinion to turn *lower than the armature, making
it necesgary to have a faster,turning armature for the engine
to be turned over at the speed required.

MOVEABLE POLE SHOE STARTER. This type of device is now
found en Ford Motorcraft <formerly AuAo-LitaleMexters. The

Ford starter is shown in figure 84. When the ignition twitch
Is turned to the start position, current flows through one
field coil and a set of contact points to ground. The nagnetic
field given off the field coil pulls the moveable pole shoe
down to its seat. When the pole is pulled down, tha laver
moves tha drive assembly into mesh with the engin, flywheel.

When the moveable pole is seated, it opens tha contact points
and functions as.a normal field coil'. With the points open,

A 84
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.Figure 83. :hrysler Reduction sear Starter.
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Figure 840 Ford Starter Dieassembted.

current flaws through all field coils energizing the starter.
At the same time, current also notes to another coil which hol4s

the moveable pole down. When the ignition switch is released
from the START position, a return spring pushes the moveable,
pole back to its original position.

Starter Drives

The motor drivelsechanism is assembled onto the armature
shaft, and is.the part through which power.is transmitted from
the armature to the engine when cranking 66 vehicle% There

are a number of different types of starterdrive-units. These

are covered in the sections that follow.
.
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All drives, regardless of type, contain a pinion which
is made to move along the shaft and engage the ring par for.

paw's*. klpet riaucctork-tiv#rovisimi-bwavaimv-thai

motor operates to crank the engine at speeds sufficient for
starting purposes. After the engine has started, it is possible
that the ring gear would drive the armature at speeds which
would cause, the windings to be thrown from their slots. Therefore,
all drive mechanisms are designed to disengage,the pinion
from the ring gear or to provide an overrun feature when the
engine begins to drive the pinioa faster than the armature.
This feature protects the armature from being driven to damaging
speeds,

.!

Bendix Drive

,.

Although there are a variety of different types of Bendix
drives which may differ considerably in appearance, each drive
operates on the principle of inertia to cause the pinion to
engage with the engine ring gear. Inertia is that property
of matter by virtue of which any physical body remains in
its state of rest or of uniform motion until acted upon by some
external force.

Figure 85.

Simple Bendix Starter Drive.

:ONSTRUCTION OF THE BENDIX DRIVE. Figure 85 shows a
disassembled view of the Bendix drive. The drive pinion is
normally unbalanced on one side, and has screw threads or
splines cut on its inner bore. These screw threads match the'
screw threads cut on the outer surface of the Bendix sleeve.
The pinion and sleeve assembly fits loosely Over the armature
shaft. It is connected through the drive spring to the drive
head. The drive head is keyed to the shaft. The pinion and
-*leave assembly is free to turn on the armature Shaft to the
extent permitted by the flexing of thedrive spriig.

ENO4GEMOT Of FUTON TO FLYWHEEL. When the startins
switCh is closed an4 the motor windings aro energized by tha
battery, the armature Starts to rotate. This rotation is
transmitted through the drive head and drive spring to the
sleeve, and these parts increase in speed with the armature.
The pinion, however, being unbalanced and having a loose fit
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om the sleeve, does not incteese in speed with thrill:n*0m
due to its inertia. The result is that the spiral splined
sleeve rotates within the pinion, and the pinion moves endvise,
or "walks out", along the shaft to engage the Ting gime. Mhen
the plat= masa etsp otv ths laws** _croaking _takat_plact,

a.

tpring.

DISENGAGEMENT OF asna FROM THE FLYWHEEL. When the
engine begins to operate, the pinion is driven by the ring
gear at a higher speed than the armature. This *Aussie the

pinion to rotate in,thesame direction as the,sleeve but at
a higher speed.. The pinion is then driven back out of mesh

with the ring gear teeth. For as long as the operator keeps
the motor energized with the engin* running, the motor free
speeds. The motor start twitch, therefore, should be released
immediately after tha angina has started.

Note: Some Bendlac drives contain a spring-loaded detant pin.
This feature prevents unwanted disengagement of the pinion
during a false start.

Overrunning .Clutch.

Another type of starter drive is the overrunning clutch.
This drive does the same thing as the Bendix; it connects
and disconnects the starter to and from the flywheel ring gear.

COLLAR

WM,

a-

SMELL
suawANo

MENU

Figure 86. Typical Overrunning Clutch Construction.

CONSTRUCTION OF Mr ommunzwa'avra. The overrunning
cluech pinion is moved into and out of mesh vith the ring gear

by a-shift lever vhicklwis operated either manually or by a solenoid.
The overrunning cluich drive, figure 86, has a shell and sleeve

assembly which is splined internally to match either straight
or Spiral:splines on the armature shaft The plOon is locatel

2
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inside the shell along with sprinvloada4 rollers that are wedsed
inside tha shell. A collar and spring located over the sleeve

smarms? OF OVERRUNNING CLUTCH. When the shift lever
is operated, t4e shift lever saves the collar endwise along
the shaft, and),the spring pushes the pinion into mesh with
the ring gear. If.a tooth abutment should occur, tha sprin8
compresses with lever moitment until the switch is closed,
at which time Ole armature starts to rotate and the tooth
abutment is cleated.,- The compressed spring then pushes-the
pinion into masa. Cranking begins with torque being transmitted
from the shell to the pinion by ths rolls which are wedged
tightly between the pinion and taper cut into the shell.

PISENGAGEMeNT OF OVERRUNNING CLUTCH. When the engine
starts, the ring gear diives the pinion faster than the armature
rotation. The rolls are moved away from the taper allowing
the pinion to overrun the shell. The start switch should be
opened immediately when the engine starts to avoid prolonged
overrun. Whei the'shift lever moves back by'return spring or
manual a.tion, the pinion is moved out of mesh and the cranking
cycle is completed.

Sumary

Whether the Sendix or-overruhning clutch starter drive
is used, relhamber that their purposes are the same. First,
they connect the starting motor to the engine flywheel and
transfer the torque of the motor to the engine for cranking.
Second, the starter drive units disconnect the starter from
the flywheel ifter the engine has started. Remember to release
the motor start switch as, soon as the engine has started to
prevent .serious damage to the drive,unit.

STARTING MOTOR CONTROLS

During the cranking of a vehicle a vary high current
is used. The starting motor may draw several hundred amperes
from the battery during this period. Switches able to carry
this high current iithout over-heating or damage to them must
be used. The switches will assume different forms when used
on different units. The two main controls used on today's vehicles
are the magnetic switch and the solenoid.

The Magnetic Switch

The magnetic switch is used on starting motors mhich
have the Sandi: drive. The magnetic switch Utilizes the principle
that a flow of currentla a. winding of wire creates a magnetic
field. A magnetic switch, figure 87, consists of a winding
Attain' mounted Aumnma a hollow npunder. An_lren, plunger_

is placed inside this cylinder. A contact disc Is assembled
into the plunser. When the ignition switch is turned to the
START position, the winding is energised. The movement of the
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Figure 87. Magnetic Switch.

c;lungeT causes che contact disc io be held tightly against the
.4 V40 main switch terminals. The circuit is now closed between

the starting motor and the battery and cranking takes place.
When the ignition switch is released, the winding is deenergized.
A return spring ciuses the plunger to return to its original
position. The circuit between the battery and startIng motor,
is now open. The magnetic switch, therefore, is a mechanical
switch that is operated electromagnetically. Remember that
magnetic switches are manufactured.in a wide variety'of designs,
but each operates on the principle just outlined. The only
purpose of a magnetic switch is to connect the battery to the
starting motor. Different Magnetic switch circuits usefl to
condect the battery to the starting motor are shown in figure 88.

Solenoids

When the overrunning clutch drive is used on the starting
motor, the magnetic switch is given an addit4onal job to to;
then it is called a solenoid, figure 89. The oienoid switch
consists basically of two windings mounted around a hollow cylinder
eontaining4 moveable plueger. A shift lever is connected
to the plunger and a coetect dies is assembled Le line with
the plunger. When the windings are energised, the plunger pulls

the shift lever. This moves the overrunning clutch into mesh
with the ring gear. The contact disc ie pumbed into contact
with the solenoid hattary and motor terminals. Cranking of
the engine now takes place. The two windings,in the solenoid
are the pull-in and the hold-in windings. The pull-in winding

89
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STARTER SWITCH

TRANSIAISSOI
NEUTRAL SWITCH

STARTER SWITCH

i'igure 88. Magnetia Switah Circuits.

has a few turni of heavy vire, while the bold-in vindins hes

many turns of fine vire. When the iseition key is tweed

to the "STAMT' putties. comet floors fmme the battery through

both these vtaltaie. The evertet vitilree $e the battery tree

the hold-la AWN' directly through groomed. The almost peonies

through the pull-ie utadini seat flew through the cranking

WM before Miming to the battery. Ibis book-up causes

the pull-iu winding to be shorted out ghee the plonaer Pooh**
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F-'..gure 89. Starter With Solenoid Switch amd Overrunning Clutch.

the contact disc in. 'Shorting' out the pull-in winding lessens

ttie drain on the battery and leaves more energy for cranking.
Mote magnetism is needed to pull the plunger in, so both windings

woik together to accomplish this. Once the plunger is in
hoWever, less magnetism is needed to hold it in.

MAINTENANCE OF STARTER COMPONENTS

Starting Motor

4 Normally, the disassembly of starting motors should proceed

only as far as necessary to make the repair or replacement of

partsr Certain checks aro common on most cranking motors. Those

tpsis should be made on disassembled starters before making
starter tests using specialised test equipment.

BA0tRES. They should not be worn down more than one-

half their origimal length. If the brushes are worn more

than this amount, they should be replaced. Check this candition

by commies the starter brush to a sew brush of the correct

sise for the starter.

BRUSH =DIM The spring tension of the brim& holders

for freeness of operation.

ARAVVRV. Visually check the armature windings for broken
or burned insulation and unsoldered connections.



communtron. The commutator should be ciecked for glazed
_ dirty condition. TX dirty, it can be, cleaned using NO. 00

000-eandnisper7-

or loge), has high nice, or is estremely'dirty, it mill require
turning down in a lathe. The mica insulation must then be
modercut and the slots cleaned out to-remove any trace of
dirt or copper dust. e

MUMS. There should b'e very little play between the
armature shaft and the bushings. Inspect the bushings for
excessive scouring and wear. Check the armature for signs of.
rubbing on the pole Woes. If there is too much play oF if
the armature has been rubbing on the pole shoos, replace the
bushings.

Starter Drives

&MIX DRIVE.. Maintenance of the Bendix drive consists
of the following:*

1. Visually inspect for damaged pinion gears.

2. Check for free screw actio6 between the pinion gear
and sleeve.

16
3. Check the spring. If it is bento'broken, or the

eyes are spread open, the spring must be *laced.

4. Lubricate the drive unit with light engine oil. Never
use grease.

bVERRUNNING CLuTem. Maintenance on this type of drive consists
of tt-k fullowiug:

1. visually check for damaged pinion gears.

2. Check for free movement of the collar on the shall and
sleeve assembly.

3. Check the condition of the pinion assembly by holding
the shell sleeve assembly and rotating the drive gear both ways.
It should rotate freely in ono direction and lock in the,other.

4, Never immerse or soak the-overrunning clutai in solvent.
The grease will boyashed out of the clutch assembly and there is
me way to regress. it. Clean using m damp

5. Lubricate the sleeve isithtigAt engine oil.
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TESTING THE STARTING NOT*

for a starOlig aoteir to produce its tfulltpower with the bassi

moan At &au-al at ibs-itletfaca masa

witb_thipAper. test equipment. This eliminates the possibility of
placing a"defectilikupit batic into the starting.gotor upon reassgably.
A brief description of each tast follows.

Armature Testi% ,

.Thca vrukshould'be'tested for grounds, shorts and open circuits
whensver the starting motor is overhauled. The folloWing procedures-are
typical SUtebe sure to check manufacturer's manual for the correct proce-
dure'for the equipment being used. :'

to

4.4*
usww.mmaireepiw

aeidwe

.\rigure L. Armaturii Short Test.

wirrii

9441

SHORT apruzrs' Thg armature is tested for short circuits on an
armature tester, c nly called sorgueler." Tho armature is placed
in the growler4atJs and slowly revolved while holding a steel blade
above the a tura core, figure 90. If tfiere is f short circuit in

one of the c es, the steel blade will vibrate against that core when

held above i. //

'N Caution: Sever operate tho growler in the gravler test position
without an armature in the jaws.

fr#

.0114YTTD MOOD4, This test is, made with the test law on the
scowler. One test point is placed on the armature shaft and the other
'is placed on the commutacox, figurp 91. If the lamp lights, the arma-

ture is grounded.
.
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"igure 91. Armature Ground Test.
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Figure 92. Armature Open Teat.

7_7 AIMS

OPtN CIRCUITS. If the armature has an open circuit, it may show

visually at the commutator. The commutator bars will be badly burned.

AThe Ammeter on Oa growler is alio used. Place the contest fingers of
the grimler test meter cable across adjacent commutator bars, figure 92.
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Test each/commutator bar with the next until al bars have been

checked. A low reading iLdicates an open circui in the perticular

Pail selPientsr.

Field Coil Testing.

Yfte starter sield coils are tested for pen-di cults and unwonted

grouilds. Again, the follawing procedures aro typic 12 but be,sure to
check the manufacturer's specific procedUresl.

z

Figure.T. Fieid .`),r,en Circuit net.

FIELD OPE3 CIRCUIT. This test will determine if the field windings

are broken internally. The teat lamp on the growler is used tor this

test. Place the-leads of the test lamp AZ the two ends of th4 field

circuit, figure 93. If the lamp does not light, the field windings are
open and must be replaced.

FIELD GROUNDED CIRCUIT. This test will determine.if the \field
winding insulation has failed permitting a conductor to touch\the frame.

The test lamp is also used on this test. One point is placed Ion the
motor.terminal,of the starter and thoother lead on the frame, figure 94.
If the test light glows, the field windings are grounded and st

be replaced.

the
circuit,
starter

Quick Testing of Starting System

ON VEHICLE STARTING SYSTEM TESTS

Trouble may develop in the starting motor system on the
There ars were' checks that can be made to determine whathat
trouble'Iies in the battery, the starting aotor, in the Miring

or elsewhere. There are aany conditions besides defects in t
motor which,can cause poor crankincparformante.

1
,

-

To sake a quick Check cif the 'tartar actor 'system, with nits beitery
, .

fully charged, turn on tha headlights of the vehicle. The lighlts Should

. 1 7:i 93
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Figure 1.714.

burn with normal brightness.
brilliance of the headlights

Field Coil Ground

Next, crank the
and the cranking

Test.

eieue and Obeerve the
speed.

L:3HTS 30 OUT. 'If the lightt go out.as the qtarting motor is cranked,
it indicates that there is a poor connettion between the battery and the
cranking motor.

LIgHTs DIM CONSIDERABLY. This day occur when the starting motor
operates slowly or not at all. The trouble may be soma mechanical con-
dition in the engine or the stafting motor itself.

LIGHTS STAY MIGHT BLIT NO CRANiINO ACTION. This condition indicates
an open circuit at some point. It could be either in the starting motor,
starting motor switch, or in the control circuit.

Insulated Circuit ResiTtance Test

The purpose of this teat is to measure the resistance of -the cables
and switches fram the battery to the starting motor. In this test, the'
engine is cranked with a volteeter sonnected 01T01110 the cireiit. Exces-
sive voltage drop indicates resistance which may result in starting 411-
ficu4ies.

Ground Circuit Resistance Test

The purpose of this test is to measure the volts& drop-in the.starting
motor ground circuit system. This test is performed similv to the
insulated cimuit test.

96 4:)#$
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Amperage Draw Test

Sonatina& the_ startor tam
-11-411111fireWilttliretirrert-
nections within the starter, poor brush contactl.etc. When it is found
that tha amperage draw is higher then'specified by the vehicle manufact-
urer, various thtngs within tho starter could cause the trouble, such as
the armature rubbing the field.shoes or a grounded starting motor field
coil. If the amperage araw is not within specifications, tha motor must
be removed, from the vehicle and benqh tested.

Note: The importance of maintaining the battery in a fully
charged and otherwise good condition for cranking motor per-
formance cannot be over-emphasized. If poor cranking is en-
countered, the condieion of the battery should be checked
thoroughly. Of equal importance for maximum cranking output
is the maintenance of all wiring in a ,claan and tight condi-
tion. Clean, tight connections become all important to avoia
excessive voltage drop in the starter circuits..

QUESTIONS

1. The rotation of a starting motor, is due to whatf

2. What is a starting motorf

3. What is Ole purpose of a starting motor?

4. Magnetically, what two parts does the starting motor consist
of?

5. What is the purpose of the magnetic field windings in the
starting motor?

today?
6. What are the MO most common types of drive mechanisms in use

7. What ls the purpose of these drive mechanisms?

8. What are the two types of controls used when the overrunni4--
clutch type drive is used on the starting motor?

9. What may occur if the starting motor swItch is kept engaged
too long after the engine begins to operate?

10. Briefly explain the operation of the overrunning clutch.
medhanism.

11. What type of control is used with the starting motor using
the Bendix drive mechanism?

12. Briefly explain the operation of a Bendix drive.

13. What method is used for cleaning a dirty Or glazed commutator?

14. Why shouldn't a starting motor be operated for more than 30
second. st a time without pausing?
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15. Why is i ø inpartant that all starting systen cables be
-at-adequards sisal

16. What will dirty cable coaaectidas cam?.

4
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Vehicle Maintenance'Bremeh
Chanute AM, Illinois

OBJECTIVE

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction,
you will be able to explain the principles of operation,,function-end
relationship of DC charging system components; repair and servide
DC charging system components; and be able to use visual, auditory,
operational mean's and test equipment to check, adjust and isolate mal-
functions in the DC charging Mt.*.

INTRODUCTION

The charging system is sometimes called the "power system" and
sometimes the "battery generator system". 'The efficiency of the entire
electrical system depends upon its ability to function normally. Any
weakness of the charging system will show in the performance of the
cranking, ignition, lighting, warning and accessory systems. Therefore,
it is very important that the charging system is thoroughly understood.
The charging system cansists of three basic units - -the battery, genoratOr,
.and generator regulator. Broadly speaking, the bavery and generator
'work together. These two units keep a supply of power available-as
required by all the electrically operated units of the vehicle. The

regulator is a control device designed to prevent damage to the.generator,
battery, and voltage sensitive parts of the electrical system.

INFORMATION

f
arm. ri.4111 % //,
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Figure 95. Generator ?mations,
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The DC charging *Mai uses genrator to supply power to thk

Thtr iN2,001"14 IAA

supply power to the vehicle's electrical system. Figure 95 shows how
the generator and the battesy work together to supply electrical power
to the vehicle electrical system. When the generator is\at rest.or is
operating at an extremely low speed, such as at engine idle, the elec-
trical energy for ignition, lights and accessories is supplied trthe
batterr alone. When the generator is operating at medium spied,
energy is supplied to the'electrical system by both .the generator and
the batterE. At high speeds, such as driving on an interstate highway,
the generator alone supplies electrical energy to recharge the battery
alld to power the electrical system. ,

Figure 4. Sectional View of Shunt 4pe Generator.

The automotive generator, figure 96, consists of the pulley, fan,
drive end frame, pole shoes, field coils, armature, commutator, and
brushes. There are different types of generators in use for different
vehicles. The generator used must do the job required of it. The
normal electrical load on a vehicle will determine the capacity of the
genarator. Also, other factors, such as the operating conditions,
will determine the dasign of the generator.

THE OC GENERATOR
A

c,

-The generator is an electromechanical machine. This whine
changes the mechanical power from the engine into electrical energy for
the vehicle's battery and accessoties. limply stated, the generator
produces electricity. The generator is operated or driven by the
vehicle engiqe's fan belt.
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. Electromagnetic Induction
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Figure 97. Conductor Aming Through a Magnetic Field.

We can produce or generate electricity with magnetism. This is

called electromagnetic induction. Generator operation is based on thi3

principle of electromagnetic induction. Eledtrical pressure, known as

voltage, is generated whenever any conductor is moved at right angles

through a magnetic field. IL a closed conductor is mnved in the direc-

tion shown in figure 97, voltage will be induced into the conductorand

cause current to flow in the direction shown.

DIRECTION CF
CONDuCTOR mOTION

DISTDRTiON
OF FIELD

Figure 98. Side View of Magnetic FieZd.

Looking at this same magnetic field and conductor from the side,

figure 98, the limos of force teed to VTaf around the conductor. The

lines of force are like rubber bands. When the conductor is moved
through then, they tend to wrap around the conductor. When a magnetic

field goes around a conductor lite this, it induces or forces voltage

into the conductor. If the conductor is then closed to form a complete

circuit, the induced voltage mill cause a current to flow.



In summary. vs need three things to produce electricity ivy
means. These three things are:

2. A closed conductoi

3. Motion

Thii is the principle of electromagnetic induction. It is one of the
most importaneprinciples that there is in automotive electricity.

Operating Theory of the DC Generator
,

11.

Figure 99. A Ample Generator.

The generator uses electromagnetic induction to produce electricity.
Figure 99 shows a simple generator. A conductor is forum& into a loop,
with.the ends connected to copper bars cal4d commutator segments. A
pair of brushes ride on these uegments to pick up the current induced or
generated in the loop. When the loop is reliolved in a clockwise manner,
as tiown, cUrrent will flow around the loop and through the commutator
segments, brushes, and lamp. When the loop is rotated 180 degrees, the
two sides of the loop change position, but the current still goes through
the lamp in Phe same direction. This is because the commutator segments
have also changed position.

The Shunt Generator

The shunt generitor is the most commonly used gensratpr. A slogs
diagram of the shunt gsnerstor is Aloft in figure 100. The shunt gener-
ator has two ctraits. Oie is called-the field circuit and the other is
called the charging or load circuit. These circuits are,in parallel 'with
Mich othsr. lassobsr, s shunt circuit is a, walla circuit.

TEC HAMM' YINW. The magnetic field in the generator is supplied'
by two meanete called pole shoe*. ILese pole shoes are permanent magnets
Thls means that there is a small amount 'of magnetism whiCh remains in the

I.



pole shoes at all times. This small amount of magnetism is called "re- .

sidual" magnetisth. The residual maghetism, or remaining magnetism, is

very small. However, the amount of magnetism is enough to cause some

current to_flow in the.armature loops as they start to revolve. Residual

magnetism is responsible for initial generator output. If there was no

residual magnetism in the pole shoes, the generator would not work!

The magnets that form, the magnetic field have a wire wrapped around

them. These coils of wire are called field windings.. These field wind-
ings make the pole shoes powerful electromagnets when current flaws through

the windings. These coils are waynd and connected to the generator
brushah in such a way that part of the output from the generator flaws

through them. Go back and look at figure 100 again.

in
SECTION

4

. ARMATURE CORE

MUSH

Figure 10t. The Armature Assaelig.
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TRI ARNATURF. We learned earlier ta this chapter hot velstage is
_Amaral Aft currint nowt froik gendrittot with 1-4114as wirt loop*

af,

o it wo prolix* a very iew outpUi. To increase output4 the
automotive generator uses several lodps of wire wound around alcors.
2he whole sesethly is celled the armature, figure 101.

By using twiny loops of wire in the armature, there are more conduc
torn which will pats through the imagistic field of the generator. When
the number of conductors.passing through the dagnetic field is increased,
the output of the generator will also be increased. Notice that there
are several of these loops,around the armature core, figure 101. Each
end of these loops of wire4i connected to a split ring segment, or
commutator bar. All of these commutator bars make up the commutator.

top

The core around which the loopsare wound is made from soft iron.
It is made from soft iron to allow the lines of force of the magnetic
field to easily-pass.through it. But because.the core is a conductor,
and it is moving yi a magnetic field, a current is produced in it.
This current is called an "eddy current." The result of this eddrcur
rent is heatand heat can harm the generator. To prevent this from
happening, the core is assembled from several discs of iron. This ia
called a laminated core. The laminated core reduces the eddy currents
and the heat generated by the eddy currents. A fan is also placed on
one odd of the armature to pull cool air through the generator to reduce
the heat produced by the manufacturing of electricity.

(GENERATOR FRAME)
FIELD RING POLE PIECE

Figure 10t. The Genercitor Fie'd.

IRON me ROUSING. ,The frame is important in the operation ogythe
generator.-Remember. that mignatic lines of force will trivel through
soft iron Mors easily than air. The frame of the generator Is made of
iron. It allows tbe lagnetic lines of force from.the field to pass
through it, figur 102.. The frame then completes the magnetic circuit.

Generator Out*

4

The current and voltage output of a generator
umber of *mature conductors, the strength.ftthe

104 :
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magnetic field, and
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the speed at which the conductors au* through the megnetic fiMId. The.

connections and numberaof the conductors are fixed by the designing

The strength of the magnetic field depends upon t nusbeeof windings
in the field coil and amount ofrcurrent flowing through the windings.
This is the only condition thst,can be controlled aftei a generitor has
been built and installed. This is done by varying the current flawing
through the field windings by means of various regulating devices.

The speed at which the conductors ,cut through the magnetic field
is determined by the designing engineer, as was the number of conductors.

Generator Circuits
r--

The shunt generatdr which is found on today's automotive vehicles
may be either an "A" circuit generator or a "B" circuit generator. It

is very important that you be able to identify the cirduit you are working
on. The only difference is in the way the field circuit is wited.

"01" CIRCUIT GFERATOR% Figure 103 shows how the field circuit of
an "A" circuit generator is connected. The field circuit starts inside
the generator at the insulated brush. The Eield circuit picks up its
current directly from the armature. Field current flows around the field
coils and then out the field terminal of the generator. It then goes

to the generator regulator. Inside the regulator, the field current is
directsd,to ground where it returns to the grounded brush of the gener-
ator. As the field circuit is-gfeaaded in the reguIatOr, the "r circuit
ii said to be externally rounded.

...;"5" =3CUIT GENERrY.'.: The field circuit wiring of a "B" circuit
'generator is shown in'figure 104. The main difference from .the "A" cir-
cuit is that the "B" circuit field starts inside of the generator regu-.
lator. .The field circuit picks up its currant from the charging dircuit
in the generator regulator. Field current leaves the regulator and goes
in the field terminal of thi generator. Field current then goes around
the pole places in the generator and is grounded to the frame. The "B"
circuit is said to be internally grounded.

Note: Both the "A" and "II" circuit generator systems do the
same job. The only difference is how the field circuit is
completed. Soma telt procedures are different for the two
circuits, so.it is necessary,to determine which circuit is
being worked on. The best sad mast reliable way to determine
thk circuit type is to refer to the manuficturer's maintenance
manual or proper technical order.

I.
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The genera.tor regulator is the brain of the generator charging sys-7
tem. Most generator charging systems use a three unit regulator similar
to the one-shown in figure 105. , There are rhrie main units in this reg-
ulator. These units are the cutout relay, current regulator and voltage
regulator. Zach unit has a separate job to-do. The catou: relay must
keep tha generator and battery working together. The voltage regulator
must col.-Ltrol or limit the maximum voltage output of the aenerator. Ihe

current regulator must keep the current output of the generator within a
safe

Cutout Relay

As stated before, tile cutout relay must keep the battery and generator
working together. Whenever generator voltage is higher than battery
voltage, the cutout relay connects the generator to the battery. This

lets the generatOr*recharge the battery. When the generator is stopped
or when generator voltage is low, the cutout relay is open. This prevents
the battery4from discharging itself through the generator.

:C.7STRUCTIZ CI :NE =UT RELAY, The cutout relay, figure 106,
has two vindings. One is a series winding of a few turns of heavy wire.
The other is a shunt winding of fine.wire connected directly to gxound.
,r116 shant winding is connected actosa the generator so that generator
voltage is upon it al all times. The series or heavy winding is connected
in striae -with the charging circuit. All gemstator output passes through
the series windings. The relay core and windings are assembled onto a
frame. A flat armature is attached to'the Zrama by a flexible hinge.
It is centered just aboVa the core' When the generator is not otierating,
a set of contact points is held open by thertension of a spring.

OPERAYION OF THY a*TOUT R2LA1. When generator voltage builds up to
a valueigreat enough to charge the battery, the magnetic field buil&up
arouncrithk shunt winding.is enough to pull the armature down sb the contact
pointe-cloii, figure 106(A). Closing of the contact points complete the

108 4
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Figure 108. :utout istay kotion.

circuit between the generator and the battery. The currant which flows

fron the generator to the'lattery passes thrpugh the series windings in

a direction to add to the sagnetian holding the contact points closed.
However, if the generator slows down or stops, current begins to flow
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from the battery to the generator. This reverse flow of current through
tha seri** winding cause& a reversal of tbs msemstic field of tbt *sass

1010 de RINE IM -!IrM1-!""rmr.1"mw:-.0"mm""-r"""_ M.N. IF

figure 106(B). However, the magnetic field of the shunt windinudoes.
.1111not reverse, figure 106(15); Lnstead of helping each other AS before, --
the two.windingir no* magnetically oppose each other. The magnetic field
is now too. weak to hold the points closed, The spring pulls the points
open. This opens the circuit between the generator and t)le battety.
Remember, generator voltage closes the cutout relay points. Reverse
battery curreni and spring tension opena them.

Voltage Regulator
VP'

As the battery becomes charged, the generator voltage will increase
to overcome the resistance of the fully charged battery. This would
result in excessive geneiator voltage. Voltage is electrical pressure
which causes-Current to flow.. This high voltage can cause'the battery
to become avercharged (due to the htgh current flow), light bulbs to
burn outland the accessories to be damaged (due to the high voltage).
The purpose of the voltage regulator then is to prevent excesSive voltage.

CZSTRUC:T2N C417 THE VOLTAZ REGULATOR. The voltage regulator,
figure 107, has a shunt Winding consisting of many turns of fine wire.
This winding is sensitive to voltage. The winding and cori'are assembled

.-onto a frame. A flat steel armature is attached to the frame by a flexible
hinge. The armatjare contains a conzact point which is jukt beneath a
stationary contact point. When the voltage regulator is not operating,
the tension of a spring holds the armature So that the,contact points
are closed. :he generator field circuit is completed to ground through
these contact points.

:PERA.7:2N OF :HE VOLTAGE REGULATOR. When generator voltage reaches
the value for which the voltage regulator unit is set, the magnetiC
field produced by the winding overcomes the spring tension and pulls the
armatute down. This separates the contact points. A resistande is then
placed into the field circuit. The generator field current and voltage
are reduced. This r'educes the generator voltage output to a safe iimit.
When 'generator voltage output is reduced to iti safe limit, the magnetic
field around the core of the voltage regulatoris reduced also. When
the magnetic field is weakened, the spring pulls the voltage regulator
points closed.

V This directly grounds the generator field circuit.. This'
allows the generator voltage and output_5oAncreasee____Thedabov4 cycle
may-te-repeAted-at the rata of 50 to 200 times per second: This is a
vibrating type voltage regulator.

Current Regulator
0

The amount of current that a generator will produce depends upon
the demand of the vehicle's electrical system and the condition of the
battery. If the load demand is low, generator-current output will be
low. If the load demand is high, the generator will try to put out
current to equal the high demands'. For example, when the battery is
in a low state °of charge and many ,a'ccessories are turned on, there is

. a high current demand. The generator will try to equal this demand.
'This is fins unless,the demand is more ties the ;animator can safely

PL;
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Figure 208. Okrrent_kfutator Action.
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-produce. Therifore, it is necessary to resulate or limit the current
output of the generator. The current, regulator prevents the generator

from *actin ttoelf up4

1

C.WISTRUCTION OF TErCURRENT BEGVLATOR. The current regulator,
figure 108, has a Wiwi winding of a few turns of heavy wire. This
winding carries all generator output. The winding and core are
assembled on a frame. A flat *Seel armature is attached so the frets

by a flexible hinge. It is just above the core. The armature has a
contact point which is just below a'stationary contact point. When
the current regulator is not operating, the tension of A spring holds
Pie contact points closed. When the points are closed, the generator
field circuit is completed to ground through the current regulator points.

:PERATI:X F THE =RENT RE3ULATOR. When the generator current
output reaches the value for which 'the current regulator is set,-Oe
magnetic field around tilabseries winding pulls thd contact points open.
A resistor, located on the base of the regulator, is then put into the
field circuit. This reduces field current and results in lower genetator
zurrent output. This causes the magnetic field around the current
regulator wiading to became weaker. The spring then pulls the contact
points closed again. When the contact points close,"the generator field
is directly groUnded. The generator output again increases. This cycle
is repeated many times a second, and limits the generator curren't to as
not to exceed its rated output.

:tfferences Between "A" arid "B" Cincuit Regulators

The Yzo.',I0 discussiot has beett of what takes place in the operation

af the."A- ciscuit regui4tors. The "B" circuit regulators operate in
mucn the same manner. In the "B" circuit howeyer, the field circuit
'oegins in the regulator. Field current passes through the regulating
units or the resistor and then goes to ground in .the generator. "A"

and "3" circuit regulators are different, but both work on the same
principles.

Note: "A" and "B" circuit regulators are not interchangeable.
Be sure to replace with a regUlator of the same circuit type.

,POLARITY

Polarity is a term used to describe a direction of current flow in
the charging system. In the DC charging system, output from the generator
should be from the insulated brush to the positive post of.the vehicle
battery. It then returns from the battery to the generator by way of
the vehicle frame. Which wai-current flaws from the generator depends
upon the position of the pole shoes in the generator end which way
current flaws through the field windings. If the pole Shoes are installed
backwards in the generator, or current 'flowed accidentally through the
field coili in the Wrong direction, the generator wduld becalms improperly
polarized,..with respect to the vehicle battery.
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Figure 109. Effeate of Reversed Generator Polarity.

f.

In a charging systee'of.the correct polarity, genaraspr voltage will
build up until it is high anoggh to charge the battery. ,Re cutout relay
points will then close and the generator will recharge the battery. If

the generator polarity is reversed, the generator voltage would also be
reversed. This causes generator output to flew im the wrong direction
-from the generator.. The generator and battery ire now connected in eries.
When the cutout relay points close, generator and battery voltage to-
gether pass through the points. Warta figure 109. This will cause
the _cutout relay' points to burn and eyentually weld together. This allows
the 'generator and battery to be connected together at all tines. In a
short tine the battery my become ceepletely discharged. The generator
armature may also become burned and have to-be replaced.
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Correcting Goinerttor Poliriaty

4.

polariiy in the generetor: Thie Ls done by all4Owidua current to flow
through the field coils in the proper direction. The mageetic field.set

up by the coils will properly magnetise the generator pole pieces. Reftembr
howevot that there is a difference in the wiring of the field coils of the

s.

.1

"A" and "1" circuit generators. There-fore, there is a different procedure

for eich circuit. On both systems, pdlarizing is easily done at the
regulator.

4

Warning: Because of the danger of the pole shots accidentally
becoming magnetically reversed when bench testing a geAerator,
the generator must be palarizkyhen it is installed on the
vehicle. It is polarized after'the leads are connected but
before the engine is started.

P:LARIZ:N: THE "A" CIRCUIT-GENERATOR. The field of the "A" circuit .

generator starts inside the generator. It grounds externally in the
regulator after passing through the current and voltage regulator points:
To avoid damage to these contact points, fikst disconnect,the field lead
at the regulator. Connect it to a goil4Pground on'the vehicle-frame. To

Oolarize the generator, momentarily-Afouch a jumper lead between the "BAT"
and "go" terminala of the regulator, figure 110. This allows a momentary
flow of current, through the field coils of the generatax rhis correctly
golarizes it.

vb.

.THE GE3EI;TCR. This type Of generator Is
polazized by disconnecting the field lead from the regulator and momentarily
tOuching this ldhd to the "BAT" terminal of the regulator, figure 111.
Battery current-will then go from.the battery terminal, through the field
wire and field coils to 3round. This momentary current is enough to

polarize the generator.

Warning: Failure to remove the field lead from the regulator
will result in burned regulator points. Never use a jumper
lead between the "BAT" and "F" terminals of the regulator.

Regulator Polarity

Some regulators are designed for use on a negatiA ground system.

Others are for positive ground systems. The difference is in the desigr

of the regulator points. Usiag a regulator of the wrong polarity will
cause the current and voltage regulator points to pit and burn. This

will shorten the life of the regulator. The model mintier, voltage, and

polarity are often steeped on the base of the regulator. Make sure the

correct polarity regulator,is tided.

TESTING-OF THE DC CHARGING SYSTEM

- As with-Any of the complex systems-an theismkure vehicle, ealfuactions

,do occur. When trouble with the charging system is encountered, it can

he found by a systematic test procedure. Because there are so many dif-

ferent types of vehiclee on the road, it 'would ba isposs.,le to incl*de

1.15



Figure 120. .Poiarising the "A" Cirouit Generator.
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41 test procedures. The following ilfarmation concerning test procedures
-24-:_wystS1. iklAmie-wsonsuit the ipmmprgrladaModammut or-ticlud4.41-r

Visual Iospection

MAny charging system troubles can often be found by a good visual
inspection. Check the generator drive belt and all vehicle wiring. Make
mare-they are in good condition. Don't forget the battery! It must be
in a good state of charge.

By-Passing Regulation

- The regulator can be eliminated from the charging.syqem to ddtermine
irit or the generator is at.fault: With ihe regulator by-Rassect, if the
generator produces voltage and current to specitications4 thk regulator.is
at fault. Tf the generator will not charge with the regulator;by-passed,
the generator must be removed and repaired. With the regulator,by-passed,
generator outpueis cantrolled only:by the speed of the engine. \-.Again,
as there are two types of generatOr circuits, Clare are two-wiys Eo
by-pass the regulator.

3,7-PASSING THE "A" CIRC,JIT =RENT AND VOLTAGE REquuros. 'Da by-
paeá the "A" circuit current and voltage resulator units, simply disconnitt
the field wire from the "F" terminal of the regulator aqd connect it to
a wod ground.

3Z-PASSTNG :HE-"VJ CIROg/IT CURRENT AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS. The "3"
circuit rbgulator units are easily by-passed by disconnecting the field

, wire from the "F"terminal of'the regulator and attaching it to the
armature ("ARH") terMinal of the regula4:or.

Caution: By-paiiing the regulator should be dotAe for testing
purptises only. Normal operation of the vihicle with the reg-

. ulator by-passed will result im severe damage to the entire
electrical system. .

BY-PASSING TRE,CVTOUT RELAY. The followil protedure,is used to
by-pass the cutout relay. This procedure ii.the same for both "a" and
"B" circuit chargini'systems. To by-pess.the cutout relay, connect a
jumper wire between the battery and'armature (or generatomrterminals

. of the:regulator. With all units bipassed, it can now easily be detev!
mined if the generator or regulator is at fault.

Caution: 'Th'e ensine must.be running when the cutout relay
it by-passed. If the engine id not running, the battery will.. if
become discharged spd damage-to the wiring and generator may
result.

'

GENERATOR '-)TPUT TEST. the manuffeturer designs a-generator to ,

. _bare a certain oittput.oThe tate* output7mustbs checked. -.ICthe generator
fails to reach its rated outpurit most.be removed ana reptired or
replaced:

,118
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FiJure 115. Commutator Runout neck.

it down in a lathe or with a turning and undercutting tool, figure 116.
Remove no more copper than necessary to clean up the commutator. .

ADJUnCLAMP UMW FOR
SNUG FIT WHILE TURNING

TIGHTEN COLLET
ON ARMATURE SHAFT

CUT ONLY ENOUGH STOCK
TO CLEAN UP COMMUTATOR

$oh 1,31ws
on Vinp

TIGHTEN SCREWS

3017-A

-47:gure 116. Generator Commutator Turning.

After the commutator is 4urned down, underCut the mica between'the

bars 1/32 inch beldw the copper, using the undercutting.t6o1 as shown

in figure 117. Figure 118,illustrates siMples-of proper and improper

undercutting, Polish the commutator with #00 or 4000 sandpaper to

repave all burrs. Brush all particles of copper from the mica insula7

tton btween the commutator segments..

ei d Coi 1" Tes ts.

The field coils should be inspected forJbare insulation and broken

wires. The toils amchecked for unwanted grounds, opens, shorts, and

micessive resistance. Priicedures tor tasting the field coils can be

-found ip applicable technical wuals.

-12.
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Figure 117. generator Commutator Undercutting.
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MOM MICA TOO TAO! TOO NARROW

t.
UNDIRCUMNG

TOO DIP NIGH MICA COMMUTATOR WALLS muST
_ Si CLLANID OF AMY MICA

1

50194

Figure 118. Examples of Proper and
improper Undercutting.

Brushes and Brush Holders

The brushes should be replaced when they are 1/2 their original
length. Brush holder spring tension should also be checked with a
spring tmision gage. Holders not meeting sPecifications should be
replaced.

REGULATOR MAINTENANCE

Electrical test and idjustments of the regulator have been stated
already. However, there are some service procedures in addition to the
lectrical adjustmants mentioned previously..

Mechanical Adjustments

These adjustments consists of point alignment, point gap, and air
gap. Usually these. adjustments are made at ;he time of manufacture and
need never be changed.' Hovevei, if adjustments' are needed, consult the
applicable technical publication for procidures and specifications.
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Cleaning of Contact Points

Or- Ilialnelt---Petatilk-elta-- VIUM11[--15111rilltalliMp
!! L- IP 11 11= e IP P.IITEr...1171011. ir TM. -11111 'MEMO!.

manta are made. Never *emery cloth or sindpaper to clean the points.
Wafact.urers racomman iffecent-mathods fop cleaniqg points. .Some
recommend a special fine cut Contact file. Others recommend a special
spoon or riffle file as shown,in figure 119.

.-;, .--
-

frees ea ameer-
V 7 , 1. 111111 rp 4:44 . t atigic op.,*

v:

.. 0 .
,^ ,

".'4r. . 4 f -.017-..
,. 1

'0 ' e X ' Air 1 .4.-- ....,,...: -....- -' .
4i,

'CONTACT POUND ...

. -.,-,:?I-4,. NNW UPPIR COMM/ . _.........:..4 ,
%re fionemps !ars%

l'u-..._....+i...`..1.46.a.a., . . . -4

Figure 119. USing Spoon or
Rifner Fi:e to Clean F:at Contact

Points in the Rdguiator:

SUMMARY

Although this material has been very general in nature, if it is
thoroughly studied, the purpose, construction, and operating principles
of ehe DC charging system should be easily understood.' The test pro-
cedures "and specifications, will be found in the technical publications,
commercial manuals, and student workbooks'. This literature will be
availible for your use during the'time you will be using the test equip-
ment and acttftlly making the tests on the charging system components.

QUESTIONS ,

1. What three basic units does the DC Charging system consist of?

2. Why is the generator regulator employed in thicharging system?

3. What is the purpose of the voltage regulator (limiter)?

4. What is the purpose of the current regulator (limiter)?

5. What, is the-purpose of the cutout releyi
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6. The.iron core of the generator acti as one karge conductor
which actually generates voltage within theLcorn URAL 131614Lactilml

-gm Mak .

7. Uhat devices aie usel on generators to carry off the heat?

8. Why is it so importaut that the heat be removed from the
generator?

9. What is the basic principle of generation?

10. What are the threa-main functiwal sections of the DC #. so
generator?

11. How do the various regulating devices control the output of
the generatora

12. What.is rhe simplest method of controlling the generator output
cin the shunt type generator?

13. 'What are the two circuits in the shunt type generator?

14. What type of: field circt.its are used in the shunt type
generator?

1 . ac is meant by rhe terms "full field" and "regulated field?"

16. Wbir se?a:ates the centact points of the voltage regulator
unit?

17. What holds the armi.ture away from the core so that tt.e points
are in contact when the current regulator is not operating?

18. Wiat is the purpose of the common resiitor that is inserted
in elle field circuit 'when either the current or voltage regulator operates?

19. Why shouldn't the cutout relay points ever by closed by hand?

20. What is used to clean regulator contact points when they become
blamed or oxidized?



OBJECTIES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction,
you will be able to explain the principles of operation, function and
relationship of AC charging system components, and be able to use visual,
auditory, operational means and test equipment_ to check, 'adjust and
isolate malfunctions in the AC charging circuit.

INTRODUCTION a

The,charging circuit is comprised of electrical components that
work together as a team to supply electrical power for the current
consuming devices, such is ignition, lights; radio, windshield wiper
rotors, p4wer seat.and window motors, air conditioning'and heater blower
,motors, cranking motors and many other devices. \

\

The continual addition of electrically operated a6cessories in
today's cars, plus more ,tima spent in slow speed driving due to greater
traffic congestion, has inceased ttle need for a generator %hid' is capable
of developing a considerable output of electrical energy not only at
slow car speeds', but also at engine idle speeds. To meet this increased
demand for electricity during slow speed driving and at engine idle, the
AC-generator, or alternator, has been developed. It is amall in size
and light in weight, but high in performance and output.

The alternator is one of three members that make up the charging
circuit. .The other two members are the battery and the voltage regulator.
The operation of these units should be well understood because poor
functionirng of individual units in the charging circuit may be affected
by other unita or wiring in the same circuit.

INFORMATION

.Before starting the study of the alternator charging system, review
the fundamentals of electricity and magnetism in Student.Study Guide
3ABR47330 -301 in the frant of.this boat. Although you may find alternator

systems uauafactured by difOrent manufacturers, such as Delco-Remy,
Chrysler, La - villa, ProstOlite, and Matorola, the operating'principles
are all very similar. The design of the component'parts may differjlowever.
The Delco-Remy "Deicotron",is shownLin figure 120, and the Chrylser_

alternator in: figure 121. Note thi similarities between them.

THE ALTERNATOR

The alternator or AC gener.ator converts mechanical action from the.

engine into electrical energy. The voltage and current thit it produces
rechargei the,battery and suppIiis power to the'electrical system. It is

a lig6tweight, high performance electrical power plant.

The standard psoduction alternator vas designed to replace the standard
production DC generator for improied low speed output. It was not
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designed to replace heavi duty ainerators needed to supply unusual demands IZ
such as those found where two-way radios and other special electrical

r

Construction of the Atternator

The isjor components of the alternator Are the two end frames, the
rotor assembly, and tie stator windings. As mentioned brifore, the
design of the alterdators may differ from manufacturer to manufacturer.
Some of the factors'yhich determine the design of the alternators are
mounting, vibration, belt loading, current output, and other factors
such as dirt, dust, and road.splash.

END FRAMES. There are two end frames. in the alternator, the drive
end frame and the rectifier end frame,.refer to figures 120 and 121. They
are made of die-cast aluminum with air vents cast ihto the frames .to aid
in cooling the,alternator. The two end frames are held together by
through bolts. These.are of actual length and size. The stator windings
are "sandwiched" between the two end frames in the final assembly.

STATOR
WHIM NGS*44,.......,

122. 'Stator, Anstegy.

STATOR
FRAME

41)

grAranMOMS esestruesjas tho-stilsor -ia-shoom I* figure

122. lftillauttlm-lmmmmilT consists of three siperatswisdings mounted on
a laminated iron frame. .0as ead of sea of the three stator windlass is
semaseted to fora a three-phese unit. lids is known as a "T" comesctiumL.
The other sad of each minding, called the terminal end, is connected to.



a

a pair of diodos-=ons positive end On'. negative. This pair of diodes is
pert orthe rectifier assembly madet_uvot,t total of AU diodes_-_-_thrse_

Atesitive,

''''''vraTairdiscus----i-n more ditiLl-Iiier-bi7eiii stli4y

There are two reasons for using.three stator windings rather than just
one or two windiAgs. First, more voltage can be developed. 'The total
voltage between any MO terminal ends always is made up of the voltage of
at least two individual windings which are connected in series.. The second
purpose of.the three winding' and 'the manner in which the windings are
wound and overlapped in the stator frame is to provide a self-limiting
control of current output. This havOens through the principle of "induc-
tive reactance." With this principle no external control of current is
required. The need for a current regulator, as in the bc charging system
is eliminated.

:HE 5CTOR ZSENBLY. The rotor assembly, figuris 120 and 121, contains
a doughnut shaped field coil wound onto An iron spool. The field coil iS
mounted between-two iron segments with several interlacing fingers which
are called "poles." These parts are held together by a press fit on the
.shaft. Two slip rings, upon which brushes ride, are mounted on one end
of,he rotor shaft and are attached to the leads from the field coil.. Art

adequate cooling system carries away the heat gendrated in the windings
and rectifiers from the current. The system consists of a fan or fans
mounted on the rotor shaft. Cool air is drawn through the vents in the
end frame, over the windings and then out of the alternator. The rotor
assembly is supported in the drive end frame by a ball bearing and in the
rectifier end by a roller bearing. These bearings are prellIbeicated and
therefore do not require periodic'lubrication. A grease filled reservoir
in the drive end frame prolongs bearing life. The roller bearing in the
rectifier end frame is permanently lubricated prior to assemblLinto tale
frame.

7,47:

PrOuction of Alternating Current

When the ignition switch is 4psed, current from the battery flows.
to the rotor. It passes through One brush, through the slip ring upon
which the brush rides, and then,through the fleld coil. After 41eaving
the field coil, current flow continues through the other slip ring and
brush before returning to thi battery through thi ground return path.
This,flow of electrical energy through the field winding is called field
current and creates a magnetic field.

The magnetism created by this field current causes the poles on the
rotor to coma alternately North aid South poles, It will be shown later
_that this v. field is used to produce alternating; current in ths
stator

For purposes o illustration, thlir most baeic stator winding caul)*
represented by a sing loop of wise placed over the rotor,ligure 123.
Connecting the ends of t lqop to a load such as a light bulb, as shown
in figure 123, cimplites th circuit.-44-ihe rotor turns, the magnetic
field fromothe North end South oles and the rotor cut" across esch wire
4111011114 a voltage to-bo induced to the loop...-044ceIhe wire is influ-
maned altsiMitely by a north and th g sout4 Pole, the "milted* produced
ta called si alternating-voltage. 2"
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ROTATING ON C HELD

VOLTMETER

123. Basic Alterm2tor Principle.

When a load, such as the light bulb, is connected to the ends of the
loopt.the alternating voltage produced will cause current to flow
in one direction, and then in the other through the bulb. This is called
alternating current or AC current. If a meter is placed in the circuit
the needle movement will show that the voltage will cause current flow
first in one direction and then in the other.

Agurs 124. Comptete Sins Wave
Gmiratafforiry MO-Deress.
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To illustrate further howan alternating voltage is produced, coneldr
-4=w1Gle-WammastAINPult

/-

shown in the illustration.

11111., 41,

=fluent positions of the rotor as it turns are shown in the diagrams
below the horizontal solid line. .Tht height of tha curve ibove and below
the horizontal Aloe shows how mud: voltage it generated in the loop of
w*re,as the magnetic lines cut across each side of the loop when the rotor
mime. nsitive voltage is Shown Above the solid horizontal line and
negative voltage below the line. The entire curve shows.the voltage
output generated or the electrical pressure which4an-be msasurad_across
the ends of the wire, just as voltage can be measurld across the terminal
posts of the battery.

With ihe rotor in position (1) the violtage is zero. No voltage is
being generated in the loop of wire because there ate no magnetic linei
of force cutting across the wire. As the rotor turns and approaches
position (2), the rather week magnetic field at the tip of the rotor
starts to cut across the conductor, and a voltage is developed. -As the
rotor continues to turn, the voltage increases and reaches its maximum
value, as shown above the horikontal ling, figure 124, When:the rotor
reaches position (2). This maximum Voltageoccurs when the rotor is
directly under each wire in the loop. It ip in this position that the
loop of the wlre is being cut by the heaviest concentration of magnetic
lines of force.

It should be noted in particular that the height of the voltage
curve changes as the rotor movement continues because the concentration
of magnetic lines of force cutting across the loop of wire varies.
This occurs because the magnetic field is rather weak at the tips
of the poles, and the strongest at' theceiter of the poles.

As the rotor turns from position (2) to position (3), figure 124,
the voltage decreases until at position (3) it again becomes,zero.
It should be noted that from,position (1),thrdueh (S), the South
pole is on top, and the voltage curve abovethe,horizontal line
is called positive.voltage. Thie means that the voltage will ciuse
current to flow-out the top pert of the loop and re-enter the lower
part, when the circuit is completed between the ends of the loop
of wire.

As the rotor turns fro% position (3) through (5) in figure ]24,,
-the North pole is on top, and the voltage curve is below the horizontal
line. The voltage curve is negative, and current will leave ths.
:1-Eislier part of the loop and reventer the topisheu the circuttis

eispleted. Thu*, es the top and batten parts of the liop of *ire
er influenced alternately by North and South polet, the ;urgent

--flow through the lciop'of wire flows first in.one direotion\snd then
in tha other. This ie alternating current.

Figure 123 portrays the three phase voltages, or voltages between
the ,threcwinding.endaw It .is interesting to note thit the peak
voltage for as& phase occurs at equel intervals as the rotor turns.
lhie thowe'grephically hcorimmtbene-phase-voltsge is.vore nearly
donate= as described in the preVious discussitg concerning etatdr

------- -construction. 1 4
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90° 180! 270°

DEGREES OF ROTOR ROTATION

Figure 125. Alternatiig Voltage (Three Phase).

,

Rectification

a

5ince the battery and other electrical accessories in the system
operate on direct ctirrent which flaws in only one direction, it
is necessary to change the AC current to DCpcurrent. This is the

job of the rOtifying.diodes. A diode is an electrical device which
allows curreit to pass freely in one difection, but 'not in the'
other. It acts much like an electrical check valve.

Ilu

"228. 'Diode Assembty.
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Figure 12?, Dicde

Figure 128.

4

Dioda crosi4Sot(on.
21 fs)
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BEARING

t. 4 * 4

AA external view 'of a diod, is shown,iii.f.14ure 126. The
dio4e.iymbolA, figure 127. indicetas by die ar-Arthat the current
win _flow only tm. tin Ausiwttou- igur arrow:aw

A cioss sectional'view of the d4ode is shown in fig4re 128
,

with i thin,silicon wafer, olled a "die:4 in position at the I

- bottom of the diode ase. tt.is the eleterical characteristics
of,rhe silicon die or wafer which permits current flaw in. the

-,circuit in only one direction:.

4.

:;ote: Although the diode is a comparatively rugged gonTonent,
care should be exercised in handling it. Sudden irSacts should,
be ayoided to prevent 17h. pnesibility of cricking the-silicon
wafer. If the atiodegLead is bent excessively, there is the
possibility of cracking thet'glass insulator, permitting moisture
to enter the diode. Moisturi in the diode could cause it to
short and fail. to operate. Pulling the dipde lead shous4 also
be 'avoided to prevent the-possibtlitylof brasking the sollier
joint between the diode lead and the silicon die. C114 mupt
again be used whpil soldering the stator leads to the diodes as
excessive heat may'damage the diodes also.

OUTPUT TERMINAL
SCREW

PcsinvE
,oloDES)

it!cnFIERs

HEAT SINK , catouND stusli

NEGATIVE
(DIOM)

RECTIFIERS

4.

r

INSWATED
MUM

C.

:44Are 229A. RectiAfier End
Frame (Chryitler),..

SEW
ITIPAINAL

62i101

4

ENp FRAME
DIODES

Figure 4241., Rectifier
Frame (Dec0)4

Six; diodes are loiated in thgven4,fxeme assombly.nearest
drut slip rings. .Thrse of stiesecitoi annotative and all
are mounted 'directly to the na frame,ligure 129A. Three

. positive diodes ire mount404 404.0 striP 44110'e "heet.14nk,"
figure 129B, which.is insulqed from thtotend frame. 'Mese
diodis change tie. alternating or AC curPint whichappears at
ihe output or "SAT" terminal of the alternator to direct current
for.the

,
.

IF
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Figure W. Changing AC to DC.

BATTERY ,

The method by which the diodes ars connected to the stator
is Mown in figure. 130. This type of circuit arrangement provides

'a smooth.flow of difect current to the battery and other accessories
connected to the alternator. Also,.the blocking action of
the diodes preventi battery diseakvethrough the alternator.
This eliminates the need for a t4tomt relay unit.

The condenser connected between the "BAT" teriiLa. of
the alternator and eround, figure 130, Protects the diodes
frau voltage surges as they block current flow.

The Importance, of Battery Polarity

Lat us consider what effect reverse polarity would haw
and what would happen to output if a diode should become o n
or shorted. A short circuit through the -diodes is cream
if a battery is installed and connectot.backsfards in vehicle.
Currentscan flow from the positive tormina.V.of the battery,
through the negative and positive diOdes in the heat sink.
From the heat sink, a completed circuit exists back to the
nepative battery terminals Full battery voltage will:be impressed

. or appliid on the diodes. The resulting high current will damage
the diodes'and the wiring harness.

.

WYNCTS OF AN OFM.DIODF. An opened diode will not allow
current to floor in Ilrim direction. Aw-open'diode-upeets
the /Amities effect the laductivie. reactance phial normally
opposes current flow.- This, in turn,. reaults in loos of...curtest
control at high rotoesiumeds. The effect at low speeds is
ma output that is slightly less than normal.

134
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EFFECTS OF A &WM DIODE ; A shorted diode wiAl alloy

S.

VIBRATING CONTACT TYPE REGULATORS

1,7 47

AULD: ReNts

"LATOr

'1" Tam

NO. 2 DIRMINAL
NO. 3 TERMINAL

NO. 4 TERMINAL

VOL AOC t
REGULATOR

Figure 132. TOo-thiit Regulator.

Figure,133. Single Unit Regulator ( Delco).
GIP
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These regulator rissemblies do not contain cutout relays or
current regulators.

The Single Unit Regulator

This regulator contains a doublecontact voltage regulator
and is used only for charging systems with an ammeter. A wpecial
ignition wwitch is used to energize,the field circuit. The

purposa of the.voltage regulator is to limit the electricii.

. pressure or voltage developed by the alternator. It protects
the battery and the el4ctrical accessories from too high
a voltage.

LOWER
CONTACT

VOLTAGE
COIL, WIRES. ' (M90 -410

Figure 134. Voltage Regulator
(Cove,' Removed) (Chryeler).,

Mak
FUSISti a_

'NOR _woo.--
WIDEMNO

POINTS

4

NK 109

A0.11.13TAKE
11111ACKET

Pow

Figure 135. Voitage Reguitstor Fusible Wires.
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Figure 136. Voltago Regulator
Resistance Units.

The voltage regulator, figure 134, has wo seta of contactsr
using A common single armature. The upper aLA lower stationery
contact brackets are mounted on a-molded plastic bracket which
is attached to the regulator frame by a screw. The upper contact
bracket is connected to the IGN (ignition) terminal by a fusible
wire, figure 135; The lower contact bracket is connected to
ground by _another fusible wire. The armature is eonnected'
to the insulated FLD (field) terminal. Three resistors are
used,,shown in figure 136. Two control resistors ere connected
in parallel with the mpper set of contactA between the ION ,

and FLD terminals. One bleeder resistor is Connected between
the ION terminal and,ground. The bleeder resistor's function
is to reduce arcing at the regulator contacts.

Operation of the regulator will be explained.by illustrating
the current flow through the regulator. Thelollowing explanations
refer to the Chrysler built.regulator. Other regulators are
basically the same.

MOVEABLE CONTACT CLOSED AGAINST UPPER CONTACT MTN T. Figure 137
illustrates currant flowing fre the ignition torninal of the
regulator, through the upper stationary point, through the
mmweeble point, cautioning through the rotor field cot' and
ihen to ground.- Sines resistance in this circuit is low, maximum

--, current will flow through the rotor field coil. Rotor field
Strength vu he high. Alternator output will be at its maximum
for any given rotor speed. Current flow through resistors
-0.4 and (2), as well as number (1), la nsgligible'when the
Iliad circuit through the upper contacts is completed.

-

MOVEABLE CONTACT POINT, VINNATING AGAINST iMR CONTACT
POINT. Mum the engthe is operating, at moderate spied and
the electrical Ioad on the alternator is low, the voltage mill rise.



FigurS 137. Vatags ROgulatoi,
Circuits - Wm-Contact. Cloud.

Figure 138. Movable Contact
Vibrating Against Lipper Contact.

At this time the regulator points will vibrate. This action

of the points will reduce current flow to the field windings

(rotor coil) varying the Strength of the,msgnetic field as necessary

to keep voltage from rising over a specified setting. When

the points are closedvrmaximum current will flow to the field'

winding; when the points are separated, the current must flow

between resistors (1) and (2), figure 138, which reduces the

current flow to the field winding and weakens'the strength

of the magnetic field.

mOVEABLI CONTACT POINT OPERATING IN °FLOAT" OR °BALANCBD"

POSITTON. Whenever a condition xists where load, speed, and

battery demands far current are equal, the points will be in .

the "float" or "balanced" position. With the points in the

float position, the cuirent flows only through resistors (1)

A
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we

Figure 139. ?fixable Contact
Operating in "Float."

and (2), figure 139, which reduces current flowing to the field
winding somewhat lower than when the moireable contact point
was vibrating against'the uppex contact point. This maintains
a weaker field in the rotor coil and limits alternatOr voltage
more than before.

ar-

Figure 140. Movable Contact
Vibrating Against the Lower Contact.

le;

MOVEABLE CONTACT POINT VIBRATING AGAINST LOWER CONTACT POINT.
%lath _chit ni 'oprattise at high' spee4 and 'the 4.1.t.rnater at
tor =tint output, tbe alternat4r voltage will rise, *wen with*
a weak magnetic field in the rotor field coil. The rising voltag

pull the moveable contact point Om on the lower contact
pOint, which is grouridid, :fgage LW, Thie---action will not
.allow currant to -flow-ft-the field in the coil to 'a minimum,
pr,aventiig excessive voltage rise.
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Fixtre 141. Voltage Regulator
Cirouite LOWOr Contaot Closed.

AT/EaLE CONTACT POINT CLOSED AGAINST LowrR CONTACT POINT,.
When electrical loaa demand is low and engine speed is high, the
alternator voltage tries to increase beyond safe limits. However,
the increased voltage acting on the voltage coil causes the moveable
contact to close on the lower contact. Current flow is through
-resistors (1) and (2) to the field terminal of the regulator.
Resistance through the regulator armature to the moveable contaqt
and thence through the lower contact to ground, figure 141,
is much lower than the resistance of the rotor coil. The alternator
field circuit'is momentarily bypassed, dropping alternator outpUF
when the lower contact circuit is completed.

The Two Regulitor

A double contact voltage regulator unit and a field relay
unit'are contained in the two-unit regulator, figure 142. It

is used in charging systems having either an indicator lamp ("idiot
light") or an atraeter. However, the external wiring; on various
applications, may differ.

THE VOLTAGE REGULATOR umrT. The operation of the voltage
regulator unit, figure 142, in the two-unit regulator is the
same Am described in the single unit regulator.

THE FIELD RELAY, UNIT. The field relay unit, figure 142,
which is the second unit in the rogulator, is a simple magnetic
swItco which energizes the field coil by connecting it to the
battery when the ignition switch is closed. When the ignition
switch is opened, the field relay contacts separate_to_disconnect

the field'cotI frnithia-batt4174---Thte-Ifirreete age bagteri from
-discharging through the rotor field coil when the engine is
stopped. The field relay unit of the two-unit regulator may
also act aran indicator lamp relay on many applications.

The Three Unit Regulaior

This regulator, figure 143, contains a double-contact type
voltage-regulator unit, a,field relay unit, and an indicator
lamp relay unit. It is used in charging systems using either-'
an indicator lamp or an ammeter. 'It is not interchangeable
with the tserunit regulator. *

reZ)
.141

-
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VOLTAGE COIL
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VOZZA/711 airMIZATOR war. The operation of the voltage

IRV FIELD RUAY UNIT. Thefperation of the voltage riglator
,unit, figure 143, is the same sediscribed in the single us
regulator.

,

TR, prim RELAY arr. The operation of the field relay unit,
figure 143, is the gams as"previously described in .the two-unit

regulatot.

TEE INDICATOR LANP RELAY UNIT, FICURS'143. The wiring of
charging systems using an indicator lamp relay is such that
tho indicator lamp "lights" when the ignition switch is first
turned on. 'Then, when the alternator develops voltage and begins
to furnish power, the indicator lamp goes "out." This indicates
that the charging system is operating normally. If the'alternator
fails to furnish power at any time, the indicator lamp comas "on",
indicating there is trouble in the charging system.

. TRANSISTOR REGULATORS

REGULATOR.

CONTACT

POINTS

1. LIMITED LIFE

2. PERIODLC MAINTENANCE

3. .CURRENT HANDLING

ABILITY

-4. VIBRATION EFFE.

5. ADJUSTING

CONSIDERATIONS

41.

-04

Pigsais 144. Regulator Contaot Point Limitation*.
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The desiep and performance of..the entire charging system
is restricted bacaute of gertein limitatiOns of the tontact

POW:1k_ ttUpa*-1"14_

current handling limitations, vibration effect'and adjusting
considerations. To imPrOXII the operation of the existing pystems
and'to keep pace with electrical demands, new retulators wart
designed. Theo: voltage regulators.replaced the conventional
contact points with transistors.

- Transistors

Transistors are electrical devices which, act'ai o1ectrica4'
switches. They canbe turned "on", or voff".to control a circuit.
A transistor has no moving parts. Its operation is entivily'
electronic.:, There appears to'be no limit fp its lifetime provided

. it is used for the purpose*for which it was designed. The transistor,#
therefor*, is a good replacement for contact points. Better
output', increased efficiency, more reliable anci..longer life systems,

',and fewer or no serviting requirement* are features of the transistor
which offer great improvements to the electrical system.

W

Figure 14E, Transiatcr

N3TRUCTION F THE TR14NS:379R. For a simple understanding
of the transistor, it ii best to considgr it as an y"

device that has very definite characteristics. Figure 145 portrays
the materials that make up the transistor. Nots that there
are two pieces of "P" material and one piece of("N" material.
The.mannevin which these mater\ials will react When connected
in an electrcal circuit can belmodicted. . a. -

BASE

Figure 148: 5andta or Constnaction.

Figure.146 shows the construction of the iransistor. A. leid14

ia connected to each of the-three materials, called emitter,

. base and collector. Note that the collector is the mounting
imarOf the trAnsistor.
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Figure 147. Transistor Symbol.

The transistor symbol used in wiring diagram's is shown
in figure 147. Note that there are only three connections.
The arrow always points in the direction'of current flow in
automotive manuals using this symtiol.

Figure 148. Transistor-Appparanos.

.11

Figure 148 shows ttif actual appearance of the transistor.
Many different types and sizes of transistors are manufactured.
The one shown is the type used in automotive electrical eystems.

'marrow OF 4 magram. 'Figure 149 slums a =tator'
and indicates ple manner in which it operato4 OelY when there

T is current flouts the emitter-hese circuit, is there current
flow in theremitter-collector aircuit. The emitter-hese circuit

. requires only a seen current. Therefore it acts as a trigger
- i0 turn this olectronid.iwitCh on in the emitter-collector circuit..

The small current in the emitter-base circuit controls a wch
.t

r larger current flow in the enitter-colleitor. If there is
4Mersm% flow in the emitter hese circuit, then there is no ant
flow in the emitter-collector circuit. The tfef-base ciLpit
can also act as a trigger to turn the emit Master 'atrinitt of f

146
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IF THIS THEN. THIS

WITH VERY 111TLE CURRENT FLOW IN tHE EMITTER-0:
CIRCUIT, A GREATO CURRENT CAN BE ESTABLISHER

IN THE EMITTELCOLLECTOR C1RCWT. .

CURRENTItow HERE Val NO (op* ROW Heti

WITH NO CURR IN THE EMITTELIASE'CIRCUIT,/MATIMIS

Nur* 140. Ilvmeistor Operation. a.

S.
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If the emitter-base circuit of the transistor can be manipulated
either on or off, then thkgptster'aurrent,carrying emitter-collector

t 4611 alad-he mots I:, operate either alto? mil at the same-

place of a set of.contact'points. The emitter-base circuit is
the means by which the imitter-collector circuit-is co4ro11ed.

rOperation of the Transistor gegulator

AMU PM TO
VOLTAM ADANITIONT

Figure 150. Trane-E,alt 0 Regulwxr.

A typical transistor regulator is shown in figure 150. A
simplified wiring diagram showing the circuit' of this transistor
regulator is illustrated in figure 151. When the ignition switch
is closid, battery voltage supplies current through the emitter-
collector of the transistor to the field coil of the alternator.
This circuit is complete since the transistor is turned "ae
by a higher voltage an the emitter than on the base, which permits
emitter-base current to flow. The flow of the field current to
the field circuit of the alternator provides the magnetic field
for the alternator. When the engine is started, the alternator
builds up in voltage. This causes current to flaw to charge the
battery and power the accessories.

As alternator speed increases, iti voltage builde,up to a
predetermined value. Then the electrical control portion of
the regulator places higher voltage, on tho base ,of the trensistor
than that on the emitter. The transistor is turnecr"off". With
no current flow' in the emitter-collector, there is no current
flow iR the field coil of the alternator. As a result, alternator
voltage failt to a predetermined value. Then the electrical'control
portion of the regulatar.places a lower voltage an the base of
the transistor than that on the emitter. The transistor is
turned "on". Current again flaws'thraugh the emitter-collector
and the field circuit. The magnetic field is built up in the

, 148
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re i5i Regulator in :harging,

ROTOR FAN

Figure 152: 10-3 1 Series Type 100 Delaotron Wiih Integral Regulaior.
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alternator asa# and voltage rime. The "on".and "cf f" 'switching
action if the transistor acts to regulate the field circuit of tha

-41* --Uldit almoner_ wilts. St A Lat4:114014_

1

Integral Regulator

V.

REGULATOR

INSULATED
HEAT SINK INSULATING

WASHER
GROUNDED
HEAT SINK

Figure 153. Interior WOW of Delootron
With Integral Regutator.

6
Beginning in 1968, Delco-Remy began producing epself-contained

charging system with miniaturized integrated circuiei which eliminates
the traditional voltage regulator. This unit is shown in figure 152.
The system voltage is controllad.by an integral regulator within
the alternator, figure 153. In other words! there is no separate
regulator mounting, no external wiring between regulator and
alternator, no voltage,adjustments for the life of the unit, and
no periodic maintenance.

MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING

Alternator Servicing

Now that we have seen how, the alternator and the AC charging
system is constructed and how,it operates, let's look at a fa*
Service procedures. The following information is general in
immure, so refereice always should be made to the nanufacturer's
Amantenince manual for tha correct eervice preeeduree.

5



BRARimos . nit alternator rotor is supported by a ball
bearing at the drive end and a roller bearing at the rectifier
end. Each bearing_hes a lubricaat supply which elates the

_ _ _ _ _

on- .n!IIWINEFW
checked to see that they ire in satisfactory .cdndition.. Redd
the a1ternatorift1.4y with finpre- and note the side P1ay and
freeness of rotation to determine the condition of the bearings.
If the bearings are rough, worn, or have excessiiire side play,
they should look:replaced.

Figure 154. ',14-fuating

3eir TJnfion.

155. eildhethig Belt
Tension Fgth azure Z.7318.

FAN 13EZT. Periodically the fan belt should be eramined-for
wear or glazing from slipping and bottosing in the pulley. Replace

the belt if necessary. If two belts are used, both, must be replaced

151
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Figure 156. Fan 3elt DefTection - Typical.

LIAO

NUN MOWN CONGINNIr
MOUNTING WSW $TUD WAD *.ioN

Figure 1$7. Delcotron Brush Bolder Assembly.

et the same time. Loose or slipping belts are quits often the
cases of a run-down battery. Additionally, loose belts tan
cause excessive heat and bearing failure will be the result.
itghten the bilt per vehicle menufacturtes spe4ifications,
if necessary, figure 154. Do not overtighten the belt as this

put an wedws strain on the bearings and cease premature
bearing failure. A belt tension 4pge, figure 155, should be used
to meisure proper belt tension. Another method used to check
belt tension is to note how much the belt/can be &Meted by
pressing on it, figure 136, and comparing to manufacturer's
specifications.
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IMMO. The two alternator
through the two slip rings to the
oaths-rotor* Die

_27-717777=

bru4tes are used,to carry current
field coil which/is'mounted

servicing, therefore, is required for the brushed.- However,
after periods of extended service or at engine overhaul time,
the brushoi should be checked to insure that they aro in satisfactory
condition. If the brushes are worn halfway, they should be replaced.
Also inspect brufh sOrings-for distortion or weakening. In some
applications, brushes, springs, and brush holders are replaced
as a unit. See figure 137.

ROTOR ASSZIBLY. The rotor windings may be checked for grounds
by connecting a test lamp from either slip ring to the shaft.
A test lamp will light if the rotor winding is grounded. To

check the rotor windings for opens, shorts,"and resistance,
connect an ammeter in series between the rotor and a battery.
An ammeter riading above the specified field current draw indicates
a short, whereas a reading below the specified value indicates
resistance. No reading at all would indicate an open in the
rotor windings.

STATCR ASSEMBLY. The stator windings may be checked for
opens after tt has been disconnected from.the end ftame. If a

test lamp lights when connected between each pair of stator
leads, the stator winding is electrically good. If a test lamp
does not light.when connected from any one of the leads to the
stator frame, it indicates the windings are not grounded. It

is not practical to check 'the stator for shorts due to the very
low resistance of the windings.

4.

POSITIVE CASE
RECTIFIERS

TEST

TESTER

NIC1I6
E

- TO ALTERNATOR
'*Ar IttomINAL

Figure 158. Testing Positive Rectifiers
with Diodg Teeter.

-LIMBS. The preferred method to-check the alternator diodes
is to use a special diode testr, ae.shown in figure 158.,. No
procedure can be 'given here because of the different tyPes of .

,diode testers available. An alternate method'of testing.the diodes
is to use a test lamp and a 14volt battery. Tbe diodes must
be disconnected from tht tator /*ads if this method is used.

.

a
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TUT LAPAP MT LAMP

Figure 159. Checking Diodes With Teat L.

Connect ono of the test leads to the diode lead and the other
test lead to the diode case, figure 159. Then reverse the lead
connections. If tha lamp lights in both directions, the diode
is shorted. Also, if the lamp fails to-light in both directions,
the diode is open. When checking a diode, the lamp will light
in only one of the two checks.

Regulator Servicing

The following information is general in nature. Reference
should alirays be made to the mihufacturees manUil for correct
service.

VIBRATING coma, TITff ReGULATOR. Rbrmally no periodic
servicing is required for the regulator. However, contact points
of the voltage regulator unit that have excessive-resistancii
or a sticking tendency can cause poor regulatorperformancet
This; in turnt-affects the perfOrnancs of the alternator. When
this condition exists, the contacts should be cleaned. The

mutant points should be claimed, with a flue attrasive paper, am*
as a strip of 400 silicon sarhida mar. 'aver use a filet awry
cloth or sandpapor to clean doubla.4contsce tips voltage raw:later
contacts.

. NOW 44 sooty or discolored condition of the contacts is
normal after a relatively short period of operation. This
is not an indication that cleating is necessary.

134
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ADJURING
T.

won.. UMW

Figuiv 260. Adjusting Voltage
Regulator Setting.

Figure 181. AdJusting Field Relay
Closing Voltage.

If it is necessary to adjust the voltage regulator setting,
turn the voltage adjusting icrew, figure 160, 0 either increase
the setting or dairesse the setting of the regulAtor. The field
relay clesing voltsgs is adjusted by bonding tha heel iron in
the aseaer illustrated is figure 14.

TRAMS= ANIMATORS. The transistor regulator controls
alternator volts,* by electronic memo. Tr hawse mewing pans-
as employed in the vibrating point typo of regulator. Therefois .

no periodic maintenance or adjustment of the regulator ie required.
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If the regulator is suspected, of malfunctioning, it should be
tested with a special electronic voltage regulator teeter, figure.162.

thi tikiguistor la found to I* sr _fault it shoualA hn rnplared.

Note: On some models of transistor regulators, it is possible
to adjust the voltage regulator setting + 0.6 volt. Remove
the pipe plug and insert a screwdriver intcethe slot. Turn
the screwdriver clockwise one or rwo notches to increase the
setting, or_one or .two notches counterclockwise to decrease
the setting, figure 163. For each notch moved, the voltage
setting will change approximately 0.3 volt.

Figure 263.. Adjusting. Transistor,Vo:tage
Fegu:ator

Because of the many different types of transistor regulators
that are manufactured, always be sure to obtain the appropriate
technical order or manual to prevent damage to the regulator's
transistors when working on the charging system.

WIRING SERVICE

A visual inspection will often reveal much useful information

relative to the condition of the charging system. All wiring
should periodically be visually inspected for frayed or damaged

insulation. Faulty wiring should be replaced. All .termina1s-.0

should be checked for loose or corroded connections. High resietance

resulting from ioole, or corroded connections between the alternator
and the battery wiII times a lowering ofithe charging rate to
the battery. Terminals should be cleaned and tightened If necessary.

TROUBLESHWTING THE g CHARGING SYSTEM

Alternator charging systems are completely different from.
the direct current charging system circuits previously studied.

Therefore, none of the troubleshooting checks' oiled for the direct



current systems can be used for tpie AC systems. Wore attempting
to troulbleshoot., it is wisp to observe the following muttons.

44)-44) can resat Ist imined raw

1. When installing a battery, always make absautely sure
the gro4nd polarity of the battery and the ground polarity of
the alternator are the same. If a battery of the wrong polarity
is cOnnected into the charging system or if the battery is, reversed
when installing it, the battery is directly horted through the
diodes. Consequently, the diodes and the vehicle wiring are
endangered by high current flow. Burned wiring harness and burned
"open" diodes probably will be the result.

When connecting a booster battery, make certain to
connect the negative butery posts together and the positive
battery ports together. Failure to observe this precaution will
result in the same damage as previously described.

3. When connecting a charger to the vehicle, connect
the battery charger positive lead to the positive battery post
and the charger negative lead to the negative post of the battery.
Failure to follow this procedure will result in the same damage
described in (1).

4. Never ,,,erate the alternator on an open circuit. With
no battery or etrical load in the circuit (open circuit),
the alteri.,i:or can build up high voltage which may damage the
diodes and :ould 1,e extremely dangerous to anyone who might accidentally
touch Coe alternator battery terminal. Before making tests or
on-the-vehicle checks, tt is wise ta make sure that all connections
in the circuit are clean and tight.

41

5. Do not short across or ground any terminals on the
alternator or regulator. .Any circuit purposely set up by grounding
or shorting any of the Alternator or regulator terminals can ceuse
serious electrical malfunctions that might endanger components
of the electrical system.

6. Do not attempt to polarize the alternator. Unlike
the DC generator, the alternator's polarity cannot be lost or
changed. An attempt to polarize, therefore, cait,be of no value
and can cause damage to the alternator diodes, wiring harness,
and other systems.

Complaints or troubles inmeolved in the charging systek
ale generally either sti overalfged battery cl an undercharged
one. These complaints can generally be quickly'correctod.

Overcharced Batteries

battory that is being overch4rged is detected by excessive
watr usage. . In eases of extreme overcharge, the electrolyte
level may be far below the top of the plates. Since Only the
'portion of the plates that is covered vtth leotrolyte is 'Useful.,

158 '2 4..1



damage is done. Water usage in these cases exceeds the normal
usage.of one ounce of water per cell each 1,000 miles of driving.
In cases utters overcharging is caused by extiemely high system
voltage, the.high voltage may also be damaging to voltage sensitive
accessories such as light bulbs. To gorrect this situation and
to correct the overcharged battery conditibn,"the'system voltage
must be lowered by either an adjustment of the voltage regulator
or correftion of any triluble in the 'charging circuit. Check in
order: The battery.condition, wiring, voltage regulator.

Undercharged Batteries

An undercharged battery sone that "runs down" or becomes
discharged because of losufficient capacity iv devetop sufficient
voltage to crank the engine or power the electrical accessories.
There will be almost no water usage in these cases. To correct
the undercharged condition, which gill shorten batary life,
the system voltage must be raised by either an adjustment of the
voltage regulator or thi correction of trouble in the charging
system. Check the following in order when looking for the causes
.of an undercharged battery: Fan belt tension, battery condition,
c:larging systii wiring, alternator output, and then the voltage
regulator.

SUMMARY

:he alternator produces electricity by magnetic induction.
The conductors are cut by magnetic lines of force as the rotor
is,rotating within the itatorl To start the production of electricity,
the alternator requires current from the battery to flow.through
the windings of the rotor, producing a magnetic field in tho poles
of the ropr. pa pole pieces of the rotor do not have residual
magnetism as tho pole pieces of a DC generator have. Since
the rotor.poles alternate north ind south, when rotating, the
current produced is AC current. Diodes, or rectifiers, chaRge
the AC current produced-in the stator windings to DC current for
the vehicle's use. A voltage regulator controls field current
flow to the rotor to limit the maximum safe.voltage output from
the alternator. The Ag charging system does not use ajtitout
relay or a current reiulator.

Questions

1. What 14 thelaignificant advantage of the alternator
in comparison to the DCIpensrator?

2. 'what is the purpoie of the windings of the alternator
stator?

3. -Of what thtee main-units does the alternator system
consist?

4. What are the main components of an aXternator?



S. The stator is compared tO what component in the DC

generator?

-44-'11110ralft;41644-
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7. What cools the heat gisneried by thi rectifiers?

8. How is the rotor shaft supiOrted and what lubrication

is provided?

9. In the DC generator current that is generated in the

armature is AC. Th..s AC is converted to' tC through the commutator

and brushes. What unit iteNht alternator, converts AC to DC?

10. Whtre are the diodes mouqed (as\studied in this lesson)

in the alternatorT

11, What is the purpose of the voltagiv regulator?

12. Why is a transistor regulator preferred over a vibratini

zontact point regulator!

13. What is the purpose ok the field relay unit in the

Alternator regulator?

How is arcing of the voltage regulator.points reduced?

13. What cor...podent within the alternator prevents the

battery
i

fr.= discharging back through the alternator?

10. 7o hava maximum current flow to the rotor cof.l, the

moveable regulator point bust be touching whtch fixed position?

17. What is used to check the diodes in an alternator? .

IS. What is used to check transistor regulators?

19. What should be used' to clean dirty regulator contact

points?

20. what should be checked if the battery is continually.,

being overcharged?

4.

e 3 r.01'511(UNT PRINTING 011111:11178.4711.411/1711
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch 3A3R47330473, 301
Chanute AFB, Illinois

FUNDAMENTALS Of AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIgITY.

OBJECTIVES

Upon compley.on of this workbook you will be able to:

Identify varioUs elav.trical symbols and explain their meaning.

Construct electrical circuits and measure voltage, amperage and
resistance in the circuits.

Inspect, service and test automotive batteries.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Auto Electrical Board 1/student
Batteries 1/student
Hydrometer 1/student
Battery-Starter Tester 112 students
Hand Tools 1/stu4ent
Spelial Tools l/studeat

PROCEDURE

Using this workbook as a guide for step-by-step pr.)cedures and
importart information, perform each task as outlined and as directed
by the instructor.

Exercise 1

Identify electrical symbols..

1



PROCEDURE

I. Identify each of the
* 1*otrical symbol* in

WORT= DITOPIUSION

1. LR OleCtricil vorks. symbols are

mid diagrams to roPtOoont

Lm ehi-ipace write t e correct
E OR V name Of the symbols, im figure 1.

& I OR A a.

C. R OR IL b.

c.O. +

E.

F

I I

d.

C.

f.

g.

m.

h.

N. WV-

p

S. e"\wr

Figure 1. Electrical Symbols.

p.,

q.

r.

s.
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Exorcise 2

Construct a series circuit, measure voltage and amperage at
A

1,1

Figure 2. Series Circuit Csing
One Light Bulb.

PROCEDURE

1. Connect a sexies circuit
with one light bulb as
shown in figure 2.

Connect an ammeter in the
circuit and note the
amount of amperage.

3. Connect a voltmeter in the
circuit and note the amount
of voltage.

1.

Figure 3. Series Circuit Using
Three Light Bulbs.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Remember: In a series circuit,
current flows in a single path.

2. Ammeters are always connected

in series. Amperage:

4. Observe the brightness with 4.

which the light bulb burns
and the heat produced by
the bulb.

25ft 3

Voltmeters are always connected
in piTallel or across the circuit.

Voltage:

.77:74"
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dieati paresraph 5 la the
Anformat ion column.

6. Connect the three light .

bulbs on the trainer in a'
series circuit as 'flown
in figure-3,

7. Read the meters'aid reiOrd
thei . readings in the.spices.

1421fts Ott test the hula
furnishes the racial:maul ,for the
circuit. .The voltage APPIted to
the light bulb is about equal to

lglIAWOONWANWMMN06-1W

sallow*. the'voltase of the
battery to force only a certain
amount of current throush the
circuit. This bulb is made to
operate on 12 volts and should
burn to its full brightness.

44.atjkii7

7. Volts:

Amps:

8. Observe that the light bulbs 8.

burn rather dimly.

9. Read paragraph 9 Ds the. 9.

information column.
In this series circuit, the
electric current flows through
the resistances of the three light
bulbs. The total current flow is
less than in the previous circuit
where only one bulb was used.
Also, the light bulbs do not
burn to full brightness due to
the smaller current flow.

Eit"257
v

Figure 4. Measuring Voltage Applied to One Lisht Bulb.
4 25



10. Change the voltmeter
leads ;o the position
Shown in figure 4.

1 Road
record t a motet rsading.

10. 'MIS Measures the voltage applied
to the terminals of one light

12. Remove the voltmeter leads 12.

from the terminal's of the
one light bulb end touch
them to the terminals of
the seeond light bulb.

13. Read voltmeter and record 13. Volts (smscond bulb):
the reading.

14. Remove the voltmeter leads 14.

from the second bulb and
touch them to the terminals
of the third light bulb.

15. Read voltmeter and record
the reading.

16. Read paragraPh 16 in-the
information column.

15. Volts (third bulb):

16. When current flows through
resistances such as the light
bulbs in the circuit, a voltage
loss occurs. In this east, the
voltage measured at the terminals
of each light bulb is the
of loss within that bUlt.
sum of all voltage losses
circuit is equal to total
voltage applied to the circuit
at its source (in this case,
the battery).

Exercise

amount
The

in a

3

Construct parallel and series-parallel cirtuits and
their voltage and amperage.

PROCEDURE

1. Connect a parallel tircuit
on the trainer as shown
in figure 5.

2. Read the osiers and record
their readings in the
space.

3. Note the brightness with
which the bulbs burn.

5

measure

124PORTANT INFORMATION

Volts:

2To

Amp :



Figure 5. Three Light Bulbs
in Parallel.

Determine why the light 4.

bulbs draw more current
when connected in paral, lel.

5. Read paragraph 5 in the
information column.

6. Connect a series-parallel 6.

circuit on the trainer ef
-in figure 6.

7. Read the ammeter and observe 7.

the brightness of the light
bulbs.

6

Figure 6. One Bulb in Series;
Two Bulbs in Parallel.

During this test the same.voltage
is applied to the terminals of
all units connected in a parallel
circuit. In this case, thS units
are light bulbs; each one is
conducting current in exactly the
same manner as when connected in
a circuit by itself. The total
current flaw, as measured by the
ammeter, is equal to the current
flow of all light bulbs added.
together. The total resistance
of the circuit is less than the
resistance of one light bulb by.
itself.

25.4



8. licord the readings in the

in the 9, la ibis 1111tUflropligla4411 ell:S*1Z
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__....._.

parallel and the other bulb is in
serifs. All'of tbe current that
flows in the circuit must flovi

'throUgh the series bulb.
Therefore, the series bulb burns
brighter thpn the parallel bulbs.
if the series bulb' goes out, all
the bulbs will go out.

Exercise 4

Clean and service batteries.

PROCEDURE

1. Ptactice all safety 1.

precautions applying
to the project.

Clean and inspect the
batter;.

a. Clean terminals and
clamps.

Noce: Negative post has
smaller diameter. Positive
post has the larger diameter.

b. Clean holder and battery
top.

c. Inspect the battery.

THPORTANT INFORMATION

2. Caution: When removing battery
from vehicle or trainer, always
disconnect the grounded cable
first.

7

4

a. Corrosion should be removed
-- periodically from the

terminals and clamps. Clean
with cleaning tool.

b. Use wire brush and baking
soda solution for cleaning,
the holder. When cleaning
the battery top, the battery
vent-plugs should be"tightened
and the battery top sprinkled
with soda solution. When
the baking soda solution has
stopped foaming, flush top
with clean water.

Caution: Maki sure that none of
the solution gets into tha battery.

c. Check for cracked case,
bulged case) electrolyte .

level, etc.
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Test a battery.'

Figure 7. Taking Specific
Gravity Reading of a Battery .
With BatterY Hydrometer. (A

Closeup View ofj280 Reading
is Shown at.the Right.)

Exercise 5

PROCEDURE EHPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Use the battery hydrometer Refer to figure 7.
to test specific gravity
of each cell IAW
TO 33D6-3-4-1, page 12.

Record the reading in the
spaces provided.

4

2. Cell #I: : 3:

I. 5: 6:

3. Perform the battery capacity 3.

test LAW TO 33D6-3-4-1,
page 13.

Have t'he instructor check
your project.

Note: Electrolyte burns the
skin if,loft in contact for any
length of time. It also destroys,
clothing, therefore BE CAREFUL!

Refer to figure.8 for proper
connections of the 7-20 Battery-
Starter Tester.

4. Instructor's Initials:

8



Figure 8. Battery Capacity Test.
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400 .Upon completionrpf.this workbook yod will bt able to:

Identify units of the ignition system and explain their purpose.

Repair and service ignitionfsystem components.

Check, adjust and/of isolate malfunctions in .che ignitiocn
system.

EQUIPMENT

Bench Items
Universal Diagnostic
Tester (UDT)
Tach-Dwell Taster
Volts-Amp Tester
Timing Light
Oscilloscope
Spark Plug Cleaner
Common Tools

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student

1/2 students
1/2 stutients

1/2"students
1/2 students
1/3 students
1/6 students
1/student

Using this workbook as a guide for step-by-step procedures
and important information, perform each task as outlined and as
directed by the instructor.

Perform coil tests using

PROCEDURE

1. Practice all,safety
precautions applying
0 the project.

Obtain technical 2. Refer to TO 33D6-3-4-1, pages

Exercise 1

the Universal Diagnostic Tester (VDT).

1..

IMPORTANT INPORMATION

publication. 108-111.

3. Perform all coil tests. 3. Handle this equipment with care.

Exercise 2

Perform condenser tests using the Universal Diagnostic Tester (OT).2.



PROCIDURI

Practice all Way
-precautions

MOUNT tOPOON&TION

lamember! Think safety--Practice

eagetr-kAct-lele444

2. Obtain tealnical-
pOlicatime.

3. Test the condenser.

2. Refer to TO 33D6-34-1.
pages 81 and 82..

Note: Numerous illustrations
contained tharein are very
valuable.

1. Handle this eqUipment with care.

Exercise 3

Remove, service, test and replace

PROCEDURE

1. Practice all safety
precautions applying
to the Project.

2. Remove secondary wires
from the spark plugs.

3. Rimove spaik plugs using
special spark plug socket.

4. Wipe the spark plug clean.

1.

spark plugs.

MORTANT INFORMATION

2. Use proper tools while performing
this procedure.

3. Caretshould be taken not to
damage porcelain of spark plugs.
They are easily broken.

44.

Figure 0. Filing Spark Plug
Electrodes Square.
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electrodes and insluator.

Use air pressure to clean 7.

away. Iooseparticles from ,

spark plugs.

Figure 10. Gapp

S. Adjust air gap between
center and ground electrodes
as shown infigure 10.

testing spark plug, will be shown
by the iastruotor.

Note: Clean porclain as required
and mak* eure electrodes are
filed square.

U. protective garment and goggles
for protection of eyes.

ing Spark Plugs.

8. Use proper feeler gauge and
obtain specifications from
vehicle manual.

9. Test spark .plugs. 9.

10. Replace spark plugs in 10.

engine.

11. Connect secondary wires
to spark plugs.

12. Start tbe engine.
0`

11. Refer to manufacturer's
specification for correct firing
order.

12. Listen end-observe engine for
cylinder missing or backfiring
and recheck to see if you have
rewired ignittbn system in the
correct sequenct..

353. Stop the engine. 13.

25 ') 13
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1. Remove the distributor cap. 1. On conventional-distributors.
unsnap metal clips that hold
distributor cap in place.

2. Remove rotor. 2.

Adjust ignition point. 3.

a. Rotate distributor shaft
until rubbing block on
movable contact is on
high point of cam lobe.

b. Obtain the proper gap,
using the appropriate
tool or instrunant for
gauging.

c. Locsen hold-down screw
of stationary ignition
point.

d. Rotate adjusting screw
until proper setting has
been 'obtained.

e. Recheck ignition points
to insure proper setting.

4. Have the instructor check 4.

the project.

a.

b. Use publication to obtain
proper setting.

Exercise 5

Time engine by timing marks.

PROCEDURE

1. Practice all safety
precautions applying
to the project.

Perform preoperation
inspection.

14

1.

d. Contact points should grip
feeler gauge lightly (if
gauge is used).

e.

Instructor's Initials:

4

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

2. Check fuel, oil.amd coolant levels.

--41
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3. Remove #1 paric plug.

=

4. Positio
dead center

_,
pistcit on top
of compression

3. Use spark plug socket. Carsi,
should be /used not to break /.
spark plds porcelain insul or.

C. ----PUIte-tU -iiitnith over par -tig
hole and crank engine aye slowly

stroke. with the starter and feel for
compression.

Caution: Turn the ngie wiih
short jabs on the starter switch
o prevent going past C (topp
dead center) and past the timing
t

mark, figures 11. 12 and 13.

Figure 11. Fl eel Timing Mark.



TIMING POINTOB DeroM MAUI 610124

Figure 12. Typical Pulley Mounted
Degree Marks.

5;4.1

.411100"-'1.

DEGUE MAUS TIMOIG MARK 110114

Figure 13. Typical Pointer
Mounted Degree Marks.

5. Line up the timing mark 5.

with the pointer. Turn the
crankshaft of the engine
until the ignition
timing mark is in line
with the pointer.

6. Position distributor
rotor in accordance
with the vehicle manual.

7. Position distributor cap so
#1 wire well is directly
in line with the rotor arm.

6.

7. With distributor cap in position,
you nay use a chalk mark on the
body of the distributor in line
with the #1 wire.well in the
disiributOr cap. If the distributor
cap is removed, you should turn
the body of the-distributor until
the rotor is in line with the chalk
Mark. When the cavis replaced,
ths rotor should line up with the
#1 mire well. With the rotor is
this position, the points should
be just breaking. This csa be
checked by turning on the ignition
twitch and sparking the primary
wire against the distributor

16

2c



primary terminal post. You should
then turn the body of the distributor
slightly until no spark occurs.

le* ths Usuabutor

8. 100%ace spark plug wires
*cording to rotation
and firing order.

9. Start the engine.

8. With the distributor cap and rotor
in position, you should replace
tho spark plug wires according to
the proper rotation end firing
order. This information should be
obtained from the applicable
technical publication. If no
publicatiOn is available, rotation
of the diStributor rotor can be
determined by observing the movement
of the rotIor while the engine
cranksha0 is turning. On some
distributors, the rotation is
indicated by an arrow on the cam.
Another method of determining
rotation is to check the movement
of the rotor against the governor
weight springs. The direction the
rotor moves is also the direction
of rotation. Many engines have
the firing,order cast on the
engine manifold. A popular
firing order for 6-cylinder
engines is 1-5-3-6-2-4 and is
used on GMC, Chevrolet and
Valiant engines. If in doubt,
consult the manual.

9. If the engine does not start, you
may check for spark at the spark
plug. Backfiring indicates the
engine is not properly timed.
You are now ready to set the
timing accurately with a timing
light.

Exercise 6

Adjust timing with a timing light.

PROCEDURE =PORTANT ZWFORKATIOW

1. Connect the eimins light. 1. Always set timing to specifications
with the use of a timing light.

a. Connect the timing li ht
and adjust the engine
timing.

0

17

a. This_ information is available
in TO 33D6-3-4-l.
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Figure 14. Timing Light Connections.

b. Connect the battery
leads of the timing
light to eae battery
with the red clip to
the positive post and
black to the negative
post.

c. Connect blue spark plug
lead of the timing light
to the terminal of the
#1 spark plug wire at.
the spark plug.

d. Start engine and operate
at idle speed.

. Check eniine.idle speed
, with a tachometer.

18

b. Refer to figure 14.

c. Caution: The engine should
be stopped-to prevent an
electrical shock:

d. Refer to manufacturer's
specifications., 415

a. On some ensioes equiPped
with a vacuum advance
mechanism, it may be
neceuan__ iiisconnect---the--

vacuum advance toit. Check
'manufacturer's specifications.

2° 4



f. Aim timing light at
timing mark.

f. The flashing action of the
timing light makes the timing
mark appear to stand still.

Figure 15. Timing Mark in Line
With Pointer.

Advance or retard timing g. Loosen the distributor
mounting screw and turn the
body of the distributor until
the timing mark is in line
with the pointer, figure 15.

h. ath the timing mark in line
with the pointer, tighten the
distributor mouqting-screw.
The engine ignition system
is now in perfect time.

as necessary.

h. Secure the distributor
mounting screw.

i. Remove the timing light. i. Stop engine before removing
the timing light to avoid
a shock.-

2. Have the instructor check 2. Instructor's Initials:
. your project.

Essimink 7 -

Analyze engine ignition system using an oscilloscope.

. cr,

grri



PROCEDURE

?Lactic* 411 saisty

to the project.

IMPORTANT INPOPIIATION

Obtain proper 2.

publications.

3. Conne'ct oscilloicope
io engine.

4. Perform tests as directed 4.

by the instructor.

3.

5. Have the instructor check 5. Instructor's Initials:
your project.

Exercise 8

Disassemble and inspect the magneto (bench item, high tension type).

PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Observe all safety
precautions applying to
the project.

1.

2. Disassemble assigned 2. Make of magneto worked on:
magneto.

Inspeft the component
parts of the magneto.

a. Examine breaker for
condition of points.

"saline cam for veer.

c. Liming the distributor
contest eurfacee for
pittins or burnids.

. Reassemble the magneto.

a

The magneto will be disassembled
according to instructions from the
instructor.

3. All parts should be thoroughly
inspected visually for serviceability.
Check all electrical leads for good
condition of wiring and terminals.

20

a. Points must contact each
other squarely with fall
contact surface. Badly
pitted points require fhe
replacement of the breaker.

C.



. .... ... . .. .. . . . . . . . .

. . . .. .....

5. Have the instructOr check 5. Instructor's Initials:
your project.

provided Whew for Matt:oak notes pertain/4

A

2 (3
21
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Vehicle Maintenance Branch
Chanute APB, Illinois ,

OBJECTIVES

CRA)1413G NOT-ORS AND STARTING SUMS

3415147330-W3-303

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able tot

Identify componertts of cranking motors and starting
explain their purpose.

systems and

Repair and service starting system components.

Check, adjust and isolate malfunctions in the starting circuit.

EQUIPMENT

Bench Item Starters
Armature Tester (Growler)
Battery-Starter Tester
Common Tools

PROCEDURE

Basis of _Issue
1/student
1/6 students
1/2 students
1/student

Using this workbook as a guide for step-by-step procedures and
important information, perform each task as outlined and as directed
by'the instructor._

Exercise 1

Disassemble the,cranking motor.

Note: The disassembly steps will vary considerably according to
the type and construction of the cranking motor. The following
information will apply mainly to the type of cranking motor that
will be found during the time spent in the 314R47330'ccurse.
Disassembly should proceed only so far as is necessary to make
repair or replacement of the defective parts.

pROCEDURE IMPORTANT -INFORMATION

1. Select the proper tools 1. Always use the correct tool and
and test equipment.

2. Dtsassemble the cranking 2.

motor, figure 16.

a. Disconnect starter
switch (if used) or
solenoid from the
motor terMinel 9U
the starter frame.

use it safely.

a.

23
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Figpre 16. Disassembled Starter Motor.

b. Remove brushes from
brush holders.

'c. Unscrew the thru bolts,
figure 16, and remove
the coriputator,end frame
and field frame assembly.

b.. Follow the directions of
your instructor.

c. This will separate the drive
housing.

d. Remove the armature from d.

the drive housing.

Exercise 2

Inspect, repair or replace parts on the cranking motor.

PROCEDURE MPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Check armature to commutator
leads.

2. Inspect the commutator.

a. Clean commutator if
necessary.

b. Inspect brushes.

No Make sure that they are properly
soldered.

1. Burned commutator bars are
sometimes-caused by an open circuit
in the armature..

24

a. Use 00 sandpaper for cleaning.

b. If brushes are worn down to
Less than 1/2 their original
length, they must he repla;ed..

'If bruihes are being replaced
they should be restated as
shown in figure 17.

,



Figure 17. Reseating Brushes.

c. Check brush spring
tension.

d. Examine brush holders
for bent or damaged
condition.

e. Check armature for:

(1) Short'circuits.

(2) Open circuits.

(3) Unwanted grounds.

f. Check the field windings
for:

(1) Unwanted grounds.

c. Use sprihg tension'gauge.

d.

e. .The instructor will
demonstrate these tests for
you.

(1) Short circuits are
located by using the
growler.

(2)_ Inspect the points where
the conductors are
joined to the commutator
bars.

(3) Use a test lamp and
test points.

f. The instructor will demonstrate'
these tests for you also.

25270

(1) Use test lamp. Connect
one lead to the field and
the other lead to the
starter frame. .

1

Notes If the mo or has a shunt

;

coil, the shunt il must be
disconnected bed° e making
this test. ,



-

(2) Open circuits.

===

dr

Exercise 3

Reassemble and test the cranking motor.

PROCEDURE MUTANT =FORMATION

Reassemble the cranking
motor.

(2) Connect test lamp lmmis
to ends of the field
imsil.

1. Reassemble in the reverse
procedure of that used in the
disassembly, figure 16. Make
sure that all leads are correctly
attached and that brushes are
installed in holders and making
contact with the commutator of
the armature.

12 VOLT
BATTERY

+0

CRANKING MOTOR

Figure 18. Circuit for Checking
Free Speed of Cranking Motor.

26
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Motor tho cranking Rotor. After reassembly, conneitt it battery
to the cranking motor terminal and
ground, figure lg. Inergise the

AolommUilif4071At colinetralalLa

_

3. Have the instructor check
your work.

=.94.

the solenoid. The.cranking motor
should rotate freely,

3. Instructor's Initials:

Exercise 4 -

Test the starting circuits on the vehicle.

PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Make the 'checks for
excessive.resistance in the
cranking motor's insulated
and ground circuits in
accordance with
TO 33D6-3-4-1, pages 16-18.

1.

2. Make the starter amperage 2. Use TO 3 ip6-3-4-1, page 19.
d-aw test.

3. Have thevinstruator check 3. Instructor's Initials:
your project.

Note: Use tne space provided below for any; additional notes on
the maintenance and testing of the cranking motor.

t.
a

SI

=='=
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Vehicle Meintenance Branch
Chanute ATB,.Illinois

DC CHIMING SYSTEM

7="--
Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to:

Identify units of a DC charging system and-aFplain their function.

Repair and service DC generators affd DC charging system components.

110

Check, adjust and isolat0 malfunctions dal a DC charging system.

EQUIPMENT

Bench Item Generators
Bench Item Regulators
Armature Tester (Growler)
Volts-Amp Tester
Tach-Dwell Tester
Spring Tension Gauge
Common Tools

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student
l/studdnt
1/6 students
1/2 students
l/estudents
1/6-soudents
I/student

Using this workbook as a guide for step-by-step protedures and
important information, perform eaah task as oUtlinid and as directed
by the instructor.

Exercise 1

Partially disassemble the generator.

PROCEDURE

1. Partially disassemble the
generator.

a. Remove thru bolts.

b. Remove commutator erj,
frime.

c. Remove armature
assembiy.

DEPQRTANT INFORMATION

1. The procedure to b folldvedwill
vary according to the generator
construction.

29

V

Note: Disassembly dhould proceed
on2y so far as is necessary to make
repair or replacement of the
defective parts.

a.

b. Ind frame limy have to be
loosened by lightly tapping
edge with a plesti4 hammer.

,

c. Armature, pulley, fan, and
drive and frame are removed
as an assembly.



PRoCoual

duck _the armature.

2. Check and clean"the
commutitor.

3. Test, armature for:

a. Short circuits.

b. Unwanted grounds.

~

c. Open circuits.

'Test generator fields and
terminals for:

a. Unwanted grounds.

. Open circuits.

MORTAR INTONATION

If coils are loose in slots or
unsoldired from commutator, the .
armature should be replaced.

2. If the commutator is,badly seared
it should be turned; if slightly
worn or dirty, it should be sanded
with 00 sandpaper.

3.

a. Use a growler for this check..
Place in growler and sleoly
revolve while a hacksaw blade
is held above the armature
core. Short circuits will
cause the blade to vibrate
against the core when it is
held above the slot containing
the shorted winding.

b. Use test lamp with test prods.
Place one test procton the core
of the armature and the other
on the commutator. If lamp
lights, the armature is
grounded.

c. Open circuits in the armature
are usually readily apparent.
This condition causes burned
commutator bars. Growler may
be used for checking.

a. Use test lamp prods on field
terminal and frame. If

lamp lights, the field is
grounded.

b. Place test lamp prods at two
ends of field circuit. Tha
lamp should light. If it
does not Ulla," the field
circuit is.open.



5. Check brush holders.

C. fialds lin series with
or anti a battary of

ap rox tly 1.5 amps for
a vol system.

5. Where 1Jcated, sok for security
of mounting and the insulated
brush /loader fo grounds.

Exercise 3

Reassemble and make brush spring tension mist.

14-

fla

CLAMP IN SOFT /AWED VISE

/
TAKE READING AS !KUSH

LEAVES-COMMUTATOR

momF, yeastmule.4scimmiiNs_
,

//-

---41-

_

4.

4

\ ,
Figure 19. Measuring Sruth Spring

Tension on Generator With.Teneion Gauge.

o 332"f-
:3



PROCEDURE It*ORTANT INFORMATION

2. Check brush spring tension
as shown in figure 19.

Exercise 4

Bench test reassembled generator.

PROCEDURE

1. Observe all safeey

2. Make a motoring test.

a. Make the correct
connections for motoring
test on an "A" circui,t
generator, figure 20.

b. Make the correct
condections for motoring
test on f "B" circuit
generator, figure 21.

Tension is checked by measuring
with a spring ounce gauge the
pull required to raise brushes,
brush arms, or holders from the
contact position. Replace the
springs if the tension is not as
3pecifiad. Spring tension found:

1 IMPORTANT INFORMATION

2. Note: Connected properly, the
generator should motor at a
steady speed.4 everything is
operating properly. Refer to
figures 20 and 21 for correct
connections.

a.

b.

. Have the instructor check 3. Instructor's,Initials:
your projeCt.

Exercise 5

Check out Ihe charging circuits and adjvst the units.in the -
generator regulatur.

PROCEDURE

32

=PORTANT INFORMATION

044

a.



Figure 20. Connecticns for Running
Generator ("A" Circuit) as a Motor.

Figure 21. Cpntutctions for Running
Gonsrator ("B" Circuit) as a Motor.

33
f)-
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0

4.

41,

Mum. all safety 1.

proaultlano opplyise to

Obtain the applicable
publications.

Check out the charging
circuit and adjust 'the
applicable test'
equipaent.

Haw; the instructor check
your work.

2. List references used: .

1

\

3. Because of the different types of
test equipmenethat say be used,

refer.tell the applicable
publications for the correct
procedure.

4. Instructor's InitiAls:

Note: Use the space proyided below for notes pertaining to the
checking of the DC charging circuit.

34

274'



Vehicle Maintenance Branch
Chantite Ant Illinois

3A3R47330 -W1-305
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OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this workbook you will be able to:

Identify units of an AC charging circuit and explain their function.

Repair and serviae AC Charging sistem'components.

Check, adjust and isolate malfunctions in an AC charging circuit.

EQUIPMENT

Bench Item Alternitors
Bench Item Regulators
Diode Tester
Tech-Dwell Tester
Volt-Amp Tester
.Belt, Tension Gauges

Common Tools

PIOCEDURE

a

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/12 students
1/2 students
1/2 students
116 students
1/student

Using this workbook as a guide for step-by-step procedures and
important information, perform each task as outlined and as directed
by the instructor.

9
Exercise 1

Disassemble an alternator. 0
S.

Note: The following information concerns the Chrysler built
alternator system. Although other manufacturer's will-vary the
design, location of components, and test'procedures, the ptinciple
is the same. Always refer to the factory manuals for corroct test
procedures and specifications.

1. Remove brush assemblies.

t

1. .To prevent possible damage to the
brush assmobliese they should be
removed before proceeding with
the disassiably of the alternator.
Refer to figures 22 end 23.

243
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62.71106.

Figure 22. Removing or'Installing Insulated Brush..

, GROUND BRUSH ASSEMILY

Aer."-

(

Figure 23. Removing or Installing Ground Brush.

a. Remove iniulated brush.
Remove retaining screw,.
lockwasher, nylon washer,
and'field teTminal.

b. Remove insulated brush.
Remove the retaining
screw and lift the clip,

36

a. The insulated brush is
mounted in a plastic holder
that positions the brush
vertically against one of
the slip rings, figure 22.
Carefully lift the plastic
holder contiining the spring
end' insulated brush aesemikly
from the end housing.

b. The ground brush is placed
against the remaining slip
sins mad is retained in a

0



a

V

v

2. Remove the thru bolis.

TOOL

2.

when removing the insulated
brush.

:17 RECTIFIER END
STATOR SHIED

62 x ice

Figure 24. Separating Drive End Shield From Stator.

3. Separate the drive end
housing pulley and rotor
assembly from the stator
and rectifier end housing
assembly.

3. CAUTION: The stator is separated
with the rectifier end frame to
prevent damage to wiring, figure
24.

Exercise 2

Inspect the alternator.

.00

PROCEDURE IMPORTANT INFORMATION

1. Inspect slip rings for
indications of oil, being
burnt or worn.

1.

2. Inspect brushes for signs 2:

) of stickincin holder
or housing.

3. , Inspect the bearing surfaces
of the rotor shaft at the
rectifier end and the
bearing.

3.

4. Inspect rectifier (diode)
leads, especially at

4.

connections for good
contact, also inspect
insulation.



_

1. Testing positive case diodes 1.

in the heat.istnk.

t 2.11 C-31C9

TO -BAT"
TiamINAt

a

Special tool or diode tester is
used to test the diode testifiers
without openi*g the "Y" connection.
Due to the shert leads at the "Y"
connection it is difficult to
ieparate 'them. The tester will
save time aad is accurate.

11111' -414.

Nks

4

A5,1 .1%
POSITIVE CAse

RICIFIERS ,

Figure 25. 'Testing Positive Rectifiers

I. ?lug diode tester into
110-volt supply.

a.

(Typical).

Refer to figure 25.

b. Connect alligator clip b. Caution: Insulate alternator
of tester to the from metal bench during test.
alternatcr "BAT"
terminal.

c. Touch the bare metal
of each of the positive
case diode lead-wines in
the heat sink at Chle
diodes.

d.- 'Read the muster.

38

c. Always contact the connection
nearest the'diodes.

The readi4 for ach aiode
should b* the same. The
reading on the meter wiil
indicate two _9ak over for
good diodirr

2' -)
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Figure 26. Testing Negative (Typical).
_

Test negative case diodes 2. Refer to figure 26.

in the end housing.
-

a. Connect alligater.clip a.

of diode tester to
the end hOusing.

b. Touch the test prod to
base wire of the

:iode leads at the
diodes.

Meter will indicate the
condition of the diodes.

b.

c. The test indications are the
same for the. negative oase
diodes as for the positive
case diodes in the heat sink.
However, the meter will
read at the opposite and of
the scale. Refeeto item ld
_above.

4

r.d

1.

61451

Figure 27, Testing Stator For Grounds (Typical).
, 39



Test the stStor for grounds.

itatcir

core, and contact the
other prod to each of
the three stator leads.

the stator landings for 4.

Contact one prod of the
test lamp to all three
stator leads at the
"Y" connection.

b. Contact each of the three
atitor leads at the other
end.

5. Test

a.

the rotor for grounds._

Contact one prod of
the test lamp to one,
of the slip rings..

p. Contact the rotor shaft
with the remaining test
prod.

6. Test the rotor for opens,
shorts and excessive
resistance.

o.

a. Connect an ammeter in'
series between the slip

----114; and a battery of'
the specified voltage.

.4

a.

t test

stator windings are grounded.

b. The test lamp should light
when the prod contacts each
of the'three leads. tf the
test lamp does not light,, the
stator winding is open.

a.

ok The test ,lamp should not
light. If the lapp does
light, this indicates that
;he rotor field coil is
grounded.

6. These three checks-can be made
, -

in one step.

b. Connect one ammeter lead
to one slip ring.. Connect
ground lead to the other

4.

/
'a. .Pleld'current draW should

b. appIftimately 2.5 imps.
14; reading ,on the Ammeter
indicates an open circuit.
A higher than specified

4reading indicates a short
,41rcuit while a lower than
specified reading indicates
excessive resistance.-

b. Ammeter seeding:.

4.

;

_



r1

cautions Dp mot connect
hotaileads-tetAberimme-sliip

Mb

,)

ammeter will result.

Exercise 4

Reassemble the alternator.

PROCEDURE

1. Position the stator on the 1.

diode end housing.

#"\-2. Position he rotor and drive 2.

end housing assembly on the
diode end housing.

3. Align the thru balt holes 3.

through the drive end
housing, stator and diode
hoding.

. _Compress stator and both 4.
end housings together by
hand.

5.

k nstall the thru bolts,
ashers, and nuts.

6. Install the insulated
brush, la-Elwashers, nylon
washer,-and terminal screw.

7. Install the oround ()rush
and attaching screw./

S. Rotate the pulley.

9. Rims the inatructor chock 40

'your project.

5.

6.

7.

'IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Make sure thet all of the diodes,
connections, stator leads, and
condenser,leads (internally
installed', if used) will not
interfere with the rotor fans.

arr

S.

I.

S. By hand and slowly..,Tnis is to be
sure that'the,rator fans do not
hit the diode and stator
ionnections.

Instructor's

&tarots,

,

Testi the AC Charging system.

.

k
. t

=

.



by the instructor.

Have the.instructor check
your projact.

.instructor's

Ft

411.

se.

a
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Vihicl Maintenance Branch
* ,Chanute APB, Eltinois

OBJECTIVE

AMP.. -as =1.-.1.
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. . 4.a.. a

,

3AB24733'
10 .

After complpting this study guide/worksheet and your classroor instructiou.

you will be able to test and isolate malfunctions of vehi.cle ignition system

components by using special test equipment.

Operational Engine Traine0
Oscilloscope
Mechanic's Toolkit

INTRODUCT40N

The tudy guide portion of this lesson contains infdrmation relative to
the desrtpcion, purpose, principle of operation, and operating instructions

. of the tine ignition analyzer oscilloscope. The worksheet portion contains
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1-2. This manual contains operation an'd mainte-
nance instritctions and a repair parts list for the
Portable Engine Ignition Analyzer-Oscilloscope. Sun
Electric Corporation Model No. $S-5. This equip-
menr will be referred to throughout -this manual AS
the,. oscilloscope. (See figure 111).

Also included in this manual is a brief expla-
nation of the osc illosc op e principle of iveration.
waveform portray al mterpretation and ignition
tests and troubleshooting procedures.

1-4. DESCRIPTION A.ND PURPOSE

i.74_T-1-4eas4-Closcope.--34Chtdingtheoic_cessoryisit
(see ilcv.re 1-1) is a self-contained unit requiringonly
external .electr ic.al power for operation. The
oscilloscope operates on a power source of 115 volts,
60 cycle. single phase current.

The oscilloscope is designed to display in a
:,-raph-iike picture. the operating events of spark

niton systems used on military, automotive and
,Aitboard marine encines. The accessory kit contains
essentia. _oncire adapters ior waterproof ignition
systems.

1-7. OSCILLOSCOPE PRLNCIPLE OF OPERATION

1-6A the'oicilloscope screen may be compared to
.rapn as illustrated in iicure 1-2. The vertical

represents voltage while the horizontal-line
repr,.'seiits time. Since the oscilloscope waveforms
represent voltage in reiatlon to time. the oscilloscope
is especially useful wtien measuring a cnanging volt-
ace.

1-9. Fi.nare 1-2 depicts a ,:onstantly changing volt-
, ou r ri a period A'n one second. div.4ded into

,piarters. From a starting point on the zero line,
voltage increases steadily until it reaches its maxi-
mum positive value of .2 volts at time Ti. From
this point the voltage decreases steadily to T3 it!,
rna_ximum neszative value of -2 volts. During the last
,luarter 31 a second the voltage begins to rise again
until it reaches 0 volts at time T4.

1,

Figure ,1-2. Voltage Measurement in
Relation to Time

1

vertical movement the trace wavetorm)represents
a voltage of one.polarity when the trace is shove the
zero line, and.of the opposite palikity below.the zero
line. Therefore, an oscillating waveform above and
below the zero line, represents AC voltage.

1-11. Horizontal movement of the trace represents
time. However-, when the oscilloscope is used for
testing *Mon systems, time is not measured in
seconds or minutes but in degrees of distribu tor
rotation. For exaMple: when testing an tgnit ion
system of a six cylinder engine, the system will cycle
six times for every one revolution of the distributor.
Dividing six into 360 degrees equals 60 degrees of
distributor rotation for every one ignition cycle.

1-12. If the oscilloscope trace is adilted
one complete ignition cycle starts at 60 degrees. and
ends at zerodegreee on the dwell scale of the oscillo-
scope screen, any portion of the waveform can be
accurately measured in degrees oi distributor
rotation.

1-13. WAVEFORM MTERPHETATION

1-14. Correct and acctrate interpretation of oscil-.
loscope waveforms is essential to proper ignition 7..
system analysis., Wavef or m 8, either primary or
secondary, depict ignition events as they occur in
the engine.. Malfunctions in an ignition system or
defective components will distort these waveforms,
thus indicatingra problem. The location and shape of
the distortion determines the type of problem and its
pr obable location.

1-15. PRIMARY WAVEFORMS

1-16. Since the application of this oscilloscope pro-
vides mostly primary waveforms, this waVeform is
examined first. The primary waveform consists of
tttree sections: THE FIRING SECTIQN. THE INTER-
MEDIATE SECTION, and the DWELL SECTION. (See
figure 1-3).

Figure 1-3, Basic Primary Waveform

,



1-17. PUUNO SECTION

s.

Pain A repaints the instals at wkch 'he bream
points esperste. The malting high voltage is die-

ts glayegia-the-unwelarin-twAlis-vertical-Une-Srois-A-10.

takes piens. This section, diallays a series,
rapid oscillations that tske pia)* in the laded pri-
mary circuit during the actual firing of a spark plug.
POint A represent:1i the instant at which the breakar
points separate. Point B indicate* the actual firing

point ot the spark plug and rotor, ow. Line AB is

referred to as the firing

rotor-

:.

"Ionisation point.

b. The vertical rise from A to a, 'and the dimin-
ishing oscillations that tallow, represent the !eptated
charging and discharging of the condenser while the

spark plug is firing. As the spark bridges the spFk
plug and riKor gaps and energy is drained from the

coil, the amplitude, or height, of these oscillations
diminishes until the spark is extinguished, as in-
dicated at point C. Distortion in this section indicates;

ezresetvelv high-resietanee-in-the--secondary-circuit?
badly fouled spark plugs, or arcing of the points upon

opening. The negative peak of the firing lin may also'
be affected,

1- ie. ENTERMEDIATE SECTION

a. The Intermediate-Section is seen as a series
of gradually diminishing oscillations that represent
the energy , remaining ui the coil after the spark is
extinguished. This remaining energy dissipates it-
self as an osc illating current that gradually decreases
until the contact points close at pint D. Distortion
in this section will be urthe form of missing ascii-

. lawns. which indicates a defective coil, cnndenser,
, *or improper Dwell.-,

1-19. DWELL SECTION

a. The Dwell Section begins when the distributor
c ontac t points close at point D. The point cicse
signal can be observed as a faint downward line from
point D to point E. The Dwell Section is represented
by the horizontal line which extends from point Z to
the point F. It is during this period thin the points
remain closed, and turrent flows in, the primary
circuit. Distortion in this section will be in the point
close signal and indicates an adverse condition of the
breaker points. The distortion may take the shape of
a retr ace, or a slight break in the point close signal.

1-20. SECONDARY WAVEFORMS

1-21. The secondary waVeform, though somewhat
different in shape, is a direct reflection of the primary
waveform. (See figure 1-4). The secondary waveform
COnsists of the three sectional as the primary,
that is, the rir Section, Intermediate Section, and
the Dwell Sec , . -

1-22. niumalinTION

a. The Firing Section al the secondary waveforht
is composed of only two lines. The first is the Firing
Line, & vertical line thM indleatee the voltage re-
mitred to overcome the spark plug and rotor gaps....--

The second is the Spark Line, a horizontal line that
indicates the voltage required to maintain the spark

Figure 1-4. Secondary Waveform With
Primary Waveform ompzison

b. After the spark pag fires there is a sharp
drop in secondary voltage to point C. As the 'spark
continues to bridge the gap, the spark voltage re-
mains at a fairly low, but conetant value until the
spark extinguishes It point D. Distortion in this
section indicates, excessively high resistance in the
secondary circuit, badly fouled spark plugs, or arcing
of the contact points on opening.

1-23. ZITERMEDIATE SECTION

a. The Intermediate Section, which immediately
follows the Firing Section, is seen as a series of
gradually diminishing oscillations that represent the
energy remaining in the coil after the spark is ex-
tinguished. This energy dissipates itself as an oscil-'
lating cuirent that gr a du al Ily decreases as it ap-
proaches point E. -This oscillation results from the
combined effects of the coil and condenser in dissi-
pating this energy. Distortion in the Intermediate
Section will be in the form of missing oscillations,
which indicates defective coil, condenser, or im-
proper Dwell.

1-24. DWELL SECTION

a. The Elwell Secticas represents that period 'of
time during the ignition cycle, when the breaker
points are closed. The IlweAl Section begins at point
I when the distributor contact palate daft, Closing
the polite ceases a short downward L. followed by a
series cd small, rapidly diminishing oscillations.
The Dwell Section continues. &Mil the points open at
the beginning of the next firing cycle Robot F).
Distortion in this section indicates spi adverse point
condition,

2 0,i



2-1. OPERATING L'ISTAUCTIONS

INICTION N
2-4. C-IPERATING PROCEDURE

2-2. Waterproof Ignition Systems

2-3. This section covers operation of the oscillo-
scope, when uud on waterproof ignition systems.
Some of the controls are preset and n-iwd not be ad-
justed each time the unit is used. Othe 'enre adjusted
according to Ile operator's preferew*. or as required
by the parucular tests. No special safety precautions
heed be observed while operating this unit. However.
it should be treated with the normal care and eon-

', sideratiori 4iven to any piece of electronic equipment.
Avcia rhugh abusive handling.

fi

refer to figure 24.

a. Attach power cord (2, figure 1-1) to the rear
of the oscilloscope case. Insert other end of power
cord into a 115v ac power supply,

b. Oet power switch (10, figute 2-1) to ON. When
the power switch is in the ON position the pilot lamp
(7, figure 2- 1) should light4

NOTI

If the pilot lamp fads to light %poet ac power cord
connections and proper voltage power supply. Press
circuit breaker RESET bvton (6, figure 2-1).

1. Focus Control
2. Brightness Control
3. Trigger Stability Control
IL Expand Control
'5. Trigger Pickup Connector
6. Reset Button
7. Pilot Light

4111.1wiimmIMImlionewilk A

8. Pattern Piekup Connector
9. Parade Control

10. Power Switch
11. Pattern Height Control
12. Polarity Switch
13. Vertical Posttion Conl.rol
14. Bezel Assembly

Figure 24. Oscilloscope Control Panel

299,1
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c, Rotate tspand iontrol knob (4, figure 2.1j
LiUI the index line and dot are-In alignment. This

cylinder.

d. Align parade -control knob (2. net+) 2-1) as
outlined in step c. The parade knob adjusts horizontal
position of the waveform and permits parading of in-
dividual c y 1 inder s across the :intim, for closer
examination.

e. Rotate pattern height knob (11. figure 2-1) to
an opri.;ht position. The waveform height or vertical
gain is controlled and adjust%I with this knob. .

f. Set polarity switch (12. figure 2-1) to match
polarity of the vehicle battery ground-terminal. The
polanty switch changes polarity of the wxefortn.

g.. ROI...1W vertical position knob (13. figure 2-1)
To an upright position. The vertical 'position of the
waveform ,is controlled and adjusted With tail knob.

h. Adjust the trii:ger stability knob(3. figure 2-1)
as rnitlined :n step This control eliminates hart-
mr.ta.; mot tryient or roil of the waveform caused by
.tmprlier synchronization of the oscilloscope with the
engme.

a
Adjuld brigitinsu control knob (2, figure 34)

as outlined in step g, -Brilliant,* or int/many ot- thit

j. Adjust focus control knob (1, figure 2-1) as .
outlined in step g. The focus knoir focuses the Nave-

.fora for m ax 1 mu m clarity and shall be adjilbstad
whenever the brightness control knob (2, figure 2.1)
is changed.

2-6. OSCILLOSCOPE CONNECTIONS TO ENGINE
WATERPROOF IGNITION SYSTEMS

2-7. Connections. The following connections will
provide only a Primary Display Waveform.

a. Remove adapter .plug from distributor cap.

b. Install primary pick-up adapter, (7.. figuare
11).

c. Connect red lead of the pattern pick-up to .the
primary pick-up adapter.

d. Connect black pattern pick-up lead (.9. figure
1-1) to a suitable engine, ground.

afr

Figure 2-3. Trigger Pickup Lud and Adapter Connections

4
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idetilbeitsablit Ina Misled* plug

f. Attach trigger adapter, , (5, flog 1- 1 ) to timing
'cylinder spark plug.

g. Connect tinting cylinder spark plug cable to
trigger adapter. .

h. Connect trigger pick-up lead (4, figure 1-1)
of the oscilloscope to the trigger pack-u0 adapter as
shown in figure 2-2.

i. Set polarity switch (12, figure 2-1), to match
the vehicle battery ground polarity.

j. Set the trace on the zero line, using the verti-
cal position eontriii.

k. Start engine.and adjust idle speed if neceesary.

1. Observe waveform, and adjust the spark line
height to line 1, using the pattern height control. Ad-
just the remaining controls for the desired position,
clarity and brightness. II waveform appears to be
unstable, or is moving horizontally &crass the screen,
adjust the trigger stabilization control .(3, figure 2-1)
until the waveform is steady.

m. Stop engme..

NOTE

If the way,..form czthot be stabilized with the trigger
st-abilizat;on control It is possible that the trigger
,.ylinder spark plug is badly fodled. In this Ivent
stun the envie and install the trigger adapter on the
spark phig for the alternate ti-,ing cylinder.. The al-
ternate timing cylinder can be determiped by dividing
the :inn; order in half, and arranging the two halves
In the form of a fraction. The timing cylinder and its
alternate cylinder then will be arranged one above the
,)ther. For example, if No. one cylindir is used to
time 41, iLX cylinder engine whose firing order is 1-5-
3-6-2-4. the alternate timing cylinder isNo. six. Ar-
ranged as a f r ac t i on, the firing order be4omes:

1-5-3rr;
which shows that cylinder Non. one and nix are the
timing cylinders.

3-1. TESTING WATERPROOF' IGNITION. SYSTEMS

3-2. Cranking Coil Output Test. Thii test reveals
the avail4i1ity of voltage required to fire the rotor
and spark plug gaps. Proceed as follows:

a. Discomiect one.. spark plug wire. Isolate the°

d. Altar UK, reisinelet spot plistwire.

wire so that a spark cannot jump to ground.
z 6

b. Back idle speed sereW Mt far atough to allow
the throttle plate to Floes completely, thue preventing
the engine from starting.

c. Crank engine only long enough to note the coil
output. Height of firing line should increase approxi-
mately to line 1. (lee figure 3-1).

5

f

Sett

Figure 3-1. Coil Output Waveform
-.Engine Cranking

3-3. Results and lndicationa. Low coil output: Low
battery. defective ignition primary circuit, failure of
resistor by-pus circuit, insufficient dwell, excessive
distributor resistance, defective coil or condenser.

3-4. IGNITION SYSTEM POLARITY TEST

3-5, Incorrect ignition system polarity can result
in 20 to 40 per cent higher voltage required .to fire
spark plugs. Proceed as follows:

a. Set polarity switch'112, figure 2-11 to corres-
pond with vehicle battery ground polarity.

b. Start engine and run at idle speed.

c. Primary waveform should appear as illustrated
in figure 3-2.

Figure 3-3. Primary Dispray WaV-eform

3-6. Results and indications. Inverted waveform:
vehicle battery polarity reversed. No waveform or
straight Um improper coil or imprwar coil wire
commotion&

3-7. DIELL

34. Dwell 1k the number ofclistributor degrees that
the contact points remain closed +hiring each igiition
cycle. To perform the dweil teat, proceed as follow



°Scapa semen.
. i. .. . . ,- ..

.
.

C * e, Lower waveform ,so thet Lt. touches the dwell .kale at the bona* of the oscilloscope serves.

The point 00041414gal tudicates thedegrees of, dwell, Be sure to read the propbr scale..., .
,..

3-0, Results and Indications. Dwell reading within
the. specif ic at ion: igNtion points are operating
normally and are spaced properly. Dwell reading not
within specification: idiproper point spacing, wrong
ppint assembly. point rubbieg block defective, point
rubbing block misaligned,,yorn dittr ibutor cam.

- 3-10. DWELL VARIATION

3-11. Dwell variation is determined by noting any
dwell change as the engine is operated at different
speeds. Excessive variation indicates a change in
point opening that may result from shaft or bushing
wear, or (rpm the distributor plate shifting becauseof 'year or looseness. To obeeryt, dwell variation
note the follo.wing:

a. Distributor Dwell at idle speed.

b. Dwell indication at 1000 RPM. Dwell indica-,.
tion s:..ould not znange more than 3 degrees on most
veMe:es. Refer to vehicle's speciications before, ..)ndemning lissraiutor.

Nor!
- tne ..vaveform moves harri ont all y on the screen

wrien the engine speed increases, reposition it with
parade contrrA knob.

3-1.2. Results and Indic at. ions. Dwell variation
./..ithin manufacturer's specified tolerance: distributor
is in ..zoud mecnanical condition. Dwell variation
exceeds manicfaLn.arer's maximum specification: worn
distributor shaft, worn bushing,, or worn breaker
plate.

3.13. CAM LOBE ACCURACY TEST

3-14. The accuracy of the ignition iiintributor cam
- determines the ignition timing relationship of all the

cylinders. Should.one or more of the distributor cam
lobes be worn, the distributor shaft bent, or worn
shaft or bushings. uneven timing of the cylinders willresult. Proceed as follows:

a. Adjust engine speed to 1000 RPM.

b.
test.

Expand primary waveform as for the dwell

c. Starting with _the first cylinder, parade the
cylinders across the oscilloscope scream, checking
the dwell of each one. Note any variation in dwelL

-1, I t
.: X Tito numbei of degi k4e of variation
:Avails ta' the pointclose signals, indicates themoriber. ",or &Weft of dietrileator- cam lobe variation. This
variation 'hada not exceed 2 degrees.

e. Mkt% wnverorm to zero line on screen.

3-15. SECONDARY CIRCUIT CONDITION TEST

3-16. Analysis of the firing line and spark line of
the psi:nary display waveform will revepl the pre-
sence of excess resistince in the- secondary circuit.
,Excess reststahce in this circuitebsorbe some of the
power necessary for broper ignition, thui resulting
in poor engine. performance. Proceed as -.follows:

a. Start sagas sad adjust *pea to 160Q RPM.

b. Adiust bared* anci expand controls to obtain a
primary display waveform. -

c. Reverse the polarity switch.
-

d. Observe waveform for dittortion in the.firing
section. (Se.e figure 3-3). Expand and parade wave-
form for desired clarity of each cylinder.

Fiore 3.3 Firing Section Distortions
awir

3-17. U distortion appears in the firing section.
perform the following tests to determine the cause.

a. Stop engine and remove spark plug .wire re-
taining nuts from the spark plugs of the cylinders
showing distortion.

b. Start engine and adjust speed to 1000 611.
c. Remove each wire individualifrom thsespark

plug, and ground it.

d. Cbserve the waveform and refer to Results and
Indications.

?-1S. Remits mid Intheitiona. Spark lbw swears
normal attar graustkag spark plug wire: defective
spark plug, or engine condition affecting, spark plug.

less figure 3-4). Spark line remains dietorted rith
spark plug 'Ire grounds&

a.
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Figure 3-4. Normal Spark Line With
Spark Plug Wire Gronaded

a. On one or more cylinders:'defecti4 distri-
*,utor cap iowers; or individual spark plug wires.
Greatand the distributor cap tower with a suulble probe
to determine if the, cap or *ire is detective.

_b. On all cylinders: °defective coll--tower, coil
wire, distributor cap ttwers. or rotor.

3-19. t OIL AND CONDENSER TEST.

As. Set polarity switch to match vehicle battery
ground polarity.

..-r
.3-20. The Intermediate Section. iisu y obserifed as

A _series ad diminishihg oscillations *presents the
dissipation elf the energyrina1nLngt the coil after
the spark plug has Ceased firing. Ignition system
trouble can be detected by noting the rate at which the
(iscillations diminish. Normally these oscillations

rush gradually. Proceed as follows:

a. Observe theintermediate Section for gradually
diminishing oscillations. U the intermediate section
is ':.-iconipiete. and dwell is narmal. reduce engine

-a abserve me complete intermeolateseCtlon.

3- Resulu sind Indications. tack of oscillations
ritermediate section: short in coil or leaky con-

denser. tSee figure 3-51.

Figure 3-5., --Shorted Coil Or Leaky Condenser

..?

3-22. POD4T CONDITION AND ACTION Tth

3-23. The Dwell Section WOAS when the dtstributor
contact points close and extend to the instant at which
the contact points open to fire the nut cylinder. When
analysing tate section ad the waveform, the point
close and,the point open sigmas shtulti be carefully
observed. Observe the Allowing

a. Dwell mittion for point eielsi ssol point open
signal& (See figure 9.4, 3-7 sail 34).

.1

7

Figure.3.6. Distorted Poiht Close

Figure 3-7. Point Close - Expanded

4 0/OPP.=
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Figure 3-8. Distorted Point Open

b. Adjust pattern height control as desired for a
clearer view of the point close signal. iSee figure
3-6 and 3-71.

c. After test adjust firing line height to line 1.

3-24. Results and Indications.

a. Figures 3-4 and 3-7 depict burned or iiigh
resistance contact surfaces. Figure 3-8 snows the
pointe arcing when opening. This condition results
from pitted contact surfaces or a defective condenser.

3-25, SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE TEST.

3-24, Spark plug firing voltage is the voltage re-
quired to overcome the rotor and spark plug glips,
and establish a spark across the spirit plug electrodes* .

Temperature, fuel mixture, compresiion pressure
and condition of the spark plugs and/or secondary
circuit affect the required firing voltage. Procited

follOws:
40

a. lilt parson and *wind control knobs to obtain
a PRIMARY DISPLAY wavei.Orth.



b. Start engine and adjust kpeed to 1000 RPM.

e. Remove each wire individually from Spark
plug, and grtaind it.

d. Observe waveform. The upwarg peak should
approximately 1-2 tile length ol downward peak.

(See Lg,...re 3-9). The spark line should be smooth .

and slanted downward.

otr

Figure 3-9. :Firing Voltage
vf

,1-25. Results and IndkatiOns. Upward Peak ap-
proxiniAtely 1 2 the len0h of downward peak when
spark plug wire is grounded: worn spark plugs or
t'ogine oondiVon affecting the spark plugs. Upward

ak less than 1 2 the downward ppak. or if spark
line slants upward %hen spark plug is groundel, on
.111 cylinders: poor )nnection between coi1 and rotor

..vtde ritor zap.

Untven V,)1tAge: worn spark plugs, broken
4.irk plug wires. or cocked or worn distributor cap.
Ground dt.str:butor cap tower to determine if cap or
wire IA defective. If waveform fails to meet step d.
paragraph 1-27, proolern is in the cap. 11 waveform
passes step d. prr_bletn i in the wire.

3-29. MAXIMUM COIL OUTPUT TEST (Available
Voltage).

. .

3-30. Maximum Coil Ogput is a term used to des-
cribe the maximum secondary voltage that an ignition
system is able to produce under a given operating
condition, Because of itui operating principle, in ig-
nition coil will produce its maximum voltage whenever
it attempts to fire an irr?ossible gap, such as when a
spark plug wire is removed from a spark plug and
held away from ground. For this test, proceed as
follows:

lot

MUM pigarity.

C. Use insulated pliers to'dlaconneet spark plug
wire front spark plug. Hold wire away from ground.

d. Observe height of firingline. Height should
increase. by 1/3 upward, and by 1/2 down ward.

e. Reduce engine speed to 1000 RPM.

3-31. Results and Indications. Insufficient Coil
Ouip.o. excessive resistance in the primary circuit,
low primary input ,Poltage. defective coil, dwell less
than spec died or defective sec ondar y insulation.

3-32. SECONDARY DISULATION JEST

3.33. When an ignition coil produces a surge 61 high
voltage, as a result of the collapse Of its magnetic
field, the voltage is applied frhm the coU tolier to the
coil wire, distributor cap, rotor and the secondary
wire, and finally to the spark plug to create the spark
across its electrodes. It must he realized that insula-
tion of all parts of the secondary circuit,must be of
high _quality and in good condition to insure reliable
ignition unuer all operating conditions. Proceed as
follows:

a. Set polarity switch to match vehicle bateery
jr.)und polarity.

b: With a spark plug wire r,emoved as for the
Maximum Coal Output test, observe downward peak of
the waveform. For primary waveform it should be
approximately 1/3 of the upward peak, and be con-
sistent.

c. Reconnect spark plug wire and test remaining
cylinders in the same manner.

3-34. Results and Indications. Short, intermittent
or absent lower extent on one or more cylinders:
insulation leakage in the distributor 4ap or spark plug
wires. Short. intermittent or absent lower eXtent on
all cylinders: insulation leakage in coil tower, rotor,
coil wire or distributor cap.

8
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4-2. Connections. The following connections, for
standard ignition system, diner somewhat from those
listed in paragraph 2-wt. The basic difference results
in a secondary waveform. Also, by clianging the
trigger pick-up, a superimposed waveform can be
obtlined.

e- 3. Secondary Display Waveform Connections

a. Connect red pattern pick-up lead (9, figure
1-1) to center of coil high tension lead as illustrated
in figure 4-1.

b. Attach black pattern pick-up lead '(9, figure
1-1) to a suitable engine ground.

c. Attach trigger pick-up lead (4. figure 1-1) to
timing cylinder spark pit* wire three to six inches
from the distributor cap. (See figure 4-2);

NOTE
traqer piclt-tip clip must be insulated from the

high .voltage sparK. U arcing occura bet ween the
wIre-and trigger pick-up clip, the spark plug for that
cylinder will not trre.

polarity.

e. Align the trace on the zero line by adjusting
the vertical position control knob.

1. Start engine and adjust idle speed if necessary.

g. Adjust firing line height to line 1 by rotating
the pattern height control knob.

h. Refer to paragraph 2?7, step L
\

I. If th* waveform appears unstable refer to the
note following step\kn, paragraph 2-7.

4-4. Superimposed Waveform Connections

See paragrapfi 4-3 , step a.

b. 'See paragraph 4-3, step b.

c. Conneit trigger pick-up lea4 (4, figure 1-1). to
center of coil high tension lead. (Refer to figure 4-3.

Figaro 4-1. Secondary Display Waveform Connections

t
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HOU
Trigger pick-up clip must be insulated from the high
voltnen leek I artist weer* between tide wire

properly.

d. Set polarity switch opposite vehicle battery
ground polarity.

4-5. STANDARD IGNITION SYSTEM TESTS

4-5. This sction outlines ...various ignition tests
tnat can be made with the oscilloscope. These tests
apply to the standard ignition systems and are made
wan L secondary display v.tavet:ram unless it is stated
Nherwise.

COIL OUTPUT TEST - CRA.tiNING

This test indicates the availability of volta4e
:o :ire ro:4: 1:Gx.t.k plug

7!le engine is being turned ,,,ver, This test is made
Iu.lOWS:

a. Remove coil wire from distributor cap and
isolate the w7re so that a spark cannot jump to ground.

4. Crank the engine, and note the coil outNt.
See fi:aire

Figure 4-4. Coil Output - Cranking

c. Height ol the wavetorm should extena to me
:op ..1 the screen.

d. Replace coil wire into chstributor.

4-9. Results and Indications. Low cotl output: iow
pottery. defective ignition primart: circuit. failure ot
ignition resistor by-pass circuit, insufficient dwell,
excessive distributor resistance. defective coil or
condenser.

4-10. IGNITION SYSTEM POLARITY TEST

4-11. Incorrect ignition system polarity can result
in 20 to 40 per cent higher voltage required to fire
spark plugs. Check system po wr it y as follows:

a. Set oscilloscope polarity switch opposite the
vehicle battery pound polarity.

b. Start engine and run at idle speed.

c. Secondary waveform should appear as shown
in figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5. Normal Secondary Display Waveform

4-12. Results and Indications. Inverted waveform:
veilicie battery potarity reversed. ignition coil un-
properly connected, incorrect coil :or the vehicle.

4-13. DWELL TEST

4-14. The dwell test procedure IS as follows:

a. 11...in engine at idle speed.

b. Transfer trigger pick-up lead to coil wire for
the superimposed waveform.

.;ust, length -).t. waveform so lt itx.ts and
ends ,;.t vertical :ines .-rt the osc.liosc'.., screen.

d. Lower waveform so it touches owell scale at
the bottom of the oscilloscope screen.

e. The point close signal indicates degres of
Be sure to read the proper sCale., tSee figtire

:ri ni C

44. .4. . _ S

) 1 14 I I )1' I

11C

4C
1141. sr ss sr dr a so or r I.

Figure 4-8. Point Clcise

4-IS. Result/ and federations. Dwell readiag within
the specification; ignition points are operating nor-
mally and are spaced properly. Dwell reading not
within specification.: Unproper point spicing, wrong
point assembly, point rubbing block &fictive, point
rubbing block missiliped, worn distr ibu tor cam.

11



4-18. DWELL VARIATIOCTEST

--L-27. DINA vertelts- detestaieng WSW* nlif

speeds. Excessive venation indiistes a change in
point opening-4ES may result from shaft or bashialg_
wear, or from the distributor plate alaifting because
of weir or looseness. Proceed as follows:

a. Use the superimposed waveform for this test.

b. Note distributor dwell at idle speed.

NOTE

If the waveform moves horizontally on the screen
when the engine speed increases, reposition it using
the parade control. .

c. Note dwell reading at.1000 RPM. Dwell read-
ing should not Change more than 3 degrees on most
vehicles. Refer to vehacle's specifications before
condemning distributor.

4-1& Results and Indications. Dwell variation with-
in manufacturer's specified tolerance: distributor .is

,in good mechanicalconditicn. Dwell variation exceeds
manufacturer's maxiniurn specification: worn distri-
butor.shait. worn bushing, worn breaker plate.

4-19. CAM LOBE ACCURACY TEST

4-20. Accuracy of the 1tion distributor camdeter-
rothes ignition timing relationship of all cylinders.
Should one or more of the distributor cam lobes be-
, me worn, or the aistributor skaft be bent. uneven
timing of the cylinders will result. Proceed as follows:

a. Set engine speed to 1000 RPM.

b. Superimpose waieform.

Ad;ust length of waveform so it starts and
ends, at the vertik:al lines on the oscilloscope screen.
.14 in the dwell test.

a. Note variation in the point close signals.

4-21. Results and Vidications. The number of de-
. grees vari at ion in .dwell, or point close signals,

indicates the number of degrees of distributor cam
lobe variation. This variation should not exceed 2
degrees. a

4-22. SECONDARY CIRCUIT CONDITION TEST

4.43. Analysis of the firing line and spark line of
the secondary waveform will revearthe presence of
excess resistance in the secondary cirCuit. Excess
resistance in this circuit absorbs some of the power
necessary for proper ignition, this resulting in poor
engine performance. Proceed t.s follows:

MOTS

dome resistance -is desirable in standard ignition
systems to reduce. ignitice interference With radio
and television reception. .This resistance is known
as ignition suppression.

I. Use the escorefary display %swarm.

14 RIOS* ArlalpVlieltptee Weird cylinder spark
isinvidmv.=

c. Start engin. and &Must speed to 1000 RPM.

d. Adjuit firing line height to line 1, using pat-
tern height control.

e. -Observe firing lines sad spark lines for dis-
tortion,. Expand and parade waveform as desired for
closer observation.

444. If distortion appears in the firing section,
perform the following detailed test to determine the
cause.

, a. Remove the wire from the spark plug of the
cylinder showing distortion, and ground it.

b. Observe the waveform: refer to Results and.
Indications.

4-25. Results and Indications. (See figure 4-7).
Spark rine appears normal after grounding spark plug
wire: defective spark plug, or engine condition af-
fecting spark plug. Spark line remains distorted with
sparic,plug wire grounded:

a. On one or more cylinders: defective distri-
butor cap towers. or Mdividual spark plug wires.
Ground the distributor cap tower with I suitable probe
to determine if the cap or wire is defective.

b. On. all cylinders: defective coil tower, coil
wire, distributor cap towers, or rotor.

Figure 4-7. Normal Secondary Waveform
Expanded

4-26. COIL AND CONDENSER TEST

4-27. The Intermediate Section. usually observed as
series of diminishing oscillations, represents dis-

sipation Of 'energy remaining in the coil ifter the
spark plug has ceased firing. Ignition system trouble
can be detected by noting the rate at which the oscil-
lations diminish. Normally, these oscillations
dimirush gradually: Observe the following:

a. Intermediate Section for gradually diminish-
..ing oscillations. If the intermediat section is incom-
plete, and dwell is .normal, reduce engine speed to
observe ths complete intirtnallate waveform. Expand
and parade waveform as desired for cleser ,observa-
tion.

4-28. Results and Indieetione. Lack of oscillations
in intermediate section:' short in coil, leaky conden-
ser or Poor coil wire costlections.



th Riverse polarity swttch.

linders foilieWit and uniforinity.

-3-27. If abnormal firing lines are observed, pro-
ceed with the following tests to determine the cause.

0

Figure 4-8. Missing Oscillations

Defective intermediate Section
a.

41,29. PODIT CONDITION AND ACTION TEST

4-JO. The Dwell Section begins when the distributor
ontacts close and extends to the instant at which the

contacts open to fire the next cylinder. When analyz-
ing this section oi the waveform. the,point ciose and
the point open signals should be carefully observed.
P roc eeci ;is follows:

A. Observe rs well Section for point close and
point open sig-nals.

b. Expand and parade waveform as desired for
closer observation.

4-31. Ilesults and Indications.

a. Figure 4-9 depicts burned or high resistance
contact su efac e s. Figure 4-10 shows the points
arcing when open'-,r. This condition r e sul t s from
pitted contact surfaces or a de! ec t iv e condenser.

=mmioNMONMMIMINit
UNIMMEMINIMMOUMEMMIM wmg.MMIftmolMiro .ts

a -a Al0 0
II CR
4 Cr..
4,C1N,

Figure 4-9. Point Close

13

Figure 4-10. Point Open

41I

4-32. SPARK PLUG FIRING VOLTAGE TEST

4-33. Spark Plug Firing Voltage is the voltage re-
quired to overcome the rotor and spark plug gaps.
and establish a spark across the spark plug elec-
trodes. Temperature, fuel mixture, compression
pressure and sondition of the spark plugs and/or
secondary circuit affect the required firing voltage.
Proceed as follows:

at

a. Use the secondary display waveform for this
test.

b. Set the polarity switch opposite the vehicle
battery ground polarity.

d. Run engine at 1000 RPM.

d. Observe firing line and spark line of 3.0 cy-
linders for height and uniformity. A slight variation
in the secondary firing lines is normal.

mon
If unusually high or low firing lines are observed,
proceed with the following detailed tests to determine
the cause.

1. Expand the waveform as desired, and locate
the defective cylinder.

2. Remove each wire individually from the spark
plug, and ground it.

3. Observe the waveform. The firing line should
come b el ow line 1, and the spark line s hou 1 d be
smooth and nearly flat.

4. Refer to Results and Indications.

4-34. Results and Indications. If a normal waveform
appears when the spark plug wire is grounded; worn
spark Plugs, Or elltise cOndition affecting the firing
voltage. If waveform remains distorted who* dis
spark plug wire is grounds*



a. One cylind or mure: defective spark plug
* tabilligiidedianika

a: Use the secondary display waveform' for Ms
.4MATill0Or ter

d is t r ibutor cap, or spark plug wire, is defective/

4-35.. mAxasUll COIL _OUTPUT TEST (Available
Voltage)

4-36. Maximum Coil Cutput is a term used to des-
cribe the maximum secondary voltage that an ignition
system is able to produce under a given operating
condition. Because al its operating principle, an
ignition coil will produce its msurirnum voltage when-
ever it attempts to lire an impossible gap. such as
when 41 *ark plug wire is removed from a spark plug
and held away from ground. Proceed as follows:

a. Use, the secondary display waveform for this
test.

b. Set polarity switch opposite the vehicle battery
ground polarity.

c. Set engine speed to 2500 RPM.

d. Using insulated pi;ers disconnect spark plug
wire from a spark plug. Hold the wire away from
grouna.

Observe height c3f firing line. Height of -firing
:in should increase approximately to line 3. down-
ward extent should be 1,2 of the upward extent.

Reduce engine speed to 1000 RPM..

4-37. Resultr and Indications. Insufficient Coil
Output: excessive resistance in the primary circuit.
:Ow primary mput voltage. defective coil, dwell.less
than pec tiled or def ec tive secondary Insulation.

4-38. SECONDARY LNSTJLATICN TEST

b. Set the polikity switch opposite
battery ground polarity.

4-39. When an ignition coil prciduces a surge of high
voltage. -as -a-resitit-of--the-cotlapse-orits magas:ale
field, the ii,oltage is applied from the coil tower"tcrthe--
coil wire, distributor cap, rotor and the secondary
wire, and finally to the spark plug to create a spark
across its electrodes. It must be realized that the

',Insulation of all parts of the secondary circuit must
be of nigh quality end in good c ond t ion to insure

---re14444--ignitionuncier- ail operating condItions.- -Pro-
ceed as follows:

c Run *nen* at 1000 RPM.

d. With spark plug wire removed as for the Max-
imum Coil Output test, obeerve downward peak of the
waveform. The downward peak should be1/2 or more
of the upward peak, and be consistent.

e. RecOnnect spark plug wire and test remaining
cylinders in the same manner.

4-40. Results and Indications. Short, rntermittent
or absent lower extent:

a. On one or more cylinders: insulation leakage
in the distributor ca.p or spark plug wires.

b. On all cylinders: insulation leakage in coil
tower, rotor, coil wire or distrilnicor cap.

4-41. SPARK PLUGS UNDER LOAp TEST

4-42. yhen a load is applied to an engine, the re-
quired firing voltage rises.. This rise will be slight
and Uniform if the plugs are in good condition. and
properly gapped. However, if any unusual firmg
characteristics are observed while the engine is
operating under a load, an abnormal spark plug
condition may exist. Pay particulaz attention to:the
firing voltages that are considerably higher or lower
than the firing requirements of th.; other c\yiinders
the engine. Proceed as follows:

a. Set polarity switch opposite the veidcle battery
ground polarity.

b. Momentarily load engine by "snap accelera-
tion. "

,1

c. Observe rise of the firing voltages. The rise
should be moderate and tuiiform.

14

4-43. Results and Indications. One or more firing
lines higher than others: wide plug gap, open spark
plug resistor or badly deteriorated electrodes. One
or more firing lines lower than others: spark plugfouling, flashover.or cra0ed insolator.
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5-2. The oscilloscope rewires no periodic main-
tenance OT IkerTice.

5-3, The design of the oscilloscope iS such that
assembly and dIsusembly instracticas are not re-
wired except for Um removal of the cathode ray babe.

CAUTION
When removing the cathode ray tube, rubber
gloves and safety glue's should be worn.
SWhen handling the cathode ray tub*, extrem
care should be taken to hold the tube by the
face end rsther than the neck section.

5-4. To remove the cathode ray tubc proceed as
follows:

a. Loosen two screws holding clamp to neck of
cathode tube.

1024S
.A1E1Willlia111/4655k5Y1L14

cla.vap.

b. Diem:wed base socket from neck end of
babe.

c. Remove foar screws from bezel assembly
(14, figure 3-1).

d. Remove four screws from dwell scale (15,
figure 2-1).

a. Grasp the face Of the cathode ray tube and
gently null the tube from the protective metal cone.

f. Reassembly of all components as well as the
cathode ray tube is essentially in the reverse order
of disassembly.

SECTION VI

6-1. RtCOMMENDED PARTS LIST

Ttils parts list includes those items used in
the oscilloscope: Model SS-5, which are considered by
:he manufacturer as replaceable.

LN.iSTRUCTIONS FOR REQUISITIONDiG
FARTS NOT IDENTIFIED B'( FSN

6-4. When requisitioning parts not identified by
Federal Stock Number. it is mandatory that the fol-
lJwing information be furnished the supply officer:

a. Manufacturer's Federal Supply code number.
(82386)

b. Manufacturer's part raiinber exaCtly 3,5 listed
herein.

c. Nomenclature exactly as listed herein, includ-
ing dimensions if necessary.

MAnufacturer'n_ model number 4end item).

15

e. Manufacturer's serial number (end item).

f. Any other information 'such as type, frame
number, and electrical characteristic :;. if applicable.

g. If DD Form 1348 is used. Lai al all sleeks
except 4, 5, 8 and Remarks Field in accordance with
AR 725-50. Complete form as follows:

1. In blocks 4, 5 and 6, list manufacturer's
Federal Supply code number S2366) followed
by a colon and manufacturer's part numner
for the repair part.

2. Complete Remarks Field as follows:

Noun: (nomenclature of repair part).
For: (FSN of end item).
Mfr: (of end item).
Model: (of end item).
Serial: (of end item).

(Airy other pertinent information such as
4,rame-imalber, type. dimensions,ste).

7
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PaTtACKABLE PASTELIST

-1111.10porti4tineniiipiv,vouieso

1-1-1, 710-.263 BOX, AGPIESSORIES 3.

1-1.2 210573 POKER ChM , AC 1

1243400 KATI , =MITIGATION 1

1-1-4' 6008-083 LEAD ASSY, TRIGGER PICK-OP 1

1-1-5 2436-010 ADAPTER, SPARK ma 1

1-1-6 825-6 ADAPTER, AC PLUG - 1

1-1-7 2546-1 ADAPTER, PRIMARY CIRCUIT 1

1-1-d 2546-.002 ADAPTER, SECONDARY CIRCUIT , 1

1-1-9 6005-082 LEAD ASSY, PATTERN PICK-UP 1

2-1-1 1493-3 KNOB, FOCUS
..,

6

2-1-2 1493-,2 xxoB. BRIGHi
r 2

2-1-3 1493-3 KNOB, TRIGGER STABILITY REF

2-1-4 1493-3 KNOB, EXPAND 0 REF

2-1-5 3931-001 CONNECTOR, JACK, TRIGGER
, J1 1

2-1-4 1922-070 CIRCUIT BREAKER cal il
?

2-1-7 3200 PILOT LIGHT (95263),-
(82386 310. 709-.102) 082 1

3931-023 CONNECTOR, JACK, PATTERPPICK-UP 32 1

2-1-.9 1493-3
.

KNOB, PARADE REF

2-1-10 1493-2 KNOB, POWER REF

2..4.-11 1493-2 KNOB. PATTERN REIGHT ger

' 2-1-.12 1493 3 KNOB, POLARITY

.

REF

2-: 17 13 _____ _.3.493.3.- - -----WEBB-,-VIRTICAL-POISITICE RE F

I-1-14 7 034..503. BEZEL ASSEMBLY, I.

2-1-15 7045-432 SCALE, DWELL 1

bt,3

Off

_

.1)

-16
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Figure. 6-1. Oscilloscope Internal Components
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rig. Mid Sart
1111511111iiTairib---

6-1-1

6-1-2 212 SNTTCE.ROTAXT 4 POLE. 2 POSITION
(71450) (82306 so. 762-34) .... $2

07-1-3 685-098 RESISTOR, VARLARLE, 0 TO 1 MGM
(82386) R8

6-1-4,-15 5814A ELECTRON TV= (82386 50.859-051) .. V3,V1

trt 1641

picommumm
1011PIACIAILI 1$18,8 LIST

210

RESISTOR, VARIRILIC 0 10 251t. 1./4w
4714$0) (82386 SO, 685.401) .... RIO

5-1-5 -0 UPN10137 CAPACITOR 20/20 MFD (09023)
(82386 NO. 679-399)

7020-818 BRACKET ASSEMBLY (PLUS ATTACHING
HARD(ARE)

2

1

2

C21,C20 2

2

6C21-056 SOCKET ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR, AC
INPUT . J3'

TRANSFORMER, PONER (82386) .... T1 1.

-,-1.-10 '63-108 BASE SOCKET (82386) 1.

!UP31/ EtEcTRON.TUBE 12 PIN, (95303)
9oEP31 (82386 NO. 859-046) v6 1

1.-12 5-51 ELECTRON, TUBE (82386 N0,859-054).. v4 1

ELECTRON,TUBE (92386 NO.359-053)... v3 1

ELECTRON, TUBE 82386 NO.359-052_ 72 1

=21

5-1-1 LAMP. NEON 105-125 VAC (08806)
(82386 No. 709-107) os1 1

.5-1-1- 7:!0.2Diil CAPACITOR,MICA 680 MMFD (81349)
(82386 NO. 860-023) Cl 1

,

6-L-13 -21 NX1151 REBISTOR,vARIABLE, 0 To 250K.
(71450)(82386 50. 685-051) , R1,R13

6-1-19 RC2001. RESISTOR, 1 MEGOHM, 1/2 W. 10%
105K (81349) (82386 N0.680-117) R14 3

'6-1 -ID m-45 RESISTOR, VARIA2L2,0 TO 1200K,
(71450) (82286 NO. 685-203) .... R11 1

N
6-1-22 RC2OGT473K RESISTOR, 47R, 1/2 W. 10% (81340)

_ , (82386 NO. 680-112). R35 1

6-1-23 7020-483 TUBE, SHIELD

IS 3(1'4

,
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_Immiard2m==m=.1,-.1.-x

!Met iler Nieceiftilist

PRCORIMIRIOD
WtACINPIR Min UST

p .1 - -N,., r

R0390710:11(\ ASSISTOR,10X, 1/21. LOS (81340)
(111311 MG 610-205) ******

'6-2-2'. 679-354 CAPACITOR. 0.68 MFD. 200V ....

8-2-3 RC420r477K PRUNTON, 47N. 21. 10% (91386)
(82396 NO. 640-174) ****

6-2-4,-34 679-129

6-2-5 -56 679-129

RC320F414K

CAPACITOR, 0.003 RFD, 400V

CAPACITOR, o S NFO,200v

..

8E2I3ToR,470X, lw, 10% (91349)
(82386 PO. 680-146)

Per OMR

03

8.36

02,012 2

015,08 2

8.22,8.23

R27 .R28 4

1

860-057 CAPAMOR 100 rotro.0000v 09 3.

AC2001.1051( RESISTOR. 1 MEOON4..1/2 w,
10% (81349) (82306 so. 860-117) . .. R33.1120 Rap

6-2-10.-12 RC420F222X RZSI6TOR,2.2X, 34, 10%,(81349)
(82996 NO, 680-165) . °- R46,R44 2

R0420F472K RKSISTOR, 4.7K, 2 W, 10%,(81349)
6

(823d6 NO. 680-167) R45 1

3R-1625 CAPACITCR,ELECT..16 MF0.250V C18,C19,
-25,26 (09023) (82286 NO. 679-159) 4

1'71.175 DIODE, SILICON CR7 .01.9,

-1- -1.i -61, C1445.CR5,

CR8,CR4 6

:-14 -21. AC2OGF470K RESISTOR,47 ORM. 1,2 W. 10% R43.142,

(81349)(82386 50. 660-095) R41,R47 4

6-2-22 P015, RESISTOR. 2.5K, 94,(75042)
(82386 50. 684-226) R48 1

6-2-23 -24 604-150 RESIsToR, Sic, 10w R49,R50 2

P
6-1-26A 7008-3.78 RUMOR SOARD,ASISTINLY 1

. 6-1-27 MR-7964 NESilTOR,VARIABLE 0 TO 1 PROORN.1/4w,
t

(71450) (82386 No. 685-205) .... R12 1

6-2-28 I04201105K RESISTOR, 1 NEOONN, XI, 10% (81349)
(82386 Po. 440-181)(t0cATtp ON SACX

Of TRINUM WARM 8.36 1

6-2-29 RC420f183K RESISTOR, 1.8 PROM. 31. 10%
(81349) (82386 SO. 660-144)(LOCATIO
0111kACK nee OT TZIMML KA) .. 8.37

6-4-30 5C4201/1.0$1e RUIIITC441.41 mom. so. is Oa*
(83486 1110. 600-312) MCMONED OMR
122912NAL KAM

4

20

2 cz



IMEMate- -
Part Number

TPR -450 RUI1T0R,VRRIA8L2 0 To 100R (71450)6-2-31.-51

1C200P6831C

1C2001'2030

I1ur9(IE

(823414 110.. 40%-199)

RgleI8T0R, 65R. 1/2 M. 10% (81345)
(62386 NO. 680-183)

RESISTOR. 20R. 1/2N. 9% (81345)
(82386 No. 680-151)

CAPACTTOR, 114410. 400V (09023)
(82086 so. 675-201)

6-12-32

6-2-33

6-2-35

6-2-36 n2001.5617 xtsIsToR. 5.6K, 1/2 w, Yx (81349)
(82386 No. 680-263)

A-2-37.-64 1C200F4344 RESISTOR, 430K. 1/2 W. 5% (81349)
(82386 No. 680-232)

6-2-38 -50. :N3193 mom. 200v 407688) (82386 NO.
-42 771-117)

6r1-39 PM-61125 CAPACITOR, 0.25 RFD. 600v (09023)
182386 NO. 679-191)

6-2-40 U-201 CHOKE. COIL R.F. (99848) (82386

NO. 851-007)

6-2-41 679-141 CAPACITOR, 0.15 MFD, 200v

6-2-43. 665-09B RESISTOR, VARLASLE. 0 TO 500K ..

6-2-44 RC2OGF22SK RESISTOR. 2.; mEGOMM, 1/2 w. 10%
(91349)(82384 NO. 680-211)

6-2-43 TPM-460 \ RESISTOR, VAR/ABLE 0 TO 25K.(71450)
(82386 NO. 685-196) -

6-2-46 -2. Rc20OF104K RESISTOR. 100K, 1/2y, 10% (81349)
1. (82386 NO. 680-017)

6-2-47 Tpm450 RESISTOR, vARLABLE 0 TO 500K.(71450)
(82386 NO. 685-195)

6-2-48 1c200p274N. RtSISTOR. 270K. 1/2w. 1014 (81349)
(82386 m0. 680-063) -

6-2-49 Tn4-450 it2SISTOR.VRRIMOL2 o To 1 mroonm,
(7i450)(83386 WO. 685-197)

6-2-52 8CR39S8P CAPACITOR, 39 NIXE4 3.4V (01295)

02042 (82380 NO. 679;145)

.6-1-33 1C2001542 22922T02,1504 1/2 W. 10% (61349)

11.I.....aa*.

29.26

229

130

CIO

126

2

1

2.

1.

1

152.119

cR11111R2.

cR 0, 3

1

c5 1

1

R1.5 1

12 1

118,139
e R40

13 1

13.7 1

14 1

c4 1

(02366 10. 6204024) e 124

6--144.,43 222 C222=102. MICR, 120 MM. SOOV.
(09013) 162394 W0. 660411) Cir.C7 '

-,.. 6.1.-2 -37, -39 W12104210.
.

CAPACATOR, 0.1 Wet 3000,/ (59120)
(82300 NO. 699-152) C14,C13. 2 -I

RC30611343 21111116101. 1202. 119 11. 91/(113242) . .

(82)06 PO. 60-265) ., .
234 o
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Index No. Part Number

6-2-40

6-2-66

6-2-67

.soo-01$1

AC20OP333.7

RC2OGF823K

RC20GF2433

T:1841

FA-3:0.2

4

-Description

azoot.' 6KV, (81053) (82306
PO. 774.418)

88112,68, 33K. 1/2 V. 9* (81349)
(82386 NO. 680-282) ,

RESISTOR,
182386 NO.

RESISTOR,
0(82386 NO.

82K. 1/2 W. 10% (81349)
680-125)

24K. 1/2W. 10% (81349)
600-209)

R31

R25

RESISTCR, ..AR:A3LE. 0 TO 2$ X
(71450) (82386 NO. 685-191) fr.. R7

SWITCH, ROTARY, 120 V (71450) $I
(82386 No. 762-168)

22
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FOREWORD

. This programmed text was developed for-use in 3ABR47330,'Ailtomotive
-Repairmen's course. It was validated in 1964, using 30 students from the
course: 902 of the students used in validation achieved the objectives as
stated. The text was adopted in,the 3ABR47231, Special Vehicles Repairman
course. The text has been in use for the past five years and is considered
to be valid for both the subjedt course!.

OBJECTIVES

After completing this programmed text, you will be able to:

1. State the purpose of a magneto.

2. List the major components of a magneto.

3. From a list, select the statements that describe componens. operation.

'Inspect a cagneto, using an inspection check sheet.

All objectives will be accomplished with 80% accuracy.

INSTRUCTIONS

programmed text presents information in small steps, called "frames".
cAfter reaaing the inforniation, you will be required to respond by answering the
Auestions. Simply circle the letter which identifies the correct answer, then
check your selection with the correct answer shown at the top of the following
page. If you make an error, go over the frame again, to make sute you under-
stand ultx the answer shown in the text is corrects then proceed to the next
frame. If you have trouble understanding the text, ask your instructor for help.



INTRODUCTION

"The magneto supplies high voltage to ignite.the fuelimair mix-

ture in a gasoline engine.

A magneto is a complete ignition system in itself; no battery
is required, however, hand cranking would be necessary to'turn
the engine'over f3 Cause the magneto to fire.

Tle advantages of a magneto include dependability, very little
maintenance, and minimum weight and space.

. .

QUESTIONS 1 and 2.

1. What Is the purpos of a magneto?

a. To crank the engine.
b. To charge the battery.
c. For ignition only.
d. To supply all engine electrical requirements.

2. Which of the following is mai, an advantage of the

magneto?

a. Dependability. 7.

b. Minimum mainteilance.

c. Weight/space.factor.
d. Engine starting.

7 7 7 ? 7 7 ? 7 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 ? 7 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 1 ? 1 7 7
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ler in parenthesis are references

The rotating magnete-(1) are tbe worm of pewsr hie thclognetc.

The magnets are mounted on a ball bearing supported steel shaft (7).

At one sad of the abaft is the rotor drive gear (9) whiciaLsesbes

with the rotoi (10). In front of tbi rotor gear, on the shaft, is a

cm (8) for opening aid closing the breaker points (3). Acrose the

points is g oordenser (5). The coil (6) hes a laminated soft-iron

core tnrough its center. This, core bridges the iron eore (2) built

into the magneto housing to complete the magnetic circuit.

, .
impumm

tiWsTmelers

N -

QUESTIONS 3 through 6 .

ri et )n," 9 4) 47 9 9 9 7 9 9 ? 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 9 4) 4) .) 9 ?

d. The source of power for the magneto

a. is the coil.

b. is the core.

c. are the breaker points.'

d. are the magnets.

The breaker points ars opentid and closed by the

. 41)
a. rotor gear.

b. cam.

rotor.

d. coil.

Which of the following magneto components does TILI rotate?

.41M-Mr.

a. the Magnets.
b. the shaft.

c. the rotor gear.

d. the condenser. -

?

c. A magneto is used to

a. charge the battery.

b. supply all engine electrical requirements.

c. crank the engine.

d. ignite the fuel-air libitum
7

919999'99 99-9 9. 9 9 7 7 7 .7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 79999 9 7 9
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-Waitron ji
i.Puestion 4:

Question 5:
Question 6:

itseponse "b"
',Sponse ite
Response i"d"

oorrect.
is oorrect.

is **neat.
is correat.

The magneto produces high voltage by magnetic induction.. The
rotatiry magnets produce fluctuating magnetic field in ttle core.
Wapn the poiats,are closed, the magnetic field creates a flow of
,lurrent im the primary winding (avers' hundred turns. of 0.020rinch
diameter wire). Theiptlmary winding increases the strength of the
magnetic field within the coil. The rotatink cm, on the'lthaft,
Tens tne breaker points. The instant the points are open the
onilt-up magnetic field collapses causing a yoltage to be induced
in the secondaiy winding (many thousands of turns of 0.003-inch
diameter wire),, and the coil fires.

T'Ir rotor, timed to the opening of the breaker points, completes
t.nw ,-irfrlits, in turn, to each spark plug. A oondenser,is installed
1!1 7graliel with the breal,er points to speed up the collapse of the
Twwneti :.. field and also,to reduce arcing across the pointer.

41

41

71.:Irouz71' 0

41 41 41 fl f. r 0, 4 41) 47 I") 43 91

ine,strenrth of the mimetic field is

a. increased when the points are
t). decreased when the points are

increased when the points are
1. constant when points are open

A. Tile coil" fires when'the points are

a.

b.

c.

d.

9. The

a.

b.

C.

d.
4) 9

closed.
wide open.
just open. -

about to close.

closed.
closed.
()Pen.

or closed.

purpose of the foft iron core is to

1

nroduoe'a fluotwilting earnetic field.
..create a flow of current in the primary winding.
provide an electric circuit.
Provide a magnetic circuit.
****** * * 9 *099 9,09 9 '99/9 9 9 9

9919 9?9
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Question 7: Response "a" is correct.

Question 8: AtesPOAss "0" is sormet.
Question 9: Response "d" is correct.

4111MmainmEmai1111MINIMIONNalanlalailr''

At low engine speed (while cranking, either by hand zr starteX.)

the ,putput of the magneto is too low to bridge the spark plug gap.

To overcome this, an impulse coupler is used. The impulse coupler

I:rictuses the speed of the rotating shaft to pro03ce a-higher volt-

age. There is a spring in the, impulse coupler-that must be compres-
sed, and then reloaded to provide the speed-up of the shaft. While

the spring is being compressed, the shaft is not rotating and timing

is automatically retarded.

.g.rF:TroNs lo and 11.

e% 1 .a

47,44

'I / fy F.. 0, 01 4, 9 / I I * 9 9 ra / 9 9 9

13. To overcome the inability of magneto to produce high

voltage at low speed&

9 0)

'a. a larger coil is used.
b. a larger core is used.
c. a higher capacity condenser is used.

d. an'impulse coupler is used.

An iMpulse coupler is usid when cranking an engine to

a. speed up,collapse of the primary magnetic field.

b. reduce are4g at the points.
c. retard timieg and increase-4hafi speed.

d. advance timing\and fiecroasei shaft speeds.

al IN ///1/
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A visual inspection and maintenance of a magneto would inolueethe following:

1. Remove magneto cover (distributor).

2. Inspect-bearings for weer, smoothness and lUbrication.
3. Inspect distributor for orecki and worn Contacts.
4. Inspect rotor for cracks and'burned metal at:Ape.
5. Inspect primary wire for loose connections and broken orfrayed wires.

n. .'neck breaker points for pits, alignment and spring tensionand the spring for rust spots (Rust spots may cause thespring to break.). Points must be free of oil or dirt.
, Point gap must be exact; fallow manufacturer's specif-ications (Gave must be clean with no oil film.).

CAUTION: Due tc the very low current flow in the
primary circAt, step 7 must be followedto the letter.

Inspect seal between body and cover; a broken seal maycau!.0 the cover to break during installation.

QUEC,TION 12.

n et 9 et 1 9 7 9 / 7 9 ? * / 1 7 7 1 ft 7 1 / 9 9 9
Why is it necssary to follow manufactujilliV
specifications when inspecting points and adjustinggip? (Write your answer on the lines below.)

? 7 7 7 7

e
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flail in the primary.circuit".

4'

When rotor or rotdr drive gears ire reinstalled in the magneto,
they must be timed to each other. To make this possible, the gears
have marks on them to be aligned. Timing is accomplished by set-.
ting the maneon the drive gear to the 12 o'clock position (with
the,magneto right Aid, up). With drive-gear set, slide the rotor
in mesh with the mark on the rotor aligned with the mark on the
drive gear. 4ee Figure 2. Thevears art now timed.

Rotor.Drive Gear

Rotor

Timing marks aligned

Ficrure.2 Rotor and Drive Gear

,ZTESTION 13:

" 4` / 4,4,4 / 9 9 9 "" 4, n " n 4,4,4,4, / 9 9 9 9 9)

13. Improper timing of the rotor gear and the drive gear would
result in

a, failure of the points to open.
b. failure-of the primary magnetic cirpuit to collapse;
0. improper firing of path plug.
d, failure f the coil to fire.

4,4, 4,4,4,4,74,4, / / / / / 9 f, '7 /

?

7
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After Completion of your inspeotion.and maintenance, tbe assembledmagneto must be tested for output,yoltage. Secure th agosto in asuitabl holder (A vice Ray be used.). obstall
ome spark plwg wire.Hold the wire end 3/8* from the magneto housing. Rotate the impulsecouplint, permitting it to snap several times. If the spark jumpsthe'Vt" gap, tbe output voltage is adequate.,

To stop an ngine equipped with a magmeto, an insulated oirouitis provided to groOnt the primary circuit of the OROOto when theshutoff switch is ,turned to "Mr.

*a. Alr



ALTERNATOR AND REGULATOR TESTI
.

NG USING srmpsoN CLS

OBJECTIVES

After completiqg
spectign and use test
AC charging system on

EQUIP1INT

this wOrkbook, you
equipment to check
a live engine.

Eagine Assembly International 6 Cyl
Engine Assembly Valiant 6 Cyl
Simpson Model ,CBS
Tach-gwell Tester

P7oCEDURE

will be able to parity a visual in-
and/or isolate mallunctions ofpn

Basis of Issue
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/2 students
1,2 students

esing the instructions coatained in'this workbook, you will test an

ilt.:rnator char3ing system equipped with a single unit,- double contact voltafe

and
1.

leave

VISUALINSPECTION

Caeck:

a. Drive b-ilts -- loose or slippZitg.

b. Connections -- dirty, loose or corroded.

c. Wiring -- too small, too long or frayed.

PWEST CONNECTIONS.

a

Connect the quick disconnect adapter,to either post of the battery

knife switch open. 0
Connect one ammeter lead to either post of adapter.

Connect imainintikmater lead to other pose.oradapter.

ALTERNATOR OUTPUT TEST

Turn field.control knob,to opeb position.

2. connect gas field control lesd to ungrounded post of tha battery.

.0PR: TSET
DISTRIBUTION: X
TSDT 50e; TSCC

Deal.
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3. Disconnect field wire from alternator field terminal and from the
ignition terminal of themoltage regulator.

. .

,

Connect remaining field control lead to alternator field terminal.

5. Place voltage regulator test switch in tips direct position.

6. Place teseselector switch in 80 amp position.

7. Close knife swit-Ch and start engine.

8. Open knife switch.

Note: If any meter should read downscale during tests, merely push
the meter reversing switch to khe opposite position. b

9. Set engine speed'at,2500 rpm.

10. Turn field control knob eo direct position.

II. Read output on 80 amp scale.

12. What is the alternator's output?

13. Is this within manufacturer's specifications?

14. Turn field control knob to open position and reduce engine speed
to idle.

15. Leave all leads connecteeand proceed with the next test.

INSULATED CIRCUIT RESISTANCE TEST

1. Connect one voltmeter lead to alternator output terminal.

2. C-onnect remaining voltmeter lead to ungrounded post of battery.

3. Set engine speed at 1500 rpm.

4. Turn field control knob until 10 amps are registered on the 80 amp
scale.

5. Close the knife switch.

6. Turn test selector switch to the 4-volt position.

7. Read voltage drop.
4

8. What is the voltage drop?

9. 4s this within.manufacturer's specifications?

10. If excessive resistance is indicated, move either voltmeter lead
,through the circuit to isolate the malfunction.



a
0

11. Turn field control knob to_open position and reduce engine speed to

411/
5. Read voltage drop and compare to manufacturer's ipecifications.

. . .

.12. Open knife switch.

13. Leave,all leads connected and proieed with the next test.

'GROUND CIRCUIT RESISTANCE TEST

1. Connect one voltmeter lead to giound on,the altepatoi-frame.

2. Connect remaining voltmeter lead'to grounded post of-the battery.

3. Set engine speed at 1500 rpm.

4. Turn field control knob until 10 amps are registered on the,80 amp
scale.

5. Close knife switch.

Turn test selector switch to the 4-volt position.

7. Read voltage drop.

3. List the voltage drop.

9. Is this within manufacturer's specifications?

10. If excessive resistance is.indicated, move either voltmeter lead
tar,,ugh che circuit to isolate the maifunction.

11. Turn field control kb to open-position and stop engine.

424 Disconnect both field contfol leads.

13. Reconnect vehicle field wires to field terminal on alternator and to
the ignitidon terminal of the voltage regulator.

7),
14. Leave ammeter leads connected and proceed with the next test.

FIELD CIRCUIT RESISTANCE-TEST
(Single Unit Regulator Only)

1. -Connect one voltmeter lead to ungrounded post of' the battery.

2. Connect remaining voltmeter lead to field terminal an altetnator.

3. Turn test selectOi switch to the .4-volt position.

44 Tir ignition switch to "ON" position.

Note: Do not start elialat

3



6. What is the voltage drop?

7. Ia it,within spacificamions?

8. If xcessive resistance is indicated, move either voltmeter*lead
rhrough the circuit to isolate the malfunction.

9. Turn ignition switch to "OFF."

10. Disconnectvoltmeter leads.

LL. Opert knife switch.

Leave ammeter leads connected and proceed with next test.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR TEST

1. Connect one.voltmeter lead to alternator output'terminal.

Connect remaining voltmeter lead to ground on the alternator frame.

3. Disconnect field wire from alternator field terminal.

connect one field control lead to alternator field terminal.

Connect remaining field control lead to the wire which was discon-
from the field terminal.

6. Turn test selector Switch to the 80 amp position.

Close knife switch and start engin.

S. Open knife witch.

9. Set,eAgine speed at 1500/rpm.

O. Turn field control knob until 15 amps are registered on the 80 amp
sza1.1.

11. Turn test selector wit& to the 16-volt position.

Read voltmeter and compare to manufacturer's specification for the
-,eries contact setting of the voltage regulator.

What is the series contact setting of the regulAtor?

14. Is it within,spocifications?

15. Place voltage regulator test switch in the voltage regulator test
position.

16. Read voltmeter and compare to manufacturer's specification for the
ground contact setting of the voltage regulator.

17. What is the ground contact setting of the regulator?

4
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7

184, is this within manufacturer's specifications?

19. $ top engine and remove all test leads.

20. Reconnect field wire to field terminal on alternator.

r.
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A good automotive repairman should underitand,the fundamentals of elec-

tricity. With this knowledge he ,can-analyze each new unit in an electrical
circuit and repair the vehicla with minimum delay. Without this knowletge

he would.have to learn each new component in the electrical system before he

could perform any kind of service on it.

OBJECTIVES

After you have completed this programmedtext, you will be able to:

1. Write the Ohm's law.formula from memory, without error.

2. Solve Ohm's Law problems related to voltage, current, and resistance,

with 802 accuracy.

3. Given a list of electrical terms and a list of definitions, match

the ywo lists with 802 accuracy.

nom a list of statements, identify how electricity is proZuced

mechanically.

5. Identify the proper way to connect meters in a circuit.

6. Identify a series circuit without error;

7. Identify a parallel circuit, without error.

8. Identify a series-parallel circuit without error.

INSTRUCTIDNS

I.
This program presents information in small steps called "frames." After

-each step you are asked to select the correct statements, match some state-

cants, or respond to the information presented in some other way.. Use a

piece of paper or a card as' a mak to cover the prl.nted material. Slide the

card or mask down the page until you expose the top of the slashes (////////).

One sma11 step is now exposed for your reading. Read the material presented.,,

select your response,po the question, and indicate that response on the

separate answer sheet provided. DO'NOT WRITE IN THIS PROGRAM. Instructions

for answering each question are included at appropriate points in the program.

Alter you respond to the question, gide I. mask down and compare your answer

IOWA the one glvin in the program. If yolk Answer is correct go on to the Mgt

frame; if ymu are wrong read the frame again.

Dyeing Your ere* of thia prOgrammia text you will read many electrical

term with which you mey not be familiar. An alphabetical list of those ters

'mad thir definitions can be found in the next four pages,. Feel free to refer

As the definition of any term you do not understand.

Begin with the information presented in Frame I. 41



V Al

ELECTIODE The priitive /r .:,.;;:tiw terminal roint
electricity, from which the electricity
tuattrav..1.. lir Jr

4:

°17""_
movtment in an elut;trical cirtztri:.

a enan6v V4 cit pet 4z%;.:nd'acrz,ss

condenser produces a current of one ampere,
the condenser is said to have a capacitance
of "one farad."

FIrLD or' MAGNETIC FIELD That space,which is affected by magnetic
lines of force.

FREQUENCY

GENERATOR

GROUND or GROUNDED CIRCUIT

The number of cycles completed in one second.

An electromagnetic device used to convert
mechanical energy into electrical energy.

A condition where the electrical circuit is
connected or contacted either intentionally
or unintentionally.to the unit frame or
framework,

HYDROMETER An instrument used for the measurement of
the specific gravity of a liquid.

rNDUCTION or INDUCTANCE That force which produces a voltage wfien a
conductor is passed through a mognetic field.

MAGNET That part which is known to possess magnetism.

MAGNETISM That property possessed by certain substan-
,

ces (especially iron and steel) by virvie
of which they can exert forces of attraction
or repulsion, aciording to fixed laws. (It

is the connecting link between electrical
energy and mechanical energy.)

Since the term "farad" is too large for any
practical use, the term "microfarad" (one-
millionth of a farad) is used.

MICROFARAD

!firma INDUCTANCE That property which causes an induced
voltage (EMF) to be set up tn a second
circuit, as the result of the,chang, of
current In thi first'circuit. (Examplel
Secondary winding in an ignition coil or
transformer.)

A unit of measurement of 'resistance.

An instrument to measure resistance.

111
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Thar areinot intended to be all-inclusive but, rattler to serv4 as'reminders SQ

the student can quickly refresh his memory oi tnese electriQa1 terms.

AteUMER

AmpERE

'ARC

ARMATURE

An instrument used for measurement of the

rate of flow of electricity.

A unit of measurement of flow Of electrical

current.

The travel of electricity through air

between two electrodes which produces a

flash.

The moveable part of an electromagnetic.

device.

BATTERY A unit (usually composed of lead plates and

a sulphuric acid-water electrolyte) which

stores electrical energy in a chemical form.

CAPACITY or CAPACITANCE The property of a system of conduciors and

dielectrics wtich permits storage of

electrical charges.

COLL, A circular arrangement of electrical con-

, ductors so that miny conductors aro placed

side by side, to obtain the resultant effect

of their combined magnetic fields.

COMMUTATOR
That portion of an armature consisting of

a series of copper segments which come into

contact with the brushes.

CONANSER An accumulator of electrical energy.

aNDUCTOR A continuous path (usually metallic) along

which electricity can flow.

A metallic portion (usually laminated) of a

coil around which the conductors are wound.

Corona is produced when Aonization of gases

(air) is concentrated-either around a con-
-

dlictor or between electrodes. This is often

the condition around high voltage transmis-

sion lines. A resultant flat; is often visible

in darkness.

The quantity of flow of electricity.

A complete set of recurring values.

An insulating medium which intervenes be-

tween two conductors to prevent the flow of

current from one conductor to another.

Usually air, rubber, mica, glass, fiber,
wood, or ebonite. ,

CORE

CORONA

IF 4

DIILECTRIC
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OM CIRCUIT

I.

OSCILLATION

OZONE

%-

PARALLEL CIRCUIT

PERMANENT MAGNET

A law of electricity repardimg the
n :11Pren:, am!

immPlibraw

one ohm of reoligeanee., the -formuIa'is:

yolts anreres X ohr.14.or E I x,R.

Any break or 4ack of contact it in electri-
cal circuit, either intentional or uninten7
tional.

A rapid back aid forth (reciprocating)
movement. 1r

A faint blue gas with a characteristic
smell, produced when an electrical discharge
is passed through air, creating a coacen-
tration of oxygen (or changing,oxygen into
ozon

e
) 0

3
.

A circuit offering two or more paths for
current to flow.

A INart which retains the magnetic force,
even though the force which produced the
4magnetism is discontinued.

RESISTANCE The property of an electrical circuit which
tends.to prevent or reduce the flow of
current..

SERIES CIRCUIT A single continuous circuit, in which the
flow of current would stop if broken at
any one point.

SHORT CIRCUIT Generally an unintentional contact between
two conductors, caused by faulty insulation
or lack of insulation. This condition
allows the current to bypass its normal
circuit.

STAXIING MOTOR

VOLT

VOLTAGE

VOLTMETER

wAri

An eleetropagnetic device, which can con-
vert electrical:energy into mechanical
energy used for cranking the engine.

A unit of neasurnent of electrical pressure.

Thatproperty- of an electrical circuit that
causes current to flow. ,

An instrument. used to,menemr041eCtr44
pressure.

A Unit of pleasurasent of electrical power.
1 watt 0 1 volt x 1 ampere.
1 kilowatt 0 LAO watts.

33i
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VOVAGE. E OR V, RHEOSTAT .

CURRENT

RESISTANCE

POSITIVE TERMINAL

NEGATIVE TERMINAL

LIGHT BULB

I OR

ft O*fL. CROSSING

CONNECTION

SINGLE POLE DOUBLE
THROW SWITCH

BATTERY

VOLTMETER

FIXED RESISTOR --A/WV-- AMMETER

ADJUSTABLE RESISTOR GROUND

CONDUCTOR
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LIGHT MAI
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print on a tree, virlerreranii-
of a-:ler untti cftlled "molecules." Airg for example, is formed of molecules.

cnneigt cf atOmS. Atons are made up of protons, figi*ctroas, 444

neutrons. These divisions of atoms have positive, negaLiv%;, rozut:al

electridal charges.

The proton is a basic particle having a single positive (4) charge.

The electron is a particle haiiing a ingle negetive (1) charge.

The neutron is a basic particle having no charge.'

-QUESTIONS 1 through 3

Match the letters used to identify the parts of an atom in the accompany-

ing diagram to the correct term.

1. Proton.

2. Electron.

3. Neutron.

1. B 2. C 3. A

QUESTIONS 4.through 6
1

Match the terms and definitions below by recording ;he letter used to'

identify each definition on the separate answer sheet provided.

4. Neutron. A.

5. Electron. B.

6. Proton. C.

A

A negatively charged particle in an atom.

A positively charged particle in an atom.

A.particle of an atom having no charge.

C 5. A 6.



asAmmisattaitaktst *ash *tut ta setairaUalmi With
6 tp41.

a7aour a:A.:A individual nucleus. With suma disturbing farc%:. (an

electrons in any pert of the circii4c),mgre oi itlu41.414o

a:=1 .:rift (is :J a $:::%

Shown in the illuitration below are greatly enlarged in order to show this

movement of el.ctrons. Electrons drift at approximately 186,000 miles per

second.

rCurrent flow is measured in amperes., One ampere is about the amount of

docurrent flow a 100-vatt light bulb will draw; however, it takes more than,six

billion billion electrons passing any given point in one second to equal one

ampere.

QUESTION 7.

Indicate on your answer sheet those statements below that are true.

a. Electrons will drift from one atom to-another ten there ari

an equal number of protons and electrons in the atom.

tO atom.

b. An excess of positive charges will attract electrons.

c. When an atom is balanced it has two electrons to elch proton.

d. An unbalanced situation will cause electrons to move from atom

e. The unit of measurement for current flaw is the Ampere.

//////////////////

"d," and ne" are true statements.

ea

4.
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Wese thoOriii-ire thi-uirectron thiorv iiri et rrank n xneory.'

The'electrathe:r7 is rhit alectrf..ns AnJ .

time %-) to posve (0).
S

The Franklin theory is that electrons move from negaiive to positive but
current flows from 7..ositive to neptive.' ::ost of zommerzial manuals
will be using follow this theory.

Ln order for electrons to drift,
they must have a path or circuit to
move in. Materials having an abundance
of free lectrons are referred to as
conductors,. Copper wilt is used in
circuits of automotive vehicles be-
cause it has m any free eiectrons in it.
An atom of copper has 29 electrons circ-
ling around its nucleus Ln four different
orbits (see illustration to the left).
Note that the outer orbit has only.one
electron. This electron cin move away
from its nucleus rather easily and be-
come a free electron. A copper wire is
made up of 2untless atoms end therefore
has a tremendous number of these free
electrons. 'Some other good conductors
are alumin , zinc, and silver.

An insulator, or nonconductcr, is a substance at has a frw free elec-
trons. Since current flow deppnds upon the movement of free electrons along a
circuit, the lack of free electrons in an insulator will prevent the flow of

I.current. The insulation on electrical wiring and electrical devices prevents
the free electrons from taking a short circuit, and covers en6 protects the
conduCtor. Lnsulators include rubber, porcelain, glass, bakelite, and certain
kinds of fiberboard.,

4
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b. ,conductors.

c. molecules.

d. insulators.

QUESTION 9.

41.

/////////////1//1/\
"b" is cortece

a.

Materials having very few electrons make good
. 4

1.

a. atoms.

b. conductors.

C. molecules.

id. insulators.

////////////m/i/
"d" is correct

31.1
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ks ?Anti:n:1 earlier, there
must he some diousoing force to
c.7.414tA a drift 4f eIectrotts. :a

trona (current i4ow ) tarougn a
circuit; it is nr..7.taaary to nave

electrical pressure (ialtage or
electtomotive force). 'A storage
battery Is used as one source of
electrical pressure for automotive
vehicles. Note in the figure to
the right that the electrons flow
away from one post of the battery
and toward the other post. The
reason for this is that a battery
creates an excess of electrons at
one post and it has a deficiency
otelectrons at the other post.
The pressure or force in an electrical circuit that;

cal,led voltape. When current flows, the battery voltage will decrease.
causes current to flow is

QUEST/ON 10. .

The drift of free electrons from one atom to another is called

a. current flow.

b. charging.

c. voltage.

d. electron balance.

//////////////////
a. is correct



Trace 6.

Quurtx:

1101 drift of friss eloccrons is-QA4std by

1. balanced atons.

b. conductors.

C. electrical pressure.

d. insulation.

QUESTION 12.

7

, c. is correct

-4-

That property of an electrical circuit that causes current flow_ is

a. electronso

b. pron.:pos.

C. neutrons.

d. voltage.

j, . i-''., .

//////////////////
d. is correct

3 I :3
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Frame 7.

A cooper wire.will conduct electricity with relative vile tint it still

4.it.ter4 &Aloe ra.akletance to Q.usrant ilw.km4mamt.,1.11 resietwinca tn. _7"

.- w1TI var./ w!r1 tne d1ameter,-1-47.tth, to.r.ratur, And-ff.4 tN.1 'ek -AterTIA. .

k lor2 vire nff.-s nere resi5r1r.ce thni 1 shr,rt wire Alf the'Tme naterial. A

iarfie ,ii..1.;;QLe: 41re,Jiiers less re*ibt,:an.:e tikan a small, diameter wire. .lron
wire has ,feweI free electrons than copper wire... Therefore, iroh wire offers
more resistan4e than a copper wire of the same- temperature, length, and diam-,.
prer. The resistance of most metals increases.with an incrc!ase in

-

The Unit of measurement for resistance is the ohm. One ohm is the amouit
of resistance that will limit the current flow to one ampere when one volt of
electrical pressure is applied.

When more than one path is provided for current flow, the flow will divide
:according to the resistance, with the greatest current flow taking the path
of the least resistance.

QUESTION 13.

On your answer sheet Indicate which of the following statements are true.

a. Resistance is measured in ohms.

b. A large diameter wire offers more resistance than a small
diameter wire.

c. That property of an electrical circuit that tends to prevent
or reduce current flow is called "resistance."

d. Copper wire has a large number of free electrons; therefore, a
small amount of resistance.

wire.
e. An increase in temperature will increase the resistance of a

//////////////////
a, c d and e are true statements



qUESTIONS 14 through 17

,apmwer_shmit indir.ate t.lut Utter that identifies each tern on the ;r Iit1ttth
14. A =it of measurement of resistance.

15.. That property of en lectrical circuit
that causes current to flow.

16. That property of an electrical circuit
that tends to prevent or reduce current flow.

a. Resistance.

Volt.

c. Ampere.

d. Voltage.

17. A unit of measurement of current flow. e. Ohm.

14. e 15. d 16. a 17. c

QUESTIONS 18 through 21.

On your answer sheet indicate the letter that identifies each term on the

right for each definition in the left hand column.

18. A unit of measurement of electrical a. Volt. )

pressure (electromotive force).
b. Ohm.

19. A particle of an atom that contains
no electrical charge. c. Electron.

9,

20. A Obsitively charged particle of an d. Proton.

atom.
a.. Neutron.

21. A negatively charged particle of an
atom.

18. a 19. a 20. d 21. c

Note: If you found that you cauld not accurately net& these terns
and their definitions 41thout looking back to the answers, go back

and study the tern(s) that gave you trouble before continuing any
further with the program.



la cr.:Qr to have current ,tp4t have a 71th or zircut:

to move through. An electrical circuit is a clormili path for the flow of

414ctr4ns1 The etettint.pOint-it- taMe.44e'Jf"4,iV44ffi t g3 4

1

CI

lif444titi geit'efitilf. Mit -trittifft-tir

tne ccnducting path Can be traced back to.the'startOg point where the voltaie

o;ii;.aacts. :ad fra.74 of an iutz.7.,;,:iv :...zmpletes tat cirzfui: .3ack

its source. Ais is known as a "grOmmd,Circuit."

arcuits may be classified as "seriet," "parallel," and "series-

parallel." A series circuit Kis only one complete path for current flow..

A parallel circuit has two or more, paths for current flow. A series-,

parallel circuit is a cOmbination of the two in that part of the circuit that

has two or more paths for current flow but these parallel circuits are in

series`with another section of the circuit that has only one'path for current

flow.

WESTIONS 22 thro4 24.

On your answer sheet indicate the kind of circuit represented by each o \

1tho following diagrams.

a. Series-parallel

b. Parallel

c. Series

3



QUESI-Z.TI:3.

separite answtr-sheet, black .:ut
ach true.itatement given below,

3.

current

d.

,current

-mtretrisr-tat-tvtrov-

A series circuit has only

In a parallel circuit, if
flow will cease.

If one device in a series
flow will-cease.

one pata for curroat flow.

one device develops an open circuit all

circuit develops an open circuit all

e. -A circuit is not complete until it can be traced back to the source
of,power.

//////////r/t/m/
a, b, d, and e are true statements

REVIEW,7,

In a series circuit, the ,voltage will divide (be dropped) across each
resistor, in accordance with the ohmic tesistance of each resistor. Around
the circuit, all the voltage will be used up. In other words, the sum of all
the voltage drops around a series circuit must equal the source voltage.

The current flow will be the same in any and all parts of a series
circuit.

In a parallel circuit, the voltage applied to all parallel branches is
the same.

The current will divide across the parallel branches according to the
resistance present in each path, with the greatest current in the circuit
having the least resistance:

,
-

1`

3

0,



I.

The relationship between current, voltage,
circuit confr...... 1:1 2 rule kr.:N11

oquel to Current tlow times resistaazt,"
;u4h oaa ampere:of atarca:

and resigtaace La aa electrItal
11,1s 11-: ":!Tltir

iy st.Ated,zolians t4ac ono

al

QUESTI011 26

Lmdicgte which letter identifies the correct aniwer below:

Ohm's Law is the principle which states that a

a. current flow of pcie ampere will cause one ohm of resistance IA a
circuit having one volt of electrical pressure.

b. pressure of one volt will Push one ampere of curient flow through
one ohm of resistance.

c. resistance* of one ohm will produce an electrical pressure of one
volt in a circuit having one aupere of current flow.

d. circuit having gm equal Amount of current flow, voltage, and
resistance is a complete circuit.

//////////////////

b. is correct



ch;## loo nilikt be underatood biro** it is possibie to \time troubles in
,eultmmotive electrical cirtuits. A majority of electrical tOubles in,3uto-

, tOtiv,2 ..-3.:.1.1 r....11: fran Lacreamed rosistancit ia cinults4 Zals QAU be
'----talied by bad toonsettona. faulty.wiring, dirty or burned .-0; t ai: r A 11 4teit--tges t. . .Lit trouialim. L. resains- consteat- and

nereawid-resisiance. If resistance remains constlnt an! itclrav
curr wJj. inzraasa. ibis condition could cause seriouf dames* toAmiss tbe electrical system.

Obin's Lew can be statd as a mathematical formula as: E 0 I x R, where
.E voltage, I current, and R resistance.
The Oha's Law triangle may help you to
remember the formula. This formula an be
used to solve any problem in electrical
.circults when any two of the factors are
koala.

The formula for finding the unknown
quantity will be given by covering the.
unknown factor of the triangle and per-

'forming the simple mathematical problem
left shoving. For example:. Given 12
volts of electrical pressure and 6 ohms
of tesistance;. cover the "I" in the
_triangle and you have E I R left.
12 divided by 6 0 2 amperes of current

1111P

_

7



Now." use the formula to solve- -die- folloting-

nrrsTion 21.

:n cuit shown to the ttett,

the .current flOw it amPitrwl.

triAta

1 ampere

WSTION 28.

In the circuit shown to the right,

, the resistance is ohms.

11. wurIoN 29.

4

//////////////////
4 ohins

In the circuit shown to the right,

the applied voltage is volts.

12 volts



_

Fraiiii 14.

When you have two or lore resistors in series edd the resistor vases

-0"ilikiiskr-to_timill the tote& WeSiA44044f. Then, solve thoprobisath. salsa.

QUESTION 30.
.t

Lm the circuit shown below, the current flow-is-

ve'l NW**
3 duns

-= 12 volts

? =Peres

//////////////////
2 amperes

QUESTIONS 31 through 33.

31. A circuit with 12 volts applied and 4 ohms of resistance will have
amperes of current flow.

32. A circuit with 3 amperes of current flow and 4 ohms resistance will

have volts applied.

33. A circuit'with 6 ampere,' of current flow and 12 volts applied

voltage will have ohms of resistance.

//////////////////
31. 3 32. 12 33. 2

35t
411

t.
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,alokAolo, ths study of electrical fUadamentals is complete without mentioniNg the

are some rides that have been sst4lLsh.d éhiáüjh csiiirCh which apply to
the behavior of the lines of force as shown in the illuitrations shown on the

lover part of this pige.

a.

pole.

Lines of force outside the magnet pass from the north to the south
-401

b. Lines of force act as rubber bands and try to shorten'to a minimum

length.

c. Lines of force repel each other along their'entire length.

d. Lines of force never cross each other.

e. Lines of force cannot be insulated but grow weaker witti distance.

f. Lines of force are referred to as "the magnetic field" of the,

magnet.

& The closer the poles the stronger the magnetic field.

h. Like poles repel each other - unlike poles attract each other.

a

/ C.



_ lftwes16-

MSTION 34.

At shoman the fitures itt m 1S, the magntic lines of force travel

a. 1:%rth to south inside and south to north outside the magnet.

br south to north inside and outside,,the magnet.

c. south to north inside and north to south outside the magnet.

d. north to south inside and outside the magnet.

a. is correct

. QUESTION 35.

The.sagnetic field of a magnet can be defined as

a. 'the length times the-width of the magnet.

b. that space which is affected by magnetic lines of force.

c. th, length times the width times the thickness of the magnet.

d. that area around the place where natural magnets are found.

//////////////////
B. is correct

-r
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WiAhmosi-

twin= 36 through1,38.

\\N
+46kr

Airy' a4Nr Ag-

/W
4\*Nt% ,114/01: I

4 4/414/111M\\\V+\k.
p.7. ././/

Like Poles Unlike Poles

36. As shown in the figures above, in reference to magnets

a. like poles repel.

b. the north pole of one magnet will attract the north pole of
another magnet.

c. unlike poles reiel .

d. the south pole of one magnet will attract the north pole of

(70)
another magnet.

37. Which of the following is a correct statement about megnets?-

a. The north pole of one magnet win attract the south pole of
another magnet.

b. Unlike poles repel.

c. The north pole of one magnet will attract the north pole of
another magnet.

d. Like poles attract.

38: "That space which is affected by magnetic lines of force" is the
definition of a/aa

a. magnetic field.

b. arc.

c. magnet.

d. north pole.

//////////////////

36. a 4 d 37. a. 38. a.

a



Magnetism affects cobalt, nickel, iron, and tneir

at

Reildual magnetism is the amount of magnetic offeci remaining An LI*

*041-41 1$0, whoa ult:m10:1;;,- F f .

,

Soft ilson is easy to magnetize but i: aiia 0

Bard iron or
far long-petiods

Magnets can
current to them.

,Some magnets
inite periods, of

are made of hard
magnetism and are
when wrapped with

steel is difficUl; to magnetise but, will retain its magnetism

of time.

bedemagnetized by applying .heat, vibration, or altarnat.ng

have the capability of retainSng thiqr magnetism for indef-

tiie and are known as "eermanent magnets." Permanent magnets

metal. Magnets can be made of soft. metal which does not retain

therefore called "temporary mashett." A temporary magnet,

coils of idsulated wire, becomes-au electromagnet.

AUESTIONS 39 through 41.

- On your separate answersheet indicate-the letter that -identifies the

description from the right column for each type of magnet listed in the left

column.

,

.

%

39. temporary magnet. A. A soft iron core wrapped with
Lasulated wire.

40. Permanent magnet.
B. A magnetized steel bar;

41. Electromagnet.
C. A magnetized soft lron bar.

////////////i///////////1///
39. C 40. II 41.

a

a
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The strength of permanent and temporary magnets is constant, but the

Awf the- ts of -the eldictrosashure. %oto the card* laistri4 aat=r,:
multiplied by :he ;1.17_;cr.of

electromagnet in -ampere-turns."

Coreow

QUESTION 42.

rWindizes

On your answer sheet black out the letters to indicate the true state-

ments below.

a. An inrrease in current flow will increase the strength of an

electromagnet. \,

b. An increase in the number of windings will decrease the

strength of an electromagnet.

c. A decrease in the number of windings will decrease the

strength.of an electromagnet.

d. Removing the iron core will decrease the strength of an

electromagnet.

e. Decreasing current flow will increase the strength of an

electromagnet.

f. The streTh of an electromagnet can be increased by removing

the iron core.

g. An electromagnet with 2 amperes of current flow and 200 turns

of wire is a 400 ampere-turn electromagnet.

////////////////////////////
c,. d., and g. are correct



".."ten current through a cor,ductor, a !!..1;ncic Li, is pr.iduc,:d
around that conductor. When the direction of current flow ia known, the

of.foroe tat!

hand rule As shown in -tittitE litft part of v11-40T4t11,41tr.,*,
=mps: -10-if"7ffii;7"'

point your thumh in the direction of the current flrv ind vour /

point out the direction of the lines of force. If neltt directin of
..turre:It nor Clrection of the lines of iorce art Known, use a comp s
to find the direction of the lines of force as shown in the right hand port on
of the illustration below *id then use the right hand rule,to find the dir c-
tion of current flow by pointing your fingers in the direction of the line of
force and your thumb will point oUt the direction of current flow. The right
hand rule is applicable undler the theory that current flows from positive((+)
to negative (-).

4'2h

1



On _Instate tosewer Sheet, hlatk_out_the ftter that identifies the
illustration b low that accurately sho...0 tnd airactIon oi 4urreat flow itaa
the lines of forze.

I.

a.

Current flow almow401'

Current flow ----elm

Current flow

Current now --..m

///////////////////////WWWWW/l/l/////
b, is correct

. ZEN ter



frame 22.

!sarr-eat-carryies 401441Cter femme& *ate it atletthe limmt

intensifies the density of\the lines of force in the center. Observe am
example of this the illustration below. This greater density creates a

'such stronger mnetic effect with the
same amount of brrent. A series of
loops will create the same effect as a
permanent magnet with a north and a
south pole. All lines of force inside
the coil point in the same direction.
In a bar magnet the lines of force in-
side the magnet travel trom the south
pole'to the north pole. The direction
of the lines of force inside a coil is
the same as in a bar magnet.

QUESTION 44.

Label the north and south poles of the electromagnet
illustration below.

0 tA6

//////////////////////////// .

a. North

b. South

shown in the
.4



Another ret:-,d deterninLrz = is to wr1;

t hand =aunt ttut Anil with /Jour finsitea pointing in tha-diraettiiuzux
QUESTION 45.

On your separate answer sheet, indicate the polarity of the poles.in the

Lllustration below.

Note: The arrows show
the direction of the
current flow.

a.

ANSWER WILL BE FOUND TOWARD THE BOTTOM OF PAGE

b.

The previous illustrations of electromagnets show coils similar to a

apring? Electromagnets can be formed into many shapes. The field coils of

generators and starters, the primary winding in an ignition coil, the coils

in electric gauges, the coils in relays, and even the windings in a starter

armature can be considered as electromagnets. They all produce magnetism by

electrical energy.

Answer to QUESTION 45: a. South b. North

11%
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Ttame 24.

-_-.=- QUESTION 46.

thik foilowin malts mak* moo of olectromagnots_bi

a. Generator,

b. Toggle switch

c. Rheostat

d. Electric gauges

e. Battery

f. Starter

//////////////////

g. Relay

h. Bar magnet

1. CircUit breaker

j. Fuse

k. Resistor

1. Ignition coil

a., d., f., g., and 1. make use of eleciromagnets

Diagnosing troubles in-electrical circuits is one of the most important

jobs of an automotive mechanic. Each unit in an electrical system is built

to a specification which means that it should have a certain amount of resis-

tance, current flow, and voltage applied. In order to determine if the

component is satisfactory it is necessary to measure these properties. This

requires the use of electrical meters. An ammeter is used to measure the flow

.of current and is read in amperes. A voltmeter is used to measure the electri-

cal pressure (voltage, or electromotive force) and is read in volts. An

ohmmeter is used to measure the resistance and is read in ohms. When a volt-

meter is used to measure across a device in a circuit, the reading obtained is

called "voltage drop." This reading divided by ihe curvnt flow can be used

to dhtermine the amount of resistance in a "live" circuit.
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The illustration above shows a typical meter movement. Note that the

41, voltmeter circuit has a high resistance in series with tha,meter movement coil.

The ammeter has a low resistance in parallel with the meter movement coil.
An ammeter is never connected in a circuit that has no resistawle because the
low internal resistance in the ammeter will allow maximum current and barn out.

The high internal resistance in the voltmeter prevents excessive current
flow iand allows it to be used to check a power supply.

The voltmeter is connected in parallel to the circuit being Checked so
that it allows the current flow of the circuit to continue undisturbed.

The ammeter is connected in series with the circuit but the low internal
resistance allows thc current to continue in the circuit undisturbed.

41.



il*ctri al mzters mit be correzt17 c-,nnt.±cted to 'the circuit to accurately

the voleeirs4 cmcreace ammiar realtt4;14;d.

voltmeter is connected in parallel with the circuit or d*V c*

checked artd is used 'to measure voltage (emf, uleztris:al prtssura, :r

motive force).

elactrc-

An ammeter is connected in series with the load or control resistance and

is used to measure current flow. The positive terminal (4) (rad) of meters is-

connected into the circuit in the direction the current is coming from.

QUESTIONS 30 through 53.

50. On your separate response sheet black out the letter that identifies

the instrument being used to correctly measure voltage in the diagram shown

below.

1111IM
lall1111p

51. On your separate response sheet black out the letter that identifies

the instrument being used correctly to measure current in the diagram shown

above.

52. A voltmeter must be connected in

a. parallel when being used to measure current.

b. series when being used to measure voltage.

c, parallel when being used to measure voltage.

d. 'series when being used to measure current.

53. AnAmmeter must be connected in

a. parallel with the mita or fuse far the circuit.

b. series when being used to aeasure welter.

C. parallel with one device in the 'circuit.

4, series when being used to measure current.

51. L. 52. c 53. 21..

364



pVESTIONS 54 throuel ¶4.
a

t with .:s definition as given in the left colunn.. to measure
electrical pressure.

A.

B. Series circuit. \--!

55. A circuit having only one mar
plate path for current flow. C. Ammeter.

56. An instrument used to measure D. Voltmeter.
resistance.

E. Parallel circuit.
57. The prihciple which states

that a pressure of one volt F. Ohmmeter.,
will force one ampere of
current flow through one
ohm of resistance.

58. A circuit having two or more
paths for current flow.

59. An instrument used to measure
current flow.

54. D 55. B 56. F 57. A

58. E 59. C

Nate: If you found that you could not accurately match the terns and
definitions above without looking at the answers, go back and study
the terms that gave you trouble before continuing any farther with
the remainder of this program.
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This is not tO be confused with a grOund, which was designed to complete the

circuit through the vehtel.frairae. Jr connections or very small wire (cablO

can cause excessive resistant..

QUESTIONS 60 through 63.

After the corresponding number on
letter that iientifies each definition

as given in the left column.'

60. Unwanted ground. A.

61. Excessive resistance.
B.

62. Short circuit.

63. Open circuit.

C.

D.

your response sheet black out the

on the right with the term it defines

A break or lack of contact in an

electrical circuit.

Where a bare/Fire is touching another

bare wire giving the current a
different path to travel than was

intended.

Dirty or loose connections, cable

too small, or frayed.

Where a bari wire is touching the

frame or another metal surface that

is grounded.

60. D 61. C 62. B 63. A

'3'35 411



Electrical energy is tow.
;anerar.,:d fr-it

vilich ie

and alternating current (sc),
which is used to operate nest
hzusiaaold appliancas.

tn direct current ttre

electrons flow around the cir-
cuit in one direction only.

When an alternating current
generator is used, the electrons
flow back and forth as the pol-
arity of the vpltage changes
(see illustration). The figure
shows three impulss. House-
hold ac is generally 60 cycle&
per second; that is, 60 im-
pulses in each direction each
second.

When an electrical appli-
ance is unplugged from a wall
receptacle a flash may be seen.
This flash is electricity

411
traveling through the air and
is called an "arc."

QUESTIONS 64 through 66.

ALTERNAT)NG CURRENT

AC GENERATORS

I.
After the corresponding number on your response sheet black out the letter

that identifies each definition on the right with the term it defines as given
in the left column. a

64. Alternating'current. A. The travel of electricity through the
air when it produces a flash.

65. Arc.

B. Current-that changes its direction of
66. Direct cUrrent. flow at regular intervals.

C. Current that flaws in owe direction
only.

////////////////////////////

64. B.. 65. Ai. 66. C.

3%
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QUESTIONS 67 through 73.

Attar -the torreoporidllie tt=be-r of rur resrionse shoot black -out the

Fre&as

in the left colunn.

67. Curient'that flows in one
direction.

58. Dirty or loose connctions,
cable too small, or frayed.

69. Where a bar* wire is.touth-
ing another bare wire, giving
the current a different path
to travel than that intended.

70. 'Current that changes its
direction of.flow at regular
intervals.

71. A break or lack of contact in
an electrical circuit.

72. The travel of electricity
through the air where it
produces a flash.

73. Where a bare wire is touch-
1 ing the frame or another

metal surface that is
grounded.

L.:1! '11T2,MIEMF7P-Twr'"F-TIF--

A. Open circuit.

B. Alternating current.

C. Short circuit.

D. Arc.

E. Excessive resistance.

F. Direct current.

G. Unwanted ground.

/////////////////////////i//
67. F 68. E 69. C 70. B 71. A

72. D 73. G

Note:i If you found that you could not accurately match the terms
and definitions above without looking at the answers, go back and
study those term that gavesyou trouble before continuing any
farther with this program.

or/

111



Wait 32.

ESTIONS 74 through 81.

ter the corresponding number on vour response :nett bldwii. out Cat-

'i_ai t4.;!1 AA

74. A unit of measurement di rasior.r:za. Ao rld3;.=.4:1;7:

75. The pressure or force of Ain electrical 4. Volt.

circuit that causes current to flow.
C. Ampart.

76. That property of an electrical circuit

that tends to prevent or reduce current D. Voltage.

flow.
E. Ohm.

77. A unit of measurement of current flow.
F. Electron.

78. A unit of measurement of electrical

pressure (electromotive force). G. Proton.

79. A particle in an atom that contains H. Neutron.

no electrical charge.

80. A positively charged particle in an

atom.

81. A negatively charged particle in an

- atom.

//////////////////m/i/m/
74. E 75. -D 76. A 77, 0.

78. 8 79. 0* 80. G 81. F

Nóte: If you found that you could not accurately match' these terms and

definititins without looking at the antwers, study the terms that gave

you trouble before proceeding any further in the-program.,

a .1-

a.
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A generator can be used to
ce etic:rizar etergy.

CIA automokilge tne angina turns111dr._ totitstor k zoctumacia

Paerator require* the use of
.7.4zhairazal uhuriy and produces

.

lectrical/energy, the genera-
tor can be"described as a device
that converts mechanical energy
to electriocal energy.

QUESTION 82.

A generator is a device that converts

a. chemical enrgy to eieciiical energy.

b. Mechanical energy to electrical energy.

c. electrical energy to mechanical energy.

4. aemical energy to mechanical energy.

111/11/1//111/J11;111111111

b. is correct

Electricity can be used to operate an electric motor which in turn
,cranks the engine (automobile starter) or same other device that can be
linked mechanically to the motor. Since an electric motor uses electricity
to produce mechanical energy it (the motor) can be.described as a device
that converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. A current-carrying

conductor, in a magnetic field, will be pushed out sideways.-



;gurus

Artios tikat Amaimmui

a. chemical energy to meth nical energy.

b. .che=ical energy to elevtrical

ci mechanical energy to lectrical energy.

d. electrical energy to meiChanical energy.

////////////////////////////1
d. ,is correct

s

A .1
Many electrical devices have a movable part called an "armature." A dc

generator produces electricity by rotating the armature through a magnetic

_ field. 4 mptor because the 'magnetic fields act upon t4ft armature causing

it to rotate. A7glay or a doorbell *Operates when the magnetic field attracts

.,,,the armature. . .4,

QUESTION 84.

An armature is defined as the

a. mov:4ble part of an ilectromagnetic device .

b. device that changes electrical energy to mechanical energy.

c. part of a relay or bell that produces a magnetic field.

d. device zhat changes mechanical energy to electrical energy.I.

a

////////////////////////////
a. is correct
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Electricity Is produ4d in generators
44/ ci 0cal irotrgy

--ta-VerstAiFlittOtlAKAPFAEluitlt----
ing chemical inerty into electrical energy.
Uthpugh batteOes are oft4n callA -IF- \----EHH
"s.7.:rav",batreries t'ley tii

.v.

not store, 9.ectricity. Die only dtvice

that stores electricity is the capacitor

(condenser). Notice in the'illustrations above thesymbols sod to represent

capacitors. A capacitor consists of two wires connelcted to ,.etal plates which

are separated by a very thin insulating material. 4 capacit4 is charged with

lectricity by applying a voltage between the two wires. Thi action causes a

build up of a poeitive charge on one plate and a ne4ative char e on the other

plate. The,ualt of measurement of capacitance is al"farad." tn terms of

capacitancea farad is a rather large unit of, measurement, the fore, most

capacitors ire rated in termi of "micrbfaradi" A Microfarad i one-millionth

of a farad.

QUESTIONS 85 and 86.

85. A capacitor is a device that

a. changes chemical energy to electrical energy.

b. produce3 an ,rc aeothe ignition points of automotive,

vehicles.

c. stores electrical energy.

d. produces elecillcity.

86. The unit of measurement of the capacity of a capacitor is the

a. volt.

b. farad.

c. ampere.

d. ohm.

////////////////////////////

85. c 86.

w 1



=VIC:NS 87 throuel 91.

t

ft

letter thit identifies each ter on the right vit ite dofinitte7r. ns siven

:
.

-e

87. A device that changes electrical
energy to mechanical energy.

£3. .-. unit of measurer.ent cf the

capacity of a capacitor
(condenser).

A. Capacitor. .

B. Generator.

C. Motor.

D. Farad or microfarad.
89. A device that changes mechanical

energy to electrical energy. E. Armature.

90. A device that stores electrical
energy.

91. The movable part of an electro-
magnetic device.

////////////////////////////

87. C 88. D 89. B

90. A 91. E

Note: If you found that you could not accurately match the terms and
definitions above without looking at the aniwers, go back and study
the terms that gave you trouble'before proceeding any further with
this program.

IMO



If a conduttor is moved'thrlugh a mag-

AWC,14
f

generated in the conductor causing current

t.. .D flaw tr.rJui:

IF
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QUESTION 92.

Electricity can be produced mechanically if you have

a. a conductor and a magnetic field.

b. motion and a magnetic field.

c. a magnetic field, a closed conductor, and relative motion.

d. motion and a conductor.

/////////////////////i//////

c. is correct

The arvature of a generator supplies the conductor used in producing

electricity. The rotation of this armature supplies the motion and the field

windings supply the magnetic field. When a conductor is moved through a

magnetic field the resultant current flow is said to be produced by "electro-

magnetic induction."

"713
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..WES;S_ 93 through 97.

13 Elt:tricity i rr..!uced =echanizall I/an

-7.77-rgFrr77

b. generator.

transtornir.

d. lectromagnet.

94. How does a generator produce electricity?

a. By electromagnetic inductivi

b. By electromiptive foice.a

c. By chemical action.

d. Statically.

95. What are the three things required to produce electricity by
electromagnetic induction?

a. A generator, a battiry, and a transformer.

b. A chemical, a forcet and an., electromagnet.

c. Spongy lead, lead peroxide, and electrolyte.
;

d. Motion, limagnei.ic field, and a closed conductor.

411
96. A generator produces electricity

a, chemically.

b. magnetically.

0 c. residualry.

d. mechanically.

97. The production of electricity in a generator is called

a. chemical action.

b. residual magnettism.

c. electromagnetic induction.

d: static electricity._

4

93. b 94. a 95.

96. d 97.

=m111,

44
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toes Wed below try

inswers in the spaces providedon yiur r peLt

0

VOLTAGE CURRENT RESISTANCE

.

1. The property of an 1. The movement of free

.

1. The opposition

electrical circuit that electrons in a circuit is to current flow in

causes current flow. called "current." an electrical cir-
cuit is called

2. The unit of measure- 2. The unit of measure- "resistance."

ment is the "volt." mint iS "ampere" or

"amp." 2. The unit of

3. Yoltage is measured
.

measurement is the

with a voltmeter. 3. Current is measured "ohm."

4. The symbol for ,

voltage is "E."

with an ammeter.

4. The symbol for cur-

,

3. Resistance is
measured with an

.

rent is "I." ohmmeter.
.

REMEMBER: TAE VOLT-
METER MUST SE CONNEC- RENEMBER: THE AMMETER 4. The symbol.for

TED tN PARALLEL TO MUST BE CONNECTED IN 'resistance is "R."

MEASURE THE VOLTAGE SERIES TO MEASURE THE
,

OF A CIRCUIT.
CURRENT IN A CIRCUIT.

.

.

. .

.

Note: Cover the chart above'with your masic and answer each question.

After you have answered the questions you may check your answers by

referring to the chart above.

QUESTIONS 98 through 107

98. Opposition to current is .

ggsPoNsEs
4

,99. Causes current to flow
Voltage

, 0

.100. Unit of measurement for R is
Resistance

101. Unit of measurement.for E is
Amperes

102. Unit of measurement for I is
Ohms,

103. Measures current.
Volts

104. Measures resistance.
Voltmeter

105. Moasutes voltage.
Ammeter

106. Must be connected in series.
Ohmmeter

107. Must bwconnicted in parallel.
. ed.
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After the _corresponding number on your response sheet black out the
;!.11 identiaei ea c'7". tv,rm zn r. .:. zt.. :tven

Amp

iMe A unit of easurement of resistance. A. Resistance.

V%Ato

Ampere.

Voltage.

Ohm.

Electron.

Proton.

Neutron.

109. 'The pressure or force .in an electrizal
circuit that causes current to flow.

4.

C.

110. That prop.erty of an electrical circuit
that tends to prevent or reduce current

flow.

D.

E.

111. A unit of measurement of current flow.
F.

112. A unit of measurement of electrical
pressure (electromotive force). G.

113. A partiLle in an atom that possesses
no electrical charge.

H.

114.. A positively charged particle in an
atom.

115. ,A negatively charged particle in an
attm.

////////////////////////////

E 109. D , 110., A 111. C

112. 3 113. H 114. G 115. F
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in the left column.

116. Current that flows in cr..1 Aire:tion,

117. Dirty or loose connection, cable too

small, or frayed.

118. Where a bare wire is touching another

bare wire giving the current a dif-

ferent path to travel than that,

intended.

119. Current that changes its direction of

flow at regular intervals.

120. A break or lack of contact in an

electrical circuit.

121. The travel of electricity through the

air where it produces a flash.

122. Where a bare wire is touching the

frame or another metal surface that

is grounded.

////////////////////////////

A. 07en circuit.

11. , Alternating
Current

C. Short circuit.

D. Arc.

E. Excessive
resistance.

F. Direct current.

G. Unwanted ground.

116. F 117. E 118. C 119. B

120. A 121. D 122. G

LAST CHANCE! If you found that you could not accurately match the terms

and definitions of any of the last two frames without looking

at the answers study those terms that gave you trouble.

ave
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